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INTRODUCTION 
P r i s o n e r s a r e b a s i c a l l y hurftan b e i n g s . But t h e y 
have a l w a y s c o n t i n u e d t o be t r e a t e d as a n e g l e c t e d l o t . 
When p e r s o n s a r e comni i t t ed t o p r i s o n s , i t l o o k s a s , i f 
t h e y hiave e n t e r e d i n t o a w o r l d known as p r i s o n , whose 
way of l i f e was n o t i n t h e i r c o n t e m p l a t i o n . Thex-e i s 
no d e n i a l of t h e f a c t t h a t t h e y a r e p a r t and p a r c e l of 
o u r s o c i e t y . Keep ing t h i s f a c t i n mind , one h a s t o 
f o r c e , t o t h i n k a b o u t t h e l i f e of i n c a r c e r a t e d p e o p l e s 
and h a s t o m.ake improvem.ents t h e r e i n . Even a f t a r , t h e 
j a i l m.anuals s t i l l , p r i s o n e r s a r e n o t t r e a t e d as huro.an 
b e i n g and r e c e i v e a v e r y inhuman, b a r b a r i o u s t r e a t r a e n t 
from t h e a u t h o r i t i e s . The r i g h t s a r e d e n i e d t o t h e m . 
The S t a t e i s u n d e r t h e c o n s t i t u t i o n a l o b l i g a t i o n 
t o h o n o u r and p r o t e c t t h e p r i s o n e r ' s r i g h t s i n c l u d i n g 
t h e r i g h t t o l i f e and hum.an d i g n i t y . However , i t h a s been 
found t h a t p r i s o n e r s a r e n o t g i v e n a f a i r t r e a t m e n t t o 
which t h e y a r e e n t i t l e d u n d e r t h e l aw of t h e l a n d . But 
i n r e c e n t y e a r s , Suprem.e Cour t h a s t a k e n - u p t h e c a u s e of 
( i l ) 
the prisoners in its judicial capacity. In a host of 
cases beginning from Sunil Batra/ Hussainara, Preni 
Shankar the life of the prisoners has been brought into 
the public. The decisional work expresses the ill of 
jail manuals and the crim.inal justice including prison 
adrftini strati on. 
A word 'Prison and Goal' derive from the Latin 
which m.ean respectively to 'seize' and 'cagel The 
Oxford English Dictionary defines. 'Prison' as -
A place properly arranged and equipped for the recep-
tion of f)ersons who by legal process are corpjuitted to 
it for safe custody while awaiting the trial or punish-
ment. Prison/ traditionally defined, is a place in which 
persons are kept in custody, pending trial or in which 
they are confined as punishm.ent after their conviction. 
A prison today serves the purpose like: custodial, 
deterrent, coercive, curative, reformative, correctional, 
rehabilitative and resocialization. It is not an 
independent system, of power, but an instrument of the 
state, shaped by its social m.ilieu and by the stage of 
economic, social and political developm.ent. 
(Ill) 
Prison has a brutalizing and dehumanizing effect 
on the prisoner. It hurts and humiliates him, Prisoni-
zation leads to regimentation, deprivation and depersonali-
zation. The prisoner suffers silently. He is surrounded 
by persons but he is solitary and alone in this constant 
com.pany. Incarceration leads to progressive poverty of 
the body, m.ind and spirit. 
The prison administration in India, is a subject 
little known to m.ost of us. Our newspapers keep us 
informeo and interested in all sorts of doing of a 
crim.inal upto the tim.e of his arrest and conviction, 
but what happens to him. after that is not a Flatter of 
com/i'ion knowledge. Once the prisoner is disposed of 
by the court, what we do to him thereafter does not 
seem, to be Im.portance to the public. Probably this 
attitude of the public would have been justifiable, 
had the prisoner been disposed of once for all when he 
went to prison. But usually the prisoner comes out of 
prison after a tim.e and re-enters society. Not very 
seldom, upon release he becom.es a greater m.enance to 
property and person than before. 
(iv) 
It is,therefore, of infinitive concern to society 
what is done to the criminal in prison, how he is 
treated and what the effects of this treatraent are upon 
his ro.ental processes. 
Traditionally prisons have been considered as 
somewhat isolated, mysterious and frightful institution 
where the offenders are confined. Our prison systeru is 
co-eval with the Indian Penal Code, which though 
excellant when drawn up, cannot be said to have kept 
pace with general progress of sociological thought. 
The British adm.inistrators were concerned with consoli-
dation the newely acquired territory and, therefore, had 
neither the time nor the desire to introduce a scientific 
prison system devised to serve the interest of the prisoni 
and a society as a whole. Prisoners were treated as a 
neglected person. 
But during the last few years it has been realized 
by the adm.inistrators and social reformers alike that 
prisons are not isolated institution but are a part of 
our social system, which should be understood by the 
(v) 
community properly. It is,therefore, incumbent on the 
society to have greater interest in the ref orrr;ation of 
prisoners. Because after their release from the 
prison, the prisoners are to live again in the society. 
If no curative, correctional and reformative measures 
are taken for their readjustment in society they would 
again be a burden on the society. 
India discarded a long tim.e back the old forms of 
punishm.ent such, as exile, m.utilation and torture in 
favour of imprisonment. Now the reformative influences 
have been introduced in order to rem.ove the old repre-
ssive tendencies of the prisons. The Government of India 
especially since the independence of the country has 
taken som.e interest in the direction of developing a 
progressive thinking in regard to reforraation and 
rehabilitation of prisoners although administration of 
jails wholly a state subject. 
There is a need for m.eaningful engagem.ent of the 
prisoner inside the prison. Prison labour should u.eet 
the demand of m.ental and physical health of the prisoner. 
This give arise the concept to introduce prison labour 
with paym.ent of wages. Work can occupy an em.pty mind 
(vl) 
and act as ant idote against monotony of endless days 
in p r i son . The p o t e n t i a l i t i e s of work as an instrument 
of correct ion of inmates i s a penal i n s t i t u t i o n can be 
r e a l i s e d . The ob.ject of the prison labour could be 
t r a i n i n g for work and t r a i n i n g by work Prison can be 
factory as well as a school a t the sarrie-time. The 
prison can be best place to apply co r rec t iona l method 
on the pr i soners so as t o enable them, to r e h a b i l i t a t e 
them.selves in changed socio-econom.ic circurastance of the 
socie ty a f t e r t h e i r re lease . If the oppor tuni t ies 
are not properly u t i l i z e d for the reformiation of the 
p r i soners by the s t a t e , i t would be a gre^t d i s se rv ice 
to the soc ie ty . Because a f te r punishing the criminal^/ 
penal law comes t o an end. What begin i s the reform.ative 
stage of the crim.inals. What i s , the re fore , m.ost 
p e r t i n e n t question i s how to r e h a b i l i t a t e the criminal 
again in the society a f t e r h i s re lease from j a i l or 
p r i son . 
If prison labour i s to serve i t s t rue purpose i t i s 
necessary tha t a l loca t ion of work to the prison labour 
should be on the bas i s of t h e i r apt i tude and also taking 
(vli) 
into consideration of the possibilities of his pursuing 
that work outside, to earn a livelihood, when he is 
released. Rehabilitative aspect can be served by giving 
wages to their labour. If in the work allocation the 
punitive content is predominent or expediency decisive 
the desired object may not be achieved. 
It would be naive to suggest that work by convicts 
is a raodem innovation. In ancient, times, convicts 
used to work Roman galleys. Early in the nineteenth 
century the inmates of the Bavarice cam.ps in the United 
States of America were deployed on public road cons-
truction so was the case with their counterparts in 
India. However, work by convicts in both the countries 
cam.e under criticism, for two reasons; the unsatisfactory 
conditions in which the convicts were required to work, 
and the dissipation alleged by several adm.inistrators, 
jurists and intellectuals of punitive objectives. In the 
second half of the last century, work by convicts started 
gaining acceptance, and in contem.porary tim.es, in m.ost 
of the correctional institution work by the convicts 
has becom.e alm.ost routine. 
The approach to work by jail inmates has been 
through the ages influenced by the philosophy underlying 
the penal objectives. In the ancient and Ttiedieval times, 
where the concept of vengeance dominated penal thinking, 
the corporal punishment used to be norm. During the 
period of im.prisonment, work was regarded not only as 
fitting but also essential. Consequently, the form of 
work assigned to the inmates compared well with the penal 
objectives: it used to be psychologically dull, often 
econom.ically unrewarding and physically exhaustive. 
In the later half of the preceding century, the 
Elmira m.ovement in the U.S.A. marked a watershed in penal 
thought. It introduced a hum.ane and correctional 
approach to punishm.ent. It is im.portant to note that the 
'work* was the m.otive force behind the reformatory 
movem.ent. Besides, the industrial revolution based on 
steam.^power and division of labour emphasised team work 
with little or no room for autonom.ous work by single 
individuals and for silent working. Fromi this the 
reformiatory movem.ent received much im.petus. As a result, 
work by the prisoners come to be regarded as an important 
(Ix) 
rf.eans for t h e i r reformation. This approach did not go 
unchallenged. I t was argued tha t the main purpose of 
imprisonment was "to supply the pr i soner with strong 
m.otives for res i s t ing^he temptation t o break law' but 
because of the reformatory approach and consequently 
for b e t t e r food, em.ploym.ent opportunity and general ly 
congenial environm.ent, the reformatories had turned more 
in to comfortable havens than a penal i n s t i t u t i o n . 
In due course of t ime, t h i s kind of opposition l o s t 
i t s edge, and gainful em.pl oyment of inm.ates becom.e an 
in t eg ra l par t of i n s t i t u t i o n a l co r rec t ion . Work progra-
m.m.es have thus come a long way from som.e kind of a 
puni t ive repress ive s lave- labour to become a powerful 
means to reform and r e h a b i l i t a t e the fa l len corrj-ritted 
to i n s t i t u t i o n . 
The All India J a i l i4anual Comjo.ittee and a host of 
others coming out from, forward-looking countr ies alm.ost 
unanim.ously accept 'work* as an im.portant method for 
reeducating and r e i n t e g r a t i n g the offender. 
Indeed work programm:es are concerned in the main 
with the econom.ic aspects of the l i f e of p r i s o n e r s . 
(x) 
In other words, they aira to influence his economic 
style and capacity, both inside and outside the insti-
tution. Nevertheless, the consensus is that it has 
much to do with his social-psychological make-up as well. 
The institutional setting through, work prograrrimes offers 
an opportunity to generate in the inmates a capacity for 
sustained work and to im.prove their work habits. 
Without being a form of exploitation, or even a 
conscious mieans to augm.ent resources, work programraes 
of their Own accord take the institution a step closer 
to financial self-sufficiency, lessening the burden of 
tax payer. Whenever work prograrfiraes have been carefully 
organised, inmates have not only been able to contribute 
but also have a right to take share in the earnings. 
In cont£jm.porary tim.es, work in jails is not 
conceived as additional punishment but as an means for 
facilitating the resocialisation of the inmates. In 
India, the prisoners are given work in alm.ost all jails. 
Even since the Indian Jail Comj-uittee (1919 - 20), work 
has been regarded im.portant in institutional correction. 
(xl) 
But prisoners are forced to do work and no equal 
remuneration of their labour in shape of wages is paid. 
No wage scheme is framed by the state to give wages to 
the prison labour as their counterparts are receiving 
in the com.parable work outside the prison. They are 
paid very low rates of wages. As Justice iSubramanian 
Potti rem.arked when prisoners are forced to do compulsory 
labour at very low rabies of wages» it is nothing but 
exploitation of prison labour. He suggested that prisoners 
have to be paid m.inim.um. wages for the work that they do 
and such a m.easure by itself would be a great rehabili-
tative m.easure. 
So tehat happens in the prison is sheer exploitation 
of prisoners. When person who turn out good work are 
paid only Rs 1*50 paise a day. We should think on lines 
of paying m.inimum wages to prisoners. 
Two main argum.ents may perhapss be raised against 
a system of payment of wages to prisoner viz -
(l) The State has to incur heavy expenditure to 
m.aintain the prisoners and part of the burden shall fall 
(xii) 
on the prisoners thercselves. 
(2) If prisoners are paid wages punitive aspect 
will be lost and this may proro.otes crimes. Persons 
who suffer outside due to unem.ployment may find the 
prison a heaven and they, as well as those who are 
released from, prison, m.ay prefer to come to prison by 
canmitting some crim.es or the other. 
These argum.ents do not appear to have m.uch validity. 
Reform.ation of criminal is a m.atter of social concern. 
Exploitation of labour will deprive prison labour to a 
substantial extent. The prison adrriinistration expenses 
can not be m.et by exploitation of the prison labour. 
Society is bearing the burden now. It is true that: there 
m.ay be an initial increase in this burden if the rates of 
wages are increased. But if such a m.easure will 
help to achieve the desired purpose of reform.ing and 
rehabilitating the crim.inal, society should be prepared 
to bear the additional burden. 
The fact that proper wages are paid in prison is not 
likely to attract persons to prison. Restriction on the 
freedom, inherent in prison life is a sufficient deter in 
this regard. 
(xlll) 
Having realized the reformative and rehabilitative 
need of the prisoners in their readjustment in the changed 
socio-econom.ic m.ilieu after their release. It has been 
thought properly to undertake the prison labour and 
their wages as a topic for dissertation, with special 
reference to the District Jail Aligarh. A survey has been 
conducted by visiting the District Jail Aligarh, The 
dissertation has been chapterized into five chapters. 
Chapter I deals with historical perspective of prison 
labour in United Kingdom., Araerica, Russia and India. 
The work assigned to the prisoners both in walled 
jails or open jail and their payment is covered by 
chapter II. 
Chapter III deals with the conceptual understanding 
of word 'wage' under Minim.um. Wages Act, Payruent of Wages 
Act applicable to the workers and their application within 
the jail vis-a-vis a jail manual has been discussed. 
Chpater IV deals with the constitutional aspect 
and judicial work done in this regard. 
(xlv) 
Chapter V deals the survey work of Aligarh District 
Jail and interviews conducted in this regard. 
The ultimate destiny of dissertorial work is 
its concluding journey known as conclusion. This part 
can easily be said to be the soul of the dissertation. 
After putting a hard/ strong and monotonous labour 
with a lot of intermittent interruption of political 
trial and tabulation com.ing in the com.pletion of this 
dissertation. The hum.ble work is before the readers to 
view it, in thSir own way. 
\ 
C H A P T E R - I 
HISTORICAL D E V E L O P M E O T J PRISON LABOUR Al^ D RIGIfT 
TO WAGES 
IN UNITED KINGDOM - The prison, today in England have 
gone tar in advance of what they used to be in the lasx. 
century, tnough they stili suffer somewhat frorp. the 
influence "the days when pentonville become the model 
for Europe to copy, and also from the fact that m.any of 
thera have been built in heart of busy cities." The tendency 
however, today is towards following the system, of indivi-
dualization of offenders and the use of scientific m.ethods 
of treatm.ent. 
As regards prison labour, before the passage of the 
Prison Act 1877, there was m.uch difference in the conditions 
of prison labourin the local English Prisons. Sir Ruggles 
Brise says "In some prisons there are complete idleness, 
in som.e unregulated association, in some an active industry 
conducted with a view to comdfo.ercial profit, and in som.e 
a close and me lancholy adherence to the rule of separate 
1. Calvert, E.R. and Calvert,T,, The Law Breaker, p.101, 
2 
confinement and i t s concomitant hard labour? Besides, 
Prison labour was penal ins tead of being product ive . 
I t was labour such as working the t r eadmi l l , crane, stone 
breaking. In som.e p r i sons , however, there was Organi-
zation or productive work for p r o f i t , along with a system 
3 
of rewards for the work done. 
The Organization of pr ison i ndus t r i e s for p r o f i t -
making cam.e to an end with l o c a l cont ro l , and the 
system of paying p r i soners for work done was abandoned. 
Since 1877 the English pr ison has gradually developed 
in to "the system, of production for State which obtains 
today? Indus t r i e s l i ke sewing of m.ail-bags for the 
pos t -of f ice and brush m.aking were introduced, the t read 
m.ill and crank having been superseded. After the employriient 
of p r i soners on publ ic works was abondoned labour in convict 
pr isons also becom.e of the type e x i s t i n g in loca l p r i s o n s . 
Today, Prison labour i s of a productive type , 
-i-he m.ail-bags used in pos t -o f f i ces and in Government 
Departments are m.ade by pr ison labour , A nurcber of p r i s o -
ners are employed in keeping the pr ison louilding in r epa i r 
2, Brise , R,, jEnglish Prison 3ystem., p . 134. 
J . I b id . , p .102, 
3 
4 
and in laundry work, cooking and maintenance work. 
Every prisoner is required to work usetully for 
not ir.ore than 10 hours a day, of which at eight should, 
so far as practicable, be spent at work in association or 
5 
other work outside his cell. A prisoner may be removed 
from work in association and m.ade to work temporarily in 
a cell for the maintenance of good work order or discipline 
or for his own interest. But this m.ay not continue for 
m.ore than a m.onth except on the authority of the comraissioners 
or visiting comraittee. No prisoner may be set to work 
and unless certified as fit for that type of work by the 
7 
medical -officer. The medical officer classifies prisoners as-
(1) fit for all kinds of work 
(2) unfit for heavy manual work, including heavier kinds 
of industrial work, but fit for ordinary industrial work 
or work especially chosen for its light character,or 
(3) fit for work especially chosen for its light character 
only, with any qualifications he thinks necessary. The aim 
is to give each prisoner the best industrial gaining or 
occupation which the resources of the prison will allow 
4. Sethna, J,M.J», 'Society and Crim.inal,' p. 255. 
5. Prison Rules 1949, Rule 556, 
6. Ibid., Rule 36(1). 
7. Ibid,, Rule 56 Proviso 
4 
certain well-behaved prisoners are allowed to work 
without supervision either singly or in group. A 
p 
prisoner may be excused work on medical ground. But 
9 in Pullen's Case» where it was decided that prison 
workshop is not a factory, m.oreover prisoners are obliged 
to work as a consequence of their sentence, rather than 
of relationship of master and servant. 
Prisoners may be paid for work at rates approved 
10 by the commissioner. Every type of work in which 
prisoners engaged m.ust be authorised by the commissioner 
and their consent is required for a prisoner to work for 
another prisoner or an officer of for the private benefit 
11 
of any prison. A prisoner is deem.ed to in legal 
custody whie he is working out side the prison in the 
12 
custody or under the contral of an officer. A prisoner 
serving a sentence of imprisonment, corrective training 
or preventive detention m.ay be temporarily released to 
engage in em.ploym.ent for such time and subject to such 
13 
condition as comjr.issioner determ.ine, 
8. Prison Rules 1949, Rule 56, Proviso. 
9. Puller V, Prison Comxtiissioner (1957) 3 All E.R. 470. 
10. Supra note 8 Rule 57. 
11. Ibid., Rule 58. 
12. Prison Act 1952, Sec 13 (2). 
13. Prison Rules 1949, Rule 84 A, 
5 
Each pr ison should be ind iv idua l ized , h i s 
apt i tude determined and then he should be given such vork 
as helps him a f te r Elease, The in t roduct ion of wage system 
i s bound to produce gra t i fy ing r e s u l t . Since 1930, se lec ted 
pr i soners have been paid wages at the Wakefield and 
Notinghaii; p r i sons , and tha t has r e su l t ed in an increase of 
production by nearly hundred pe rcen t . 
In 1973, under the new schem.e, p r i soner who did 
t h e i r work well in the B r i t i s h pr i sons carf.e t o be paid 
as much as t h e i r work merited outside the pr i son , t h a t i s 
to say, as much as a free c i t i z e n would be paid for h i s 
work, 
IN UNITED STATES - As ea r ly as the s ix teen th century 
several liuropean countr ies e s t ab l i shed pr ison labour systems 
which were thought to be ooth puni t ive and p r o f i t a b l e , j u s t 
as the e a r l i e r ga l ley laDour had been so considered. Hence, 
the notion t h a t work should be provided for p r i soners i s 
alm.ost as old as the pr ison system i t s e l f , l/<frxen i n s t i t u t i o n s 
becom.e places of punishm.ent, r a t h e r than p laces of detent ion 
to r persons awaiting t r i a l , system.s for occupying the tirae 
of pr i soners also a rose . This tendency was to some extent 
of fse t bv the theory t h a t labour i n t e r t e r r e d with the 
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meditation considered essential for penitence, tout 
tne general trend since the establishment of prisons 
has been toward recognition of the injurious personal 
and social effects of idleness in prisons. 
One of the greatest prison reforras or ail tiri.e, 
John Howard, deserves credit for suggesting the peni-
tentiary system. He brought to the attention of the 
world about the sorbid conditions in jails, prisons 
and hulks throughout Europe, For the first tim.e in 
United States the principles of solitary confinement 
and labour, strongly suggested by John Howard, were 
actually put in to effect. Beyond even this the Act 
of 1790 directed the separation of witnesses and 
debtors from, the felons etc. and ordered the erection 
of a block of cells in the yard of the prison for the 
com.plete segregation of the "m.ore hardened offendersj' 
This block becarrie known as the "Pentitentiary house" 
and was first of its kind in the country. 
In this little prison, first classification of 
prison inm.ates, the first system, of productive labour 
for prisoners in this country, a policy of firmness 
and kindness instead of punishm.ent and even a crude 
system of self-government was introduced/ because 
there was no meaningful labour for prisoners until 
the rise of the house of correction. This institution 
was established for the purpose of putting 'idle rogeies' 
and other elements of the social debtor class to work 
at productive labour. It was reported by Robert J, 
14 Turubull in his pam.phlet that - "Some prisoners 
m.ake from one dollar to a dollar and a half a day" 
and adds "There was such a spirit of industry visible 
on every side and such contentment pervaded the 
countenance of all that these men surely were not con-
victs/ but accoustom.ed to labour from infancy." 
So with the rejuvenation of the Walnut Street Jail 
in Philadelphia in 1790, a progressive system, of 
"Contract" labour was installed, '-^'his system, was heralded 
as the wonder of the age. For the first time in tbe 
history convicted felons were em.ployed at dignified 
productive tasks and paid wages. The system, used in 
this little jail served as a pattern for later peni-
tentiarieas. 
14. A visit to the Philadelphia Prison 1796/ p. 16. 
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VJhen laJDOur was introduced in to prison, it was 
regarded primarily as a means of punishment although 
the possibilities for profits were not overlooked. 
In som.e places, prim.arily in England, prison was alm.ost 
exclusively punitive, consisting of such methods as the 
shot drill-carrying a cannon ball back and fortn in a 
large nail or treadm.ill or cranks. The treadrriill was 
resorted to only in a few instances in the prisons of 
American system.. There is record that it was used m 
1824, at Sim.sbury, (-bnnecticut Copperm.ine prison. 
Richard Phelps writing about this bizare institution 
states: "Of all the labour required, the tread 
m.ill was dreaded the m.ost and the m.ost stub born were 
put to this em.ploym.entl' 
In 1876/ the Reform.atory System, was adopted in the 
Elimira Reformatory in Mew York. It was a system, 
different from, the Pennsylvania and Auburn Sygtem.s. 
Under it the plan was one of the reformation of the 
offender - restoration of the offenders to society as 
a nonr;al being. Prisoners are, under the systero. graded 
by being given marks for their work and accomplishments 
in the prison. The system, lays great em.phasis on m.oral 
t r a i n i n g and educat ion. 
The systeir. of pr ison labour in the United States of 
America may be described as (1) The Pr iva te Systerr; 
(2) The Publ ic System. 
An e s s e n t i a l feature of the Pr iva te System i s t h a t 
the labour done by the p r i soners i s dom.inated by p r iva te 
i n t e r e s t s and not those of the S t a t e . In the Public 
System on the other hand, the s t a t e c - n t r o l s the labour 
and i t s y e i l d s . 
The Pr iva te System of pr ison labour are 
(i) the Lease System ( i i ) the P iece-pr ice system. 
The Public System, are (i) the Public Account System. 
( i i ) the State-Use System., and ( i i i ) the Public Works 
and Ways System.. 
The L£ase System - The Pr ivate Lease System, 
involved the leas ing of the pr i soners t o the p r iva t e 
em.ployers who paid the State for the samie. The m.ainte-
nance, d i s c ip l i ne and labour of the p r i sone r s and i t s 
15. Sethna, J.i-t.J., Society and Crim.inal, p . 258. 
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yeilds were in charge of the private employers. This 
system was used widely in the south after the Civil VJar, 
in so far as the State was not in a position financially 
to maintain well its prisoners. The working of this 
system of leasing prisoners to private em.ployers freed 
to some extent the State burden of m.aintenance of 
prisoners/ prevented overcrowding in prisons and spared 
som.e m.oney for the State. But the serious disadvantage 
of the system was that the fate of the prisoner was left 
to private individuals who m.ight look to their own 
benefit and disregard his welfare. Moreover under the 
Private Lease System, there could hardly be any room for 
reformative treatm.ent. The prisoner acted only as a 
tool of production in the hands of private em.ployers, 
and there were chances of exploitation. This m:uch abused 
system, was in the early part of the present century 
vigorously attacked on hum.anitarian grounds, and it 
ultim.ately lost recognition. 
The Pi£ce-Price System. - Under the Piece-Price 
Systemi, private industry supplied raw materials to the 
prison with a view to allowing prisoners to m.ake (in the 
prison premises) the articles required by the industry. 
u 
The State and the industry enter into a Contract 
whereby at an agreed price per unit the work is to be 
done work, discipline, recreation, education and 
reforraative treatment for the prisoner are all left 
in the hands of the State. The Private individual has 
got no concern with the mode of labour. 
While the State may carry on with, this system., it 
should be rem.em.bered that in no way should the reforrp.ative 
treatm.ent of the prisoner be set back or allowed to 
suffer. 
The Public Ac£Ount S_vst^ em. - Under Ihe Public Account 
System, the State could sell in the open m.arket the thing 
made in the prison. The hours of Work, direction of 
labour, m.ethods of manufacture and work are determined 
by the State. The system, proved popular though the 
private industries protest that the State has been 
under pricing goods sold and thus harm.ing private industy 
by unfair competition. The remedy m.ay be in selling 
the goods at a price sarae as that kept by the private 
industrialists. 
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In 19 29, because of t t e popular object ion of the 
sale of pr ison made goods in the open market, the 
Congress of the United Sta tes passed the Hawes-Cooper Act 
which enables a s t a t e in Ar.erica to p roh ib i t with in 
i t s loca l l i m i t s the Sale of prison m.ade goods from 
other s t a t e s . 
The advantage of t h i s system, i s t h a t usua l ly enough 
productive work can be given to the inm.ates so t h a t . t h e 
bulk of them, may be kept gainful ly em.ployed. 
The State-Use Svtem. - The m.ost r a t i o n a l and helpful 
prison labour system in the State-Use System, under which 
a r t i c l e s produced in the pr i sons are disposed off 
only in State Supported I n s t i t u t i o n and bureaus. 
The success of the State-Use System, of pr ison industry 
depends upon the types of l e g i s l a t i o n t h a t c rea tes the 
system.. On the average, i f the cor rec t iona l i n s i t u t i o n s 
could supply one-tenth of the t o t a l publ ic i n s t i t u t i o n a l 
pruchases in any year, a l l the able-bodied inm.ates 
could be put to work in productive e n t e r p r i s e s . Thus 
a r e a l l y e f fec t ive s t a t e -use system could eas i ly solve the 
problem of pr ison labour and indus t rv . 
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The Public Works Svstem - Under the Public-Works 
System, prison labour is limited to the construction of 
roads, works of public utility, e.g. public streets, 
igh ways and sjmilar public endeavours. This is the 
sort of work the average being laymen usually reco-
ipjiiends, when he discusses the problem of initiates labour. 
This system, proved successful and used by som.e of the 
States and the Stste s are proud of the am.ount of public 
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work accom.plished by their prison labour. 
IN RUSSIA - In Russia prisons are called Hiesta 
Lischenja Svobodi i.e. place of withdrawn freedom.. 
The Russia there are open a^rm. colonies where prisoners 
are left on trust, like freeifien. There are hardly any 
eseapes. Trust begets Trust. 
The aiiii of the Soviet Prison System, is to reform, 
every prisoner by education and to m.ake him. a useful 
worker. It is for this reason that work done by prisoners 
at prisons is collective and productive. Unproductive 
work is not em.ployed. A prisoner m.ay so well work in 
16. Sethna, J.M.J., Society and Crim.inal, p, 259. 
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prison and behave himself that the prison authorities 
can reduce the tenr. of his imprisonment and release 
him before the expiry of his sentence. Two good days 
detention in the R.S.F,S.R., and one good day's work is 
equivalent to three days detention in Ukraine and 
white Russia. 
One good feature of Soviet-Russian Prison System 
is that prisoners are allowed wages for the work do 
by them. 
It is when wages are paid that a prisoner m.ay send 
som.ething out for his wife and children or other depen-
dents at hom.e and save them, the hardship of starvation. 
Besides the prisoner's sense of self-respect, which must 
be developed in prison, is given a good irapetus by his 
being paid wages. He earns, so to say, his living 
in prison, and he feels as if he were a free man, working 
like a free man and alm.ost getting an average free man's 
wages, according to the quantity and quality of the work 
done by him. His work is also then well done, and the 
work produced by prison labour, if of good quality, can 
certainly find a good place in the m.arket outside. 
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These are some of the advantages of the wage systerr. 
which every good pr ison should have. The wages are 
allowed should be adequate, and should vary with the 
quant i ty and qua l i ty of the work done by the p r i s o n e r . 
I l l i t e r a t e persons are taught reading and w r i t i n g . 
There are educat ional courses in Russian p r i s o n s . 
According t o the inrfiate's a b i l i t i e s and ap t i tude , i n s t r u c -
t ion and work are provided for hinv. Pr i soners are given 
a ce r t a in amount of self-government which i s e s s e n t i a l 
towards t h e i r reformation and for developing the s p i r i t 
of s e l f - r e s p e c t and m.utual regard . 
In the Ukraine, most p r i soners are allowed to go out 
on ho l idays . Every pr i soner whose behaviour has been 
found s a t i s f ac to ry i s allowed leave-every second, or at 
l e a s t every t h i r d , free day. In addi t ion he i s allowed, 
each year, ten to twenty days ' l eave . 
One of the most i n t e r e s t i n g and im.portant feature of 
the Soviet Prison System, i s the exis tence of a g r i c u l t u r a l 
colonies for p r i sone r s , where hundreds of m.en and women 
work without attem.pting to escape. The pr i soners do a l l 
the work there them.selves. Wages are allowed to individual 
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workers in accordance with the quant i ty and qua l i ty 
of t h e i r work. They get t h a t in kind, i . e . , in 
produce, Sorae of them work in the b r i c k - f i e l d , some 
in the fo res t ry school and some at road-bu i ld ing . 
Pr i soners work hard on the farrr'S so as t o produce good 
ye i ld s , and to improve t h e i r own l o t by ge t t ing a higher 
share in the produce. Most of the o f f i c a l s em.ployed to 
supervise the p r i soners are s p e c i a l i s t s . , som.e of them 
are ex -p r i sone r s . The p r i soners in the fanr. colony have 
educational and vocaational courses a l s o . 
A good point about Soviet Prison System, i s t ha t no 
stigm.a i s at tached to p r i soners a f t e r t h e i r r e l e a s e , 
Soviet l i f e does not condem.n them, as ex-convic t s , but 
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offers them oppor tun i t i e s for r e h a b i l i t a t i o n . 
IN INDIA - The em.ploym.ent of prison labour i s not a 
new concept to the Indian h i s t o ry , i t date back from, the 
age of Kau t i lya ' s Artha s a s t r a , the Ar thasas t ra of 
Kauti lya, though i t date and authorship i s s t i l l a m.atter 
of controversy m.ust be regarded as a com.prehensive work 
dealing with law, s t a t e c r a f t , econom.ics and m.ilitary 
17.Sethna, J .M.J . , Society and the Crim.inal, 1989,pp. 263-66, 
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system. The administrative raachinery described in 
Kautilya is considered to be that of a highly organised 
state. The function of the state (rasbtra) in ancient. 
India was not simply protection and policing but also 
the furtherance of the material needs and happiness of 
the people. Before discussing Kautilya*s treatment of 
the subject, it is necessary to explain the character of 
the Arathsastra laws. It is often rightly urged that the 
Arthsastra is the earliest attem.pt at codification of laws 
in India. The laws em.anating from, the Srutis and eitibodied 
in the Dharamsutras are the custom.ary laws. In the Age 
of Arthasastra, the law com:e to be divided clearly in to 
two sections, viz. (i) the Dharm.a, Dharam.asastra civil law 
laid down in Book III of the Arthasastra and (ii) the 
regal, Kantakasoclhance or criminal laws laid down in 
18 Book IV of the Arthasastra, 
Kautilya in his Arthasastra says that the prisoners 
should be employed in useful work. They run as follows: 
Kau. P.127 (S.P. 121) 
The Superintendent of weaving shall em.ploy (am.ong 
others) wom.en who are com.pelled to work in default of payinc 
18, Jois, Ram..i4., Legal and Constitutional History of India 
Vol. I, 1984, p. 343. 
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f ines (danda-prat ikar in) for curr ing wool, f i b r e , cotton 
panicle ( t u l a ) , hemp f lax e t c . 
Kau. 129(S.P. 122) 
He(the Superintendent of Agricultural) shall employ 
flaves/ labourers and prisoners (dandapratikari) for 
sowing seed on crown lands which have been often and 
satisfactorily ploughed. 
The above provision indicates that prisoners were 
required to be usefully employed for the benefit of the 
state but there was no scheme for the payment of wages 
for their labour. 
The ancient literature gives no less encouraging 
account of prison reform. It the early years of Ashoka, 
there was an unreformed prison in which m.ost of the 
traditional fiendish tortures were inflicted and from 
which no prisoners com.e out alive. But from his m.oral 
edicts which belongs to his later period of rule-when 
he was influenced by Buddhism, it appeared that many refor-
m.atory m.easures were taken. Another reformatory m.ethod 
Authorities 
introduced by Ashoka was the visits to prisoners made by the/ 
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concerned once a day, sometimes/ once in five days, 
to enquire about their conditions with regard to their 
specific work and health and som.etimes grant them 
money, perhaps for their personal uskeep. This is 
evident from, the verse 
Divase panearatre va bandhanasthan Visodhye 
Karmana Kayadandena hiranyanugrahena Va II 
(B,K.II Ch. 36) 
During the Mughal period prisons were neglected 
institutions and prisoners were to suffer in the cells 
so that the±r crime may be washed off for peace in 
heaven. 
In 1784 British Parliam.ent em.powered the East India 
Com.pany to rule India and since then some attempts were 
made to introduce reform.s in the adm.inistration of 
justice. At that tim.e there were 143 Civil Jails, 75 
Crim.inal jails and 68 mixed jails* In fact, these were 
an extention of Mughal rule which were being managed 
by the personnel of the East India Com.pany in their 
efforts to m.aintain peace and establish trade. No 
efforts were being m.ade to am.eliorate the conditions 
of prisoners. They were just slave labourers. There 
were just slave labourers. There were 75,1000 prisoners. 
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out of which 65/700 were engaged In the construction 
of roads and were given exemption froro. other works 
inside the prison. There are some references according 
to which it is known that only in two jails carpets 
were being manufactured. 
It was only in 1836 that a major step was taken in 
this directions under the Lord Macaulay leadership. 
Ifhe enquiry cominittee was a landm.ark in the history of 
penal adm.inistration in India. Prison was given different 
treatment, the nature and character of the institution 
ass\iir:ed a changed m.eaning/ though it rem.ained punitive 
basically. The enquiry com.mittee criticised the 
corruption of subordinate establishment, the laxity of 
discipline and the system, of em.ploying prisoners in 
extra-m.ural labour on public roads. The prisoners who 
worked on roads as well as engaged in manufacture of 
carpet etc. kept bad health and their death rate was 
always high. The cominittee therefore recommended that 
prisoners should not be employed for road construction. 
19. Singh, Indra,J., Indian Prison, 1979, pp. 22 - 23. 
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In 1864, another Prison Enquiry Coipjnittee 
was appointed. In 1889, pr ison reform featured the 
appl ica t ion of the recommendation of the comjnittee of 
1888. The reform.s of 1889 brought about a b e t t e r 
control over and d i r ec t ion of the a c t i v i t i e s of the 
and 
p r i s o n e r s / b e t t e r arrangement for wom.en p r i s o n e r s . 
Excepting pr i soners sentenced to sim.ple imprisonment 
for p e t t y offences, good am.eliorating work for every 
pr i soner was recomjiiended by the J a i l Comjrnittee, We 
should say t h a t there should be hard work (of an 
e leva t ing type) for every pr isoner so as to m.ake hijE 
f i t for honest l i v i n g a f te r r e l e a s e . Work should be 
ind iv idua l i sed , ^^e Indian J a i l Comm.ittee of 1919-20 
recom.nrended the teaching of up- to-date m.ethods and 
techniques for p r i soners so as to make them, f i t for an 
honest and decent l i v i n g a f t e r r e l e a s e . As regards 
working on publ ic working on publ ic works, the J a i l 
Comjp-ittee suggested euch work only in the case of 
p r i soners with long-term, sentences . 
With the in t roduct ion of the wage system in our 
pr isons the re should be provis ions in the J a i l Rules 
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requiring prison superintendents to send out the 
prisoners wages, a reasonable portion for the support 
of his dependents. If prisoners has no dependent at home, 
then as is the case in Belgium and Holland, the prison 
authorities should retain with them a portion of the 
prisoners wages to be given back to him only after his 
release, so that he can not disipate or gamble with the 
same within the prison walls. In 1948, the Government 
of the State of Bom.bay made the start and laid down that 
every prisoner should be paid for his work in prison, at 
the current market rate so that he may not feel that 
he is under paid. For his food and clothing in prison, 
Governm.ent could retain four-fifth, the rem.aining are 
paid to the prisaner in cash. Prisoners are permitted 
to rem.it part of their wages to their families. Canteens 
were established in the prisons of Bom.bay Presidency and 
were run on a cooperative basis by the prisoners them-
selves. These canteen stock atticles such as sugar, 
biscuits, fruits, tea. and bidis. It is regrettable, 
however, that a ita^e which has been so eager to effect 
and has affected prohibition at the earliest possible 
advent should have allowed bidis to prisoners. The 
calam.ities and consequences of sm.oking are two noto-
rious and too condem.nable to need anv m.entbn here. 
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Why should then Government have encouraged or allowed 
a habit so disastrous to body, mind and ultiir;ately 
probably to character. Such corojnodities as bidis 
shovjid not be allowed in prisons. There should be 
effects of putting into practice a sensible system of 
diet for the prisoners will centainly be very beneficial. 
But all these not be sufficiently efficacious unless the 
prisoner is made to com.pensate the aggrieved party 
(or his dependents) out his prison earnings and out of 
his property also, for trme reformation could only be 
after atonem.ent and com.pensation. "^he Jails Comjnittee 
reconimended that fetters should Dot be used continuously 
for a period exceeding three m.onths, but we should say 
that using fetters on a prisoner fer even three months 
is tantamsta&t not only to degrading him., but also to 
lessening his chances of reformation. Such a state of 
affairs m.ay develop som.e m.ental com.plex which would other-
wise create an adverse effect on his m.ind and m.ay be 
l€^ d to think very low of a society which so tortures or 
20 belittles him. instead of really correcting him.. 
20. Sethna, J.M.J., Sodety and the Crim.inal 1989, pp. 268-69, 
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Turning point in the Indian Prison history is the 
establishment of the Model Jail in Lucknow in 1949, in 
Uttar Pradesh and such Jails in the other States, can 
surely be considered very important steps towards progress. 
The Lucknow i4odel Prison was the first of its kinds in India, 
There is also Model Open Air Place of Correction in 
Paithan also. 
The modern concept of incarceration is based on 
individualised treatment and social rehabilitation on the 
basis of personality characteristics and social situations. 
Establishment of open prisons in India is a progressive 
step towards this end. 
The idea of open cam.ps for convicts is as old as 
the early Nineteenth Century when experim.ents were -aade 
in som.e countries in replacing the orthodox repressive 
programm.e by one of rehabilitation and reforraation. 
The world congress in Geneva in 1955, known as 
United Nation Congress on "Prevention of Crime and 
Treatm.ent of offenders" defines an open prison in the 
following m.annert 
25 
•An open institution is characterized by the absence 
of material or physical precautions against escape and 
by a system based on self-discipline and inmates sense 
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of responsibility towards the group in which he livesi 
Hence as a progressive step in the theory of 
"classification" & 'Prison refomil Open prisore have 
their own distinct place in the correctional prograri^ ae 
chalked out for the prisoners. During the early stage 
of prison administration in India, prisoner were generally 
engaged outside the prison wall on the construction of 
roads, cleaning of drains and sim.ilar works, '•'^he first 
"All India Jails Comm.ittee" appointed to review prison-
administration in 1836-38, condemned this system and it 
seems that this system, of em.ployment of prisoners had 
almost disappeared by the tim:e the second jail committee 
was appointed in 1864 to review the jail administration. 
The prison conference of 1877, however, reopened the 
question of em.ploying prisoners on large public works 
such as digging of canals and thought that such 
em.ploym.ent was not only very valuable but also a 
necessary adjunct to jail adm.inistration. The 'All India 
21. Saxena, H.C., Aim; and Object of Open Prison, p. 140. 
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Jails Coipjp.ittee of 1919-20, however, found that the 
system of employing convicts on repair of public works 
was no longer in vague. This conrirr.ittee recoirjuended 
that such employiiient should be permitted only where the 
location and site of work were satisfactory. Construction 
of jail biilding was considered a suitable form of such 
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work for prisoners. Although this corcnrdttee thought 
the employment of prisoners on agriculture to be the 
most natural and appropirate form, of labour for prisoners 
who were largely drawn from agriculturists. But despite 
all these recorcm.endations and realistations for a change 
in the prisons and prisoners way of life could not bear 
fruit for a very long period. Various Government of 
various states of India appointed various comrrdttees to 
review the prison administration and these comjf.ittees 
recom.m.ended various measures towards prison reform. 
But little could be done positively. 
The general principles on which open prisons are run 
in the various states of India are as followsi 
22, Sahay, G.B., Indian Journal of Crim.inology,pp, 25 -26. 
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(1) Prisoners are employed on works of national utility 
and public projects alone. They are not allowed to work 
for private parties or individuals. 
(ii) Camp adro.inistration is responsible for their general 
welfare and for the internal adm.inistration only. Work 
is the responsibility of the em.ploying departnient. 
(iii) Prisoners keep with them, what they earn and be • 
their expenses as far as possible*. 
(iv) Those shrinking from, work or m.aking m.ischiefs are 
imiTo.ediately returned to closed jails. 
(v) Experienced and trained personnel is em.ployed to deal 
with the inm.ates of open prisons. 
(vi) Selection of prisoners is m.ade with care and those 
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who are not good security risks are excluded. 
In the open air places of correction wages are 
paid to the inmates not on a 'Stereotype basis' but 
according to the cjuality and quantity of the work done by 
the inm.ates. There are liberal scales of rem.ission 
also for good and exem.plary conduct, thus leading the 
23. Varm.a, K,L», Probation India, Lucknow, July, 
1957, pp. 40 - 41. 
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inmates to behave themselves in the best possible 
manner, good behaviour for a fairly good tim.e leads 
to good habits/ and to transformation of character 
for all that is good and noble with in the hxim.an 
being. 
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C H A P T E R - I I 
PRISON LABOUR AND TYPES OF EMPLOYMENTS 
Vfhen l i f e i s i n c o n c e i v a b l e wi thou t a c t i o n , work 
becomes an e s s e n t i a l p a r t of human e x i s t e n c e . The work 
t h a t hxxcaan be ing do p r o v i d e s meaning t o t h e i r l i f e , not 
because i t h e l p s them earn b r e a d , bu t because i t h e l p s them 
t o ach ieve p h y s i c a l and p s y c h o l o g i c a l contentm.ent . For 
p r i s o n e r s work i s bo th reward and punishm.ent. I t i s reward 
i n as i t i s an a n t i d o t e t o d e s u l a t o r y i d l e n e s s of boredem 
of im.prisonment r e s u l t i n g in t o "end le s s hours of r e t r o -
s p e c t i o n ? 
I t i s punishment i n so t a r as i t forms an i n t e g r a l 
p a r t of t h e i r s e n t e n c e , s u b j e c t i n g them t o cvup.bersome, 
m.Onotenous and u n p l e a s a n t d rudgery , accom.panying h a r d s h i p , 
s u r v i l i t y and d i s g r a c e . The reward and punishrrient 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n o t t h e c o n v i c t l a b o u r makes i t on t h e one 
hand as agent t h a t he lp p r i s o n e r s keep t h e i r p e r s o n a l i t y 
ba lanced and on t h e Other hand s u f f e r fo r t h e i r c r i m e . 
1 . Donald, Clem.iner; The P r i s o n ComjTiunity, p . 281 . 
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In prison the work thatpasisoners do is not now 
conceived as additional punishment. It is considered 
as a means of furthering the rehabilitation of prisoners, 
their training for work, farming of better work habits and 
2 
of preventing injurious effects of idleness. 
Sutherland & Cressey justified the rehabilitative 
utility of the punitive stance of work for prisoners on the 
ground that it develops habits of industry, obedience, 
3 
perserverance and conformity am.ongst them.. 
Under the impact ot modern penology, work that prisoners 
do has m.ore recently come to be regarded as their right or 
as a part of the treatm.ent that they are supposed to receive 
in prison, without of course disregarding discipline and 
order of the prison. 
The early prison adm.inistrators conceived a brilliant 
method when they evolved the idea of working prisoners. 
It was so simple, idleness would be of abolfc^ shed, the 
prisoner em.ployed and disciplined labour Would serve as 
punishment and as an aid to reform.ation. Prisoners would 
learn trades or at least,good work habits,so they would have 
2, Model Prison Manual, p.138. 
3. Sutherland, E.H., & Cressy, D.R., Principles of 
Criminology, 1958, p.514. 
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something to fall back on when released. Best of fall, 
4 
prison would be nearly or completely self-supporting. 
The watchward of prison adm.inistration in England 
upto the end of last century was hard punitive labour. 
Originally prison labour was intended to inflict 
punishm.ent on the prisoners, to disgrace & huiriiliate 
him and finally to crush him.. Gradually labour was 
accepted as a m.ethod of reform.ation instead of punishm.ent, 
to keep the m.en usefully employed to make them, contribute 
to som.e extent to the cost of their m.aintenance, and what 
is more im.portant/ prevent mental deterioration and at the 
same tim.e provide som.e avocation on release. It is 
now realised that idleness m.ust be conquered at all costs 
to keep away the m.ischief which it m.ay generate in prison. 
Prison labour should have, as its m.ain object prison 
discipline, reformation, inducing new habits by social aims 
alleviation of m.onteny in prison life and decrease of 
m.aintenance of cost. Merely profit to the Goveynm.ent 
should not form the chief consideration of any programjne 
of work. Task should be allotted to prisoners after due 
4. Sutherland, E.H. & Cressy, D.R. Principles of 
Crim.inology, p.513. 
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consideration of their character, the length of sentences, 
the State of health, both physical and mental and prisoner 
knowledge of any trade. Both the psychologist and 
psychiatrist will be highly useful for allocating the 
Correct work to each prisoners. The aptitude of a 
person for a certain profession must be considered when 
putting him 6Q a particular job. Work in jail need not be 
pleasing but it should be interesting; else the prisoners 
will give them up as soon as they come out. Some useful 
occupations are irksome and for that reason they should 
not be excluded from the programm.e of labour in jail, but 
mere irksomeness is not to be regarded as a desirable or 
indispensable condition of prison labour. Unless the 
working prisoners feels that by doing his work he is 
serving some useful purposes, his mental outlook will get 
wraped and he will find no interest in his work. In such a 
situation his morale and his usefulness as an industrial 
5 
worker are bound to suffer, 
A ruling feature of old prison administration was to 
make the prison self-supporting, if not actually a source 
5, Bhattacharya, B,K,, Prisons, 1958, p.60, 
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of income. Some went even so far as to suggest that 
slackening of effort should be punished by fall in the 
standard of living, i.e. logically established a work 
house within the institution for those through their 
own fault are unable to support themselves. 
On the whole it is recognised that the community 
does not except any financial benefit from, the penal 
system which, however, should not be too heavy a drain 
on the resources of the State. Sooner all the prison 
adm.inistratirs get rid of old ideas, which are obviously 
so incom.patible with advanced penology. 
In practice the state use system, has been found 
to be the m.ost rational and helpful labour prograinmes 
inside the prison. Pressure has been exterted to an 
unparallalled extent in United States to throttle prison 
labour by various m.eans e.g. prohibition of use of 
certain types of machineries in prison, percentage 
restriction, direction that prison-made goods be levelled 
'made by convict labour' and be sold at a price not less 
than the m.arket price. In United States events m.oved 
so fast that in 1940, by an Act prison-m.ade goods had 
to be excluded from, the inter-state comm.erce. 
u 
In United States and in United Kingdom where the 
Trads Unions antagonism used to be very keen on a 
change of feeling was noticeable during last war. America 
during the- last war witnessed in the language of Teeters 
an "Industrial Revolution" in prison. The federal 
Government swept away restrictions against prison labour 
and in one year alone ten m.illion worth dollers worth 
of war m.aterial were produced. Agricultural products 
also increased by leaps and bounds. The prisoners showed 
excellent spirit, work continued in three shifts. A new 
experim.ent was tried successfully, that a prosperous prison 
industry is a factor,in essential production has been 
established through a sym.pathetic public opinion. 
In England prisoners worked for the private firms 
under the Government Control. Trade Union objections were 
at minimum, ^he prisoners are engaged in a wide range 
of skilled and semi-skilled work and free labour could 
hardly score anything in the matter of quality or quantity. 
Munitions worJfe^  radio and electrical equipment assem.blage 
and engineering fitting courses were started. 
6. Bhattacharya, B.K.,Prisons, p.62, 
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Prisoners worked outside the prisons on public 
drainage, reclajnation, afforestation schemes and 
agricultural work under arrangeir.ent with the War 
'^ricultural Executive Comroittee. As the report of 
the prison commissioners shows, they were em.ployei on 
agricultural work, timber control, river drainage 
removal of air raid shelters, laying of drains and gas 
mains. 
In 1945, arrangements were made for women prisoners 
to work for agricultural working parties outside the 
prisons. The em.ployers paid normal wages for such work 
to the comjp.issioners. 
In Russia articles m.ade in prisons are sold in the 
open m.arket and net restriction are puts on the labour 
in the factories where prisoners m.ay enjoy all the freedom, 
of the outside world except that they do not go home in the 
evening. This is because no labour is regarded as tainted 
in Russia. 
In India, as a result of Lord i4acaulay's Minutes 
(1835) a Prison Discipline Comjnittee was appointed 
(1836 - 1838) in India. The report advocated rigorous 
discipline for prisoners and intra-mural work. "Dull, 
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monotonous, wearisome and uninteresting task in which 
there shall be wanting even a chance of knowing that a 
quicker release can be got by working the harder for a 
time? In the proceeding of the Government of India, 
Hom.e Legislative Departm.ent, there is an "B^resslon of 
opinion of the President-in- Council of certain im.portant 
matters discussed in the Prison Discipline Report, a copy 
of which was forwarded to His Lordship? This was an 
amazing starting point for regular labour in jails in 
India. Considerable progress has been m.ade since the 
30's of the last century, but even now prim.itive m.echanism 
involving hard m.anual labour has not lost its grounds in 
7 
Indian prisons, 
The law relating to jails were consolidated in the 
fonr; of the Prison Act of 1894, yet the jails in the 
country seldem. m.oved beyond custodial functions. 
Subsequently in 1919, "^ he Indian Jails a^mroittee was set 
up. It would be recalled that by then, much had happened 
which cut across the penal philosophy. The Elm.ira 
movement, the rise of sociological and psychological ideas 
about the individual, his behaviour and his place in 
society, and a new wave of political liberalism was 
7. Bhattacharya, B.K. Prisons, pp. 58 - 59. 
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sweeping across most forward-loolcing countries. The 
report of the coiwaittee submitted a year later carried 
an impression of these idological strains. It stated 
clearly that the chief objective behind imprisonment 
should be the reformation of offenders. 
The Indian T^ails Committee (1919- 1920) recomjnended 
that jail manufactures should be carefully chosen, so as 
to minimise the injury to private enterprise, and with 
this object they should avoid compensation with weak and 
un-organlsed trades ©r beadding industries. It recoirjcended 
that sale to the general public should be reduced to the 
rcinimuiTi, though it did not prohibit it altogether and that 
C3overnm.ent departm.ent should be com.pelled to purchase 
articles of jail m.anufacture when they are sim.ilar in 
quality and quantity too, and not of greater price then, 
those obtainable in the open m.arket. In India, under 
Governm.ent rules, no prison m.ade articles can be sold in 
the open market at a price lower-than the average m.arket 
price. This has dulled the edge of criticism of free 
labour. As far as possible Government department obtain 
their supplies from, prison. But, as in m.ost American 
States the rule should m.ake it obligatory on the part of 
the departm.ents to purchase jail-m>ade articles whenever 
available, ^^ his compulsory St ate-Use-System will indirectly 
im.prove the quality of goods. 
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Prison work should not be made as irksoir.e and 
unproductive as Kiuch p o s s i b l e . The job need not done in 
a priip.itive way. Labour should not be subjected to 
appal l ing w a s t a ^ . Since the word ""Hard Labour" has 
not been c l e a r l y , properly and appropr ia te ly defined 
any where including tike j a i l code. In United Kingdoir. 
hard labour for men involved only fourteen days without 
Q 
a m a t t r e s s . But t t e Crim.inal Jus t i ce Act 1948, has 
9 
abolished i t . 
Section 53, of the Indian Penal Code speaks of 
imprisonm.ent of two desc r ip t i ons , Damely (1) Rigorous 
i , e . with hard labour (2) Sim.ple. 
Of t h i s sentence the framer 's of the Indian Penal 
Code wri te 
"Of imprisonm-ent we propose to i n s t i t u t e two 
grades, r igorous im.prisonment and sim.ple im.prisonm.ent. 
But we do not th ink the Penal Code i s the proper place 
for descr ib ing , with minuteness, the nature of e i t h e r 
kind of punishment? 
8, Kenny's, Out Lines of Crim.inal Law, 1946, p ,578 , 
9. Ib id ; p , 68, 
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This was, t he re fo re , l e f t t o j a i l d i s c i p l i n e and 
tasks varying with the l o c a l i t y , hea l th & cu l t u r e of 
the p r i sone r s have been prescr ibed as forms of r igorous 
imprisonnient. Rule 784 of the J a i l Code (Calcut ta : 1937) 
merely s t a t e s i n t e r a l ia* 
All labour taken from pr i soners sha l l be c l a s s i f i e d 
as ' h a r d ' , •medixim' or ' s l i g h t * according to the amount 
of the physical exer t ion required for the performance 
of a fixed t a sk , and m.axiKum task which sha l l be exacted 
from any pr i soner sha l l be f ixed. 
PRISON INDUSTRY - The p o t e n t i a l and the promise of work 
progreuntime in the reform.ation, reclamation and r e h a b i l i t a t i o n 
of j a i l s iranates i s enormous. Much, however, depends on a 
forward-looking i n s t i t u t i o n a l pol icy , imaginative planning 
of work programjT.e and t h e i r - im.plem.entation in s p i r i t 
as well as in l e t t e r . So in order to r e a l i s e the enunciated 
ob jec t ives , the range of ava i lab le work prograrcraes ought t o 
approximate to the psychological needs the inm.ates and 
serve to equip them for a snooth re-adjustm.ent in the 
comm.unitv a f t e r re lease . 
10, Bhattacharya,B,K,, P r i sons , p . 6 8 . 
11 . Khan, M.Z., Work by J a i l Inm.ates, 1989, p . 176. 
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Generally speaking the correctional institution 
in the Country have three units in which they put the 
prison labour. These are -
(1) Vocational training and production 
(il) Inmates services and (iii) maintenance work. 
In recent time, it has become widely accepted that an 
im.portant gdal of prison adm-inistration should be to 
provide the prisoner with an adequate work programme and 
vocational training which facilitate resettlem.ent in society 
after his release, Efforts have been made to introduce 
industries in prison, "^ he Indian Jails Comjcittee of 1919 
took up for the first tim.e the question of introducing power 
driven machinery into the Indian Jails. The Comjr.ittee 
was of the opinion that since fam.iliarity with power 
driven m.achinery is instructive and m.ind awakening. The 
provision of such m.achinery subserve the true functions 
of prison-administration, while at the sam.e tim.e it 
increases production and trends to give increased relief 
12 to the tax-payer. 
Subject to certain safeguards, for instance that 
m.achinery should be employed only in well-estabiMbed and 
12, Report of the Indian Jails Committee, 1919-1920,p.126, 
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organised industries such as jute, cotton and woollen and 
that care be taken to avoid any interference with nascent 
or unorganised industrial enterprises* the committee 
recommended that the restriction on the development of 
jail manufactures by power driven machinery should be 
withdrawn ,that the consuming departments of the State 
should be directed to obtain their requirem.ents from, the 
jail and that it should be the duty of the jail departm.ent 
13 to develop their industries so as to meet these requirements. 
After a decade of exprience the sam^ e question was again 
considered by the U.P, Jails Inquiry Comm.ittee 1929. The 
Com.m.ittee recomjr.ended the introduction of m.achinery to a 
modified degree in som.e cases but was of the opinion that 
14 it was inadvisable to introduce it to any large extent. 
According to its observations "If modern m.achinery is intro-
duced and the jails are turned into modern factories, the 
convicts em.ployed will be taught work, which they will have 
great difficulty in obtaining on their release 
If he does obtain such employment. It is doubtful whether 
it will be usually to his advantages If such a 
m.en on or leaving jail takes up his residence in an 
13. Report of the Indian Jails Comm.ittee/ 1919-1920,p. 126. 
14. Report of Jails Inquiry Comjr.ittee 19 29, p. 144, 
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industrial centre, separated froro his own house and 
M s own surrounding, his chances of reformation would 
considerably reduced. N 
However, much can be done in adopting the existing 
factories by improving their plants and using elecrically 
driven machinery for certain purposes for instance, 
carding and spining of wool, grinding of corn, sawing of 
wood, and weaving cloth. S'ome new industries, tor example 
m.etal industry, m.atch industry, spining and hosiery 
15 industries etc. were also suggested-* 
The All India Jail Manual Comm.ittee has discussed 
in detail the principles and objectives which should guide 
the designing of work prograirumes in prison. All prisoners 
under sentenced should be work subject to their physical 
and mental fitness as determined medically. Work is not 
to be concieved a6 additional punishm.ent but as a m.eans 
of furthering the rehabilitation of the prisoners, their 
training for work, the forming of better work habits and 
of preventing Idleness and disorder. 
Repressive, punitive and afflicting works in any term, 
should not be given to prisoners. Work and training 
15. Report of the Departm.ental Jail Comjmittee 1939, 
pp.35, 37. 
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prograBunes should be treated as an important avenues of 
imparting useful values to inmates of their vocational and 
social adjustm.ent and also for their ultimate rehabili-
tation in the free community. 
Inspite of its drawback, prison-industry can not be 
withdrawn from, the science of correctional work. What is 
really need is a re-orientation in the light of m.odern 
social and technological advancement. Any scheme for 
improvem.ent of prison industries will have to be based on 
the following fundam.ental principles -
(i) Each prisoner eligible to work provided a job, 
(ii) Jobs are provided to long term and short term. 
prisoners in a m.anner that minimise wastage of raw 
material in training and econom.ical in the long 
term, 
(iii) Every inm.ates, in need of vocational rehabilitation 
after release, is taught a useful trade conducive 
to his requirem.ents, 
(iv) There is reasonable profits on the investm.ent 
after contribution to the replacem.ent of fund 
(v) The production of the prison-industry finds suitable 
and easy m.arket,^^ 
16. Mull a Comjp.ittee Report, 1983. 
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Since we have two classes of prisoners in the 
jails of Uttar Pradesh those who belongs to the urban 
areas and those who come from rttral areas. About 75 
per cent of the total strength of the prisoner comes 
from the villages. These are the people who are 
convinced largely of long term im.prisonm.ent. The left 
portion i.e. 25 per cent offenders are from, cities and 
suburban areas and convicted largely of short term 
im.prisonm.ent. 
Due to their socio-economic background the village 
folk is m.ostly connected with land and agriculture. 
After their release they go back to their village and 
are rehabilitated either on their own land or agrarian 
land. So they must be given such type of jobs which m.ay 
give them engagem.ent during off seasons of the culti-
vation year, after their release from jail. Jobs such 
as carpentary, textile, Niwar weaving, spinning, tailoring 
and handloom. etc, will suit the need of rural prisoners 
as they require less expenses and investments and give 
ready returns. 
In pursuance to urban prisoners,since they are 
sm.all in number in com.parison to the total prison popu-
lation, we may introduce m.echanisation in som.e jobs 
easily to facilitate their rehabilitation in the m.odern 
society and add profits to the prison industry. 
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'i'here is yet another class of prisoners, though 
very small in number who possess special skills in certain 
trades which they are professionally practsing before their 
conviction and confinement in the jail. These special 
talents should be utilised properly in prison works. 
Though the efficiency of prison industries are very 
low in comparison with industry outside prisons. In most 
of the States and Union Territories, it was observed that 
prison industries were being run on outdated and outm.oded 
practices and procedures. Only in some states such as 
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Uttar Pradesh, some industries 
have been semi-mechanised or mechanised. Since the advent 
of freedom and specially after the launching of five year 
plans, industrial developm.ent in our Country has been going 
at a rapid pace. Apart from the developm.ent of capital 
industries, the growth of cottage and small scale industries 
have also been remarkable. 
During the process of the industrial developm.ent 
various new products have been introduced* Itodern method of 
m.anagem.ent and productions have been adopted and as a result 
of this, India has m.ade its own nark in the field of 
industrial developments. 
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Apart from a l l t h i s , i t i s r e g r e t t a b l e t o note t h a t 
in p r i s o n i n d u s t r i e s t h e r e has not been much p r o g r e s s . 
Because the management does not observe even the minim.um 
s t a n d a r d s of hours for the work. Inadequacy of funds 
has handicapped t h e growth of p r i s o n work programmes in 
m.ajority of t h e s t a t e s . The a v a i l a b i l i t y of m.an power 
in p r i s o n and t h e p o s s i b i l i t i e s of t h e i r optimum, 
u t i l i s a t i o n in work progranrj.ies/ which are t h e c e n t r a l 
a c t i v i t y of such i n s t i t u t i o n , are indeed g r e a t a s s e t s 
from t h e econom.ic p o i n t of view. U n f o r t u n a t e l y , t he se 
a s s e t s have . never been f u l l y a p p r e c i a t e d and u t i l i s e d 
by the departm.ents d e a l i n g w i th p r i s o n s in the S e c r e t a r i e s 
or by t h e f i nance departm.ents of t h e s t a t e s or Union 
T e r r i t o r i e s . If t h i s was p r o p e r l y a p p r e c i a t e d then t h e r e 
should have been no p a u c i t y of funds fo r the developm.ent 
of work programraes in t h e p r i s o n s . Th i s i s t h e p r i n c i p a l 
r e a s o n , why in ro.ost of t h e S t a t e s and Union T e r r i t o r i e s 
p r i s o n s have no t been inc luded in the Five Year P lans ? 
PRISON LABOUR OUTSIDE THE JAIL (OPEN PRISON) "^  In the e a r l y 
s t a g e s of p r i s o n adm. in i s t r a t ion the em.ploym.ent of p r i s o n e r s 
o u t s i d e the p r i s o n w a l l s was p r e v a i l i n g method of the labour 
in t h e c o u n t r y . The Comm.ittee of 1836-38 found ten thousand 
of bare labour p r i s o n e r s em.ployed on t h e r o a d s , working 
17 . Bhushan, Vidhya; P r i s o n Adm.inis trat ion in I n d i a , p . 211. 
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generally in heavy fetters and without proper classi-
fication or discipline. That Committee condemned the 
18 entire system.. 
The prison conference of 1877, regarded t h i s m.ethod 
as a m.ost f r u i t f u l and alm.ost as a necessary adjunct of 
pr ison admin is t ra t ion . The conference/ however, 'd id not 
recomjT.end i t for a l l convic ts because i t was not su i t ab le 
for a l l c o n s t i t u t i o n s and would not f i t i n to any schem.e 
of progress ive c l a s s i f i c a t i o n , would d isorganise i n t r a -
m.urel i n d u s t r i e s and cotltld not every where be conveniently 
provided. But the comjriittee of 1889 s t rongly condemned 
the e n t i r e system.of extra-m.ural em.ployment in the j a i l . 
Only a f t e r the lapse of th ree decades the Indian 
J a i l s ComjRittee 1919, again considered the question of 
extra-m.ural labour in a l l i t s ram.ifications and concluded 
t h a t though extra-mural work can not be m.uch favoured 
due t o p r a c t i c a l problem.s of supervis ion, i r r e g u l a r 
in terviews, d i s c ip l i ne e t c . Yet under the favourable 
condi t ions the p r i soners could be em.ployed on work of publ ic 
u t i l i t v . 
18. Report of the Indian J a i l s Committee 1919,p.129. 
19. Ib id ; p .130 . 
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The Uttar Pradesh Jails Inquiry CoEPJtiittee 19 29, 
considered the question regarding the employment of the 
prison labour o^ it the prison. The comm.ittee considered 
extra-mural labour objectionable from m.any points of view. 
It was mainly objectionable according to its observations, 
when the place where the work is done is situated at such 
a distance that the convicts can not return to the jail 
at night, then, they are given temporary accom.modation. 
With the passage of time several attem.pts have been 
made to make an arrangem.ent for work outside the prison. 
The Uttar Pradesh Jails Manual which consists of the Rules 
regarding the prison administration provides under ^ule 880, 
that "Hiring ©ut "the labour of convicts to private persons, 
contractors or firrtis shall not ordinarily be allowed? The 
hiring out the prison labour to a Government Department such 
as the Governm.ent Press or Public Work Department shall be 
permitted with the previous sanction of the Inspector 
General of Prison. 
Rule 901 of the U.P. Jails Manual, says that 
convicts as extra-m.ural labour shall be employed solely 
for the jail purposes and on the following kinds of labour -
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(i) brick and tile making/ 
(ii) work in the jail gardens and fHrms, 
(iii) building, repairs and alterations of the quarters 
of the jail officers, of roads and other works, 
(iv) trenching night soil removed from the jail. 
Prisoners are also sent to work outside the prison 
walls in India. In Uttar Pradesh some of the inmates of 
the Juvenile Jail, Bareilly, go daily in the m.orning to 
work on their own to their local factories. The quantity 
and quality of work has received praise from, their employers 
and though no guards are provided eitherby the institution 
or by factory, Norm.al wages are paid to superintendent in 
all cases which are credited to the worker's account which 
are given after their release from jail, 
(a) Farming - Agriculture is a special form, rather than a 
separate system of prison labour. It is generally prevalent 
in all states in one or m.ore of their correctional 
institution. Agriculture has since long been of the m.ain 
activities in central and district prisons. After the 
advent of freedom, especially after the launching of open 
prison m.ovem.ent, agriculture and allied activities gained 
m.ore im.portance. It is a principal activity in open prisons, 
because a large percentage of prison population consists of 
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pe r sons coming from t h e r u r a l a r e a s . Obviously t h e 
p r i n c i p a l occupa t ion of such p e r s o n s in a g r i c u l t u r e , 
t h e r e f o r e , a g r i c u l t u r e must r e c e i v e due p r i o r i t y i n 
t h e developanent of work programmes and v o c a t i o n a l t r a i n i n g 
in c o r r e c t i o n a l i n s t i t u t i o n s and i t should be developed 
on sound business-cum.-comjTiercial l i n e s . P r i s o n farms/ 
i f p r o p e r l y managed can supply food g r a in s* condim.ents, 
f r e s h v e g e t a b l e , mi lk , m.eat and o t h e r d a i r y p r o d u c t s t o t h e 
depa r tmen t . Th i s s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y in food a r t i c l e s can, t o a 
l a r g e e x t e n t , reduce t h e p e r c a p i t a c o s t of t h e m.aintenance 
20 
of p r i s o n e r s . 
The Government of U t t a r P radesh s t a t t e d a g r i c u l t u r a l 
farm.s in 1951, a t some of t h e j a i l s t o h e l p "Cirow More Food" 
compaign t o give p r i s o n e r s coming from a g r i c u l t u r a l s e c t i o n s 
of t h e p o p u l a t i o n , s c i e n t i f i c t r a i n i n g i n t h e use of 
i nexpens ive implementa t ion t o improve t h e method of a g r i -
c u l t u r e . 
Recen t ly an a g r i c u l t u r a l - c u m . - i n d u s t r i a l camp has been 
s t a r t e d in ^^itarganj j a i l , in N a i n i t a l . I t c o n t i n u e d t o m.ake 
20. Mull a Comjtilttee Repor t , 1983. 
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progress during the year of 1963. ^he camp has a large 
area of 5,730 acres of land out of which c u l t i v a t i o n i s 
being done as 3,000 acres of land . All p r i sone r s working 
in t h i s camp are inaintained a t the Government cos t and 
are paid wages at 50 pa i se per head per day. 
For a demonstration in the Model Central J a i l , Nahan 
and D i s t r i c t J a i l , Dharam.sala, the c e r e a l s , vegetables are 
grown in these farm.s. These are u t i l i s e d in the j a i l s and 
surplus i s disposed off in the open market. During year 
1987, a sum of Rs.2,548 was spent on a g r i c u l t u r e farming 
and an income of Rs.5,168 was received. Simi lar ly a t 
D i s t r i c t J a i l , ^ a r a m s a l a a stinrt of Rs.915 was spent and 
income received was Rs.2,725. A sum of Rs.l0,109 and Rs.2,603 
was paid t o the p r i soners on account of t h e i r wages at 
Nahan and Dharamsala r e spec t ive ly under the wage earning 
scheme. 
However, a t som.e p laces a l l i e d a c t i v i t i e s have also 
been developed Hor t i cu l tu ra l and Agr icul tura l Developcient 
a t Karamangala open prison in Karnataka i s indeed impressive. 
At the Mauli open pr ison in Andhra Pradesh, dairy and poii l try 
Kashyap 
21 , Sharma, B,R. &/V.k., Cochin Universi ty Law Journal , 
1989, December, p .392, 
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projects have been well developed. At the Nabha open 
prison in Punjab extensive facilities for recalmation 
of land and agriculture have been undertaking. 
Saropurnanand Shivir in Uttar Pradesh is the lartgest 
22 
open agricultural prison on the Country. 
(b) ForeStation - The principal fanns ot outdoor labour 
at early time were jungle cutting, cleaning, reclairfiing, 
swamps, girdling, cutting down large forest trees, bamboos, 
road making, charcoal burning, brick baking, pounding, 
surki etc. Convict labour was employed for many year to 
exploit the forest which are of very great value. In time, 
however, the forest in imjo.ediate vicinity were worked out, 
and the department was obliged to extend its operation 
23 further a field where convict labour could not be em.ployed. 
In America, certain State's roads and forest camp 
have been m.ade a construcitve force in the prison system 
as a part of its integrated system of penal insitution. 
The prison labour outside the prison failed to 
achieve the object of prison itself. 'I'he policy of the 
22. Mull a Comm.ittee Report, 1983. 
23. Bhattacharya, B.K,, Prisons, p.164, 
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labour has never been conceived of inflicting pain & 
sorrow merely because they are wrong doers, but the 
purpose is to subject them undec labour in order to 
mould, tam.e and back to aonr.al track. But this schem.e 
suffered a series of draw back and sh6rt coming proved 
so alarming that the system has later been abolished by 
the Government, 
PRISON LABOUR IN PUBLIC ROAD,DRAIN & DAM CONSTRUCTION - In 
early stage the prison regulations did not take direct 
participation in constructing, repairing and making 
public roads, drains dams, irrigation channels and 
constructive buildings in municipal areas. The prison 
labour has recently engaged the attention of the prison 
managem.ent to take participation in these activities also, 
but lent the prison labour force into the hands of 
private contractors is not free from, criticism, '-'-•he 
system could not long last because these contractors were 
only conceraed with m.aking m.oney not m.oulding the prisoners 
while the prison is to em.ploy the labour of the prisoners, 
not wholly for raising money and greeting public buildings 
but to see through the weakness of the prisoners that led 
to crim.e and channelised the prescription of the prison 
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labour. Since lending of the prisoners to the private 
contractors could not meet the very objective of the jail 
scheme of reformation, the prison management has 
initiated wadertaking tlie prison labour outside its 
precints in constructive work such as construction of 
roads, public building and irrigation cannals itself. 
Pre-independent India has neither felt the need of 
employing prison labour to provide benefit to the 
prisoners nor in constructing or repairing work, because 
the main object of the Britishers was not make the life 
of Indian a happy life or of reforming the convicts or of 
providing a facilities to the prisoners in the jails. But 
the change of scenirio take place in India, the i^ tates 
like Maharastra, Uttar Pradesh, Karanataka are giving 
much em.phasis of employing prison laJDOur in public works. 
Punjab is the first province where prisoners were being 
employed m.ore & more for irrigation purposes such as 
diverting water of Doabs etc. 
The prison labour is a great asset in Cement 
Factory. Recently inmates are em.ployed for quarrying 
stones to the chunk Cem.ent Factory, Ghurma, district 
Mirzapur, it has been reported by the name of Sampurnand 
Camp, During the 1963, the prisoners of this cam.p earned 
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Rs.71,8270.64. The factory pays to the prisoners, working 
under this project Rs.2«12 per day for the prescribed 
works and according the bonus for extra-works. 
Nearly 2/000 prisoners selected from all the insti-
tutions were sent to Sampurnanand Carep Chakia 
Tehsil in Banaras district, to be employed on the 
construction of Chandra Prabha Dam in 1952. This was 
the first experiment in the area of the prisoners 
employments of work of public utility in Itidia. Now 
it is prevalent in many districts of U.P. 
The object of employing the prison labour for 
public works shows that it is a very attention catchy 
policy in India. But it is very difficult to 
translate in to action for fruitful results, because 
it depends upon the m.anner of classifying the 
prisoners to be involved in various work progra-
Bimes. The discipline of prisoner in such work 
24 is not feasible by the prison authority. 
24. Bhusan, Vidhya, Prison Administration in India, 
p. 199» 
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PAYI4ENT OF WAGES TO THE PRISONERS - Payment of wages 
to prisoners is not a new concept. As early in 17U0, 
Massachusettes provided that inmates of the house of 
correction should receive eight pence our of every 
shilling they made under a system in which master of 
relative furnished tools and m.ateriais. In the Country 
prison of Pennsylvania in 1790, in the iitate prison of 
Mew York in 1776, Massachusette in 1800, and in Maryland 
in 1811, the wardens were instructed by the laws of the 
Sfeate to put the prisoners at hard labour and give them 
wages as an incentive to work. It was expected that the 
sale of products would produce a profits for the 
institution from which the wages could be paid, and that 
25 the prisoners would pay for maintenance out of the wages. 
Later on prison adm.inistration are opposed to paym.ent 
of wages in two grounds first, a large staff of book 
keepers and account will be needed and secondly, on 
release the prisoners will spend money foolishly and 
indulge in crime. Objection cannot be seriously be 
considered chiefly because there are various ways of 
giving wages besides calculating day today progress in work 
25, Sutherland, E.H. & Cressy, D.R, Principies of Crim.inology 
p. 523. 
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and giving each man according to h i s da i l y output . 
Prof, Sutherland, has meet the other ob jec t ion . According 
to him, ex_prisoners d r i f t in to crime because they find i t 
d i f f i c u l t to get work and t h e i r money does not l a s t 
u n t i l they secure t h e i r f i r s t wages, 
Sutherland deprecates even refused t o pay wages for 
the f a i l u r e to m.aXe p r o f i t s in prison i n d u s t r i e s which may 
be due to causes beyond the p r i s o n e r ' s c o n t r o l . After 
deducting the bare cost of upkeep of the p r i soner , good 
wages (in com.parison t o the free labour) should be pa id . 
I t wi l l keep him not only in tobacco or occasional sweet 
which m.ay be purchased in the pr ison on a token money 
ba s i s , but also enable him to help h i s farctily during 
incarcera t ion and thus maintain p r a c t i c a l touch with the 
family and at the same tim.e provide a sm.all amount which 
m.ay help him. af te r r e l e a s e . 
The payment of wages to the p r i soners i s one of the 
m.ost d i f f i c u l t phases of prison labour . Since pr ison 
labour i s an e s s e n t i a l pa r t of the l ega l punishm.ent, which 
im.plies depr ivat ion of l i b e r t y , i t i s by law forced labour 
and i s a ru le work assigned r a the r than vo lun ta r i l y 
under taking. 
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There are various reasons for paying wages to 
prisoners firstly it increase their efficiency and 
secondly their interest in the work. It also provides 
a provision for the support of the dependents, to 
compensate the victim of their crime to secure natural 
justice Wage payment creates friendly attitudes, develops 
the feeling that one is a useful worker and permits the 
26 
accum.ulation of savings for the futixre. 
Moreover, it has been found that paym.ent of wages 
reduces the chances of trafficking and has a considerable 
uplifting and rehabilitative value. Punishm.ent should be 
combind with encouragement, training and help to a better 
way of life so that by reforxaation, society may be 
27 benefited and protected. 
In Uttar Pradesh the Developmental Jail Comm.ittee 
1939, expressed its61f in favour of a system of payment 
of wages to prisoners in order to create an im.petus 
2B 
among them to work more interestedly. 
26. Taft, D.R.^  Criminology,p.476. 
27. Bhushan, Vidhya, Prison Acbp.inistration in India,p. 125. 
28. Reports of U.P. Jail Reforms Committee 1946,p.32. 
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"Wages" it observed, should paid on work of an 
approved standard on the extra work done in excess of the 
allotted task. Only these who turn out saleable articles 
should get wages, not those working as assistants or an 
subsidiary process. The convict teachers be also paid to 
a monthly rate. The scheme was approved by the Govern-
29 
ment but had to be given up tor administrative reasons. 
Jail Reforms Committee 1946 of U.P. recommended that to 
start with, a schem.e for the paym.ent of wages shduld be 
brought int* effect in the Model prison. With the conversion 
of the Central prison, liucknow into Model prison in 1949, the 
scheme was brought in force there and was taken extended 
to other institution. The U.P. Jails Industries Enquiry 
Comm.ittee 1956, Opined that "As the Governm.ent are 
paying minim.um or maintenance wages to all prisoners in the 
form of food, clothing, m.edical facilitated and other 
amenities, therefore, all further rem.uneration should be 
in the form, of reward ot bonus for work. 
The system of Model prison is as follows 
work is divided into what can be measured and therefore 
paid at piece-rates, and what can be m.easured, m.ust. 
29, Report of Departanental Jail Comjp.ittee 1939,p. 38. 
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therefore be paid f l a t r a t e s . The majori ty of p r i soners 
are employed in p i e c e - r a t e s p a r t i e s . F l a t - r a t e s workers 
are paid one and half rupee for each day ' s work, peice 
and 
workers earn as much as they produce / there i s no 
deductions from t h e i r earning. The peice r a t e s workers are 
supplied with raw mater ia l and t o o l s by the i n s t i t u t i o n . 
They, m.anufaciitire the a r t i c l e in t h e i r own way according to 
t h e i r capac i ty . The i n s t i t u t i o n s e l l s away the a r t i c l e s , 
deducts the cost of raw ma te r i a l s and the deprec ia t ion 
charges from, the sale proceeds, r e t a i n s the p r o f i t s and 
c r e d i t s the wages por t ion to the worker 's account. Model 
pr ison i s thus being run on the l i n e s of s e l f - s u f f i c i e n t 
colony, where an earning schem.e r a the r - than a wage schem.e 
is in the operation. 
Kanpur and Unnao district jails also m.ake paym.ent to 
a group of their prisoners. These two jails carry on 
tailoring work on a large scale and have installed power-
diiven sewing machines. In these institutions those 
employed on tailoring industry are paid according to the 
rates fixed by the Inspector General of Prisons, 'ihe rates 
, 30 
are nom.inal, 
30. Bhushan, Vidhya, Prison Administration in India, p. 
6t 
The Juvenile Jail, Bareilly and the Reformatory School 
Lucknowv do not pay any wages to their initiates but the watfes 
of these working outside the factories are credited to their 
account. Where these juveniles have earned Rs.300/- they 
cease to be on the earning test and do start work inside 
the institution. The inraates who have passed two year course 
of vocational training, are doing private work, and also 
allowed to receive the sale proceeds of the articles nf.anu-
facture by them. No sum deducted for their maintenance. 
All the jails where the prisoners are employed on 
spinning yarn on 'Amber Charkha' and weaving of cloth on 
handloom. wages are paid at the prescribed rate per unit 
over the iRinimuHi prescribed task. A prisoner gets 12 paise 
per 'Ghundi* over and above five 'Ghundi* spun on a parti-
foot 
cular day and eight paise per/over and above the twenty 
feets. lairing training period he gets two paise per 'Ghundi' 
and one paise per feet, A wage scheme also operates in the 
blanket industry provided the prisoners do m.ore than the 
prescribed work. They are paid at the rate of fifty paise 
for extra work not less than twenty five to thirty per cent 
above the prescribed task. There is a system, of monetary 
award in the five jails where the schem.e of intensive 
vegetable cultivation is in operation. One third of the net 
profit is distributed am.ong the prisoners working on the farm. 
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At the open j a i l , Ghurma, where pr i soner employed 
in stone quarry for the Government Cement factory paym.ent 
of wages i s m.ade at Rs.2.12 per head for m.inimum work of 
2.4 tons in e ight hours . They are also given an incent ive 
bonus for addi t iona l work at the r a t e of twel f th paise for 
.25 ton of s tones . Pr i soners em.ployed on pr ison serv ices 
are paid a t the f l a t r a t e of f i f t y paise per day. At the 
Si targanj agr icul tura l -c \BR-indust r ia l farm, the p r i soners 
are paid a t a f l a t r a t e of twenty five paise per day. 
While in open pr ison, Bilaspur, Him.achal Pradesh 
m.eant for the long term, p r i sone r s who are t r ans fe r r ed , 
because of t h e i r gDod conduct and behaviour. After having 
undergone im.prisonm.ents for spec i f ied dura t ion , these 
p r i soners are taken to work-s i t e s , where they work as 
labourers and paid .wages for t h e i r labour . A nom.inal 
am.ount of Re. 1 per p r i soner i s deducted on account of 
maintenance charges out of t h e i r da i ly earnings and the 
said am.ount i s t he r ea f t e r deposited m the t r easu ry , as 
Governm.ent revenue. According t o the repor t a sum. of 
Rs.43,205, was earned by the p r i soners under the open 
Air J a i l Scheirte and out of the above am.ount, a sxom. of 
Rs.2,860 was deposited in Government t r ea su ry towards 
m.aintenance charges . The wage earnings of each p r i soners 
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are deposited in their ind iv idua l saving account a f te r 
paying there a meagre por t ion of i t as t h e i r pocket 
money. 
The amount c red i t ed in t h e i r saving bank account 
i s paid over t o them on t h e i r r e lease from the j a i l . 
However, in the em.ergent s i t u a t i o n s / they are allowed 
t o rem.it p a r t of t h e i r depos i t s t o t h e i r fam.ilies at 
hom.e. The p r i sone r s of Open Air J a i l / Bilaspur earn one 
31 day ' s rem.ission for each day ' s s tay in the sa id j a i l . 
But the paym.ent of wages for the i n d u s t r i a l work 
done by the pr ison inm.ates has been c r i t i c i s e d by those 
who are convicted of the need for the detergent elem.ent 
of the j u d i c i a l sentence. i t has been argued t h a t punish-
m.ent should involve the depr ivat ion of the earning capaci ty 
of the offender. I t i s a lso pointed out t h a t i t i s ano-
m,alous t h a t while law abiding c i t i z e n s found i t d i f f i c u l t 
to find employment/ work and wages are paid to a convicted 
person. The cr i t ic ism, i s lev ied in s p i t e of the fact 
t h a t wages general ly paid to the j a i l inm.ates do not 
com.pare favourably with the wages received by o thers for 
the sim.ilar work* 
31» Sharm.a/ B.R. & Kashyap/V., Cochin Univers i ty Law 
Journal,1989/ Dec. p .394 . 
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However, the philosophy of the refonnation and 
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n of p r i soners through work t r a i n i n g has 
found support froip. the Supreroe Court in Dharambir Singh's 
32 case , where cour t observed "we are t o l d t h a t the two 
pr i soners are a g r i c u l t u r i s t s by profess ion . I t i s b e t t e r , 
the re fore , t h a t they are put t o use as a g r i c u l t u r i s t s 
whether within or without the pr ison compass. Being 
young, they should also be t r a ined in any other useful 
c r a f t , i f they have apt i tude the re for, so t h a t when 
eventual ly they emerge from, the pr ison wa l l s , they m.ay 
become sens i t i ve c i t i z e n s . When pr i soners are made to 
work, as these two ought to be under our d i r e c t i o n s , a 
small am.ount by way of wages should be pa id , so t h a t 
the heel ing e f fec t on t h e i r minds i s fu l ly f e l t . Moreover, 
proper u t i l i s a t i o n of se rv ices of p r i soners i s some 
m.eaningful em.ploym.ent, whether as c u l t i v a t o r s or as craftm.en 
or even in c r ea t i ve labour, w i l l be good from the s o c i e t y ' s 
angle as i t reduce the burden on the publ ic exchequer and 
tension w i t h i n . " 
I t m.ay,however, be em.phasized t h a t the wage schem.e 
i s not of un iversa l app l i ca t ion . I t has been introduced 
32, Dhararabir Singh v. S ta te of U.P., AIR, 1989, SC 945. 
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only in some of the states and in these states also 
it does not benefit all the prisoners. It benefits 
only for those who works outside or in open cair.ps or on 
specified industries. It has now recognised by the prison 
administretors that the wage scheme has, in addition 
to working as a considerable incentive to work, fostered 
a sense of responsibility and self-respect among the 
workers and now need in all the penal institution. 
The question of fixing rates of wages in prisons 
is, no doubt/ a very ticklish task. For obvious reasons, 
prisoners can not be given the same rates of wages as are 
given in the private sector or in the public undertaking. 
Linking rates of wages of prisoners with the GOrrbi^ ercial 
wage rates m.ay present practical difficulties. 
But prisoners should be paid fair, adequate and equi-
table wages in proportion to the skills required for the 
product or job or services and the satisfactory 
perform.ance of the prescribed tasks. While fixing 
such fair, adequate and equitable wage rate, the 
m.inimum wage rate for agriculture, industry etc. as may 
be prevalent in each State and Union Territories should be 
taken into account. The average per capita cost of food 
and clothing on an inmate dshould be paid to the prisoner 
and this would be fair & reasonable basis for fixing rates 
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In prison. Since a substantial percentage of prison 
population consists of prisoners hailing from poverty 
groups. In the free community they are economically 
under-privileged. If the earning member of such a family 
is sent to jail the entire fam.ily suffers great financial 
hardships. Taking this aspect into consideration the rates 
of wages should be fixed in prison as would enable the 
wage earning prisoners to spend a portion of his wage on 
his own needs, send som.e portion for the maintenance of his 
fam.ily, save som.e portion of his earning for his post 
release rehabilitation, and pay com.pensation to the vicltiiii 
of his offence if so ordered bv the Court. 
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C H A P T E R -III 
WAGES -CONCEPTUAL i4EANIMG 
Etyraologically the term 'wages' means an 
•amount paid periodically, especially by the date or 
week or the m.onth or time during which the workriian or 
servant is at em.ployer's disposali Webster's Third Mew 
International Dictionary, defines"'wages' as a pledge 
of paym.ent of monetary remuneration by an employer for 
labour or services according to the contract or on an 
hourly, daily or piece work basis and often including 
bonuses^ com.m.ission and amounts paid by the em.ployer 
for insurance, pensions, hospitalisation and other 
benefits especially, such rem.uneration is paid to 
skilled or unskilled labour'.' ^^ "the language of law, 
'wage'is the consideration for the work done by an 
em.ployee for his employer paid periodically, m.anual, 
supervisory, technical or clerical work is for 'for 
hire or reward 1 It is this 'hire or reward' which form.s 
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the subject matter ofwages'of an industrial employer. 
The Oxford llictionary defines the word salary as fixed 
periodical payment to a person other than mechanical or 
manual labour. Therefore, the paym.ent towards m.anual 
or m.echanical work is referred to as wages. The term. 
pay denotes the paym.ent for services done which would 
include salary as well. 
The term, 'wages' as defined in the Oxford Dictionary 
is used for lem.uneration paid for other then white 
collar jobs. Wages means an amount paid periodically, 
specially by the day, week, m.onth or tim.e during which 
workmen or servant is at em.ployer's disposal. The term 
•wage' in comm.on parlance m.eans to com.pensate in term.s 
of m.oney to the workm.en in return of his services 
rendered to the em.ployer. 
The definition of 'wages* is in three parts. 
The first part defines wages to m.ean "all rem.uneration 
capable of being expressed in term.s of m.oney which 
would, if the term.s of em.ploym.ent, expressed or im.plied, 
were fulfilled, be payable to a workm.an in respect of 
his em.ploym.ent or work done in such em.ploym.ent 1' This 
is the denotation of the term, 'wages' or what it denotes. 
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The second part is designed to include soroething 
more in what the primarily denotes. This part gives 
extended connotation by including certain paym.ents, 
allowances and aitienities in the arftbit of the definition. 
The third part of the definition excludes three types 
of payment made by the em.ployer viz, (i) bonuses; 
(ii) contribution towards pension or provident funds 
or for any other benefit of workman under the law for 
the tim.e being in force and (iii) gratuity payable on 
the termination of the service of a workman. 
The term 'wages' under the Minim.xim. Wages Act which 
run as follows -
•wages' m.eans all rem.uneration, capable of being 
expressed in term.s of m.oney which would if the term.s 
of the contract of em.ploym.ent, express or im.plied, were 
fulfilled be payable to person employed in respect of 
his em.ploym.ent and includes house rent allowance • 
Wages do not include -
(i) value of -
(a) any house accommodation, supply of light, water, 
m.edical attendance; or 
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(b) any other amenity or any service excluded by 
general or special order of the appropriate 
Government; 
(ii) any contribution paid by the employer to any pension 
fund or Provident Fund or under any schem.e of 
social insurance; 
(iii) any travelling allowances or the value of any 
travelling concession; 
(iv) any sum. paid to the person em.ployed to defray special 
expenses entailed on him. by the nature of his 
emp 1 oym.ent; or 
(v) any gratuity payable on discharge. 
In Mahendra's case, where the trip allowance was 
prescribed by a notification, the notification was held 
to be invalid because trip allowance is m.eant to com.pen-
sate the extra cost which an em.ployee is likely to incur 
when he moves out of his head-quarters in connection with 
his employm.eat: it clearly partakes of the character 
of tras^elling allowance and travelling allowance 
according to the definition of the expression 'wages' 
cannot form, a com.ponent of the wages. 
1, Mahendra Sing v. State, A.I.R., l971,Tri.32. 
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So what has been defined by the parliament by 
Act of 1948 is the term 'wages' and not Minimuro. Wages, 
where as title of the Act uses the word i4inimum Wages, 
This does not mean that the Act does not deals with 
Minimum Wages to be fixed or revised by Government, 
The wages whenever is fixed or revised by Government 
shall be considered as Minimum Wages to be paid by 
em.ployer to his em.ployee. Because fixation and revision 
of'wages' under the Act is again treated as Minim.um. and 
therefore it is appropriately left by the parlianient not 
to define word 'Minimum.! 
The analysis of this section indicates that the 
following essential requirements are necessary for wages 
(1) Wages include all rem.uneration paid to an 
employee including house rent allowance, 
(2) Wages must be capable of being expressed in 
term.s of m.onev 
(3) Wages becom.e due where there is a contract 
between the em.ployer and employee. However the contract 
m.ay be expressed or implied 
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(4) The terms and conditions of contract mus be 
fulfilled, or he must have done work assigned to him 
such 
unde:p/employment. But the term, 'wages' does not 
include the value of -
(1) Any house accomjisodation, supply of water, light and 
m.edical attendance or 
(2) Any other am.enity of service excluded by general or 
special order of the appropriate Governm.ent, It does not 
include any contribution to Pension Fund or Provident Fund 
or any paym.ent under the schem.e of social insurance, 
travelling allowances, sum. paid to defray special expenses 
and any gratuity payable on discharge. 
The term, 'wages' has a com.posite m.eaning which 
include all rem.uneration and any paym.ent to an em.ployee, 
which are not expressly excluded by the provision of the 
Act. 
The object of the Act is to ensure the m.inim.um. 
wages to an em.ployee and also to prescribe the m.axim.um. 
petiod of working which shall be considered as norm.al 
working day and further to see that extra paym.ent is made 
for any overtim.e spent. '^ he purpose of the Minim.um. olages 
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Act is to provide that no employer shall pay to the 
workers in certain categories of employment wages at 
rates less than the minimum wages prescribed by 
notifications under the Act, It is clear that the 
Act does not create an entirely new right, but merely 
regulates one of the term.s of employm.ent in certain 
2 
categories of labour. 
What the legislative policy aim. at is the statutory 
fixation of m.inim.um. wages with a view to obviate the 
chance of exploitation of labour. The legislative 
undoubtedly intended to apply the Act not to all industries 
but to those industries only where by reason of unorganised 
labour or want of proper arrangem.ents for effective regula-
tion of wages or for other causes i.e. the wages of 
labourer in a particular industry were very low. The 
condition o-f labour vary unr^ er different circum.stances and 
from Stat« to State and the expediency of including a 
p^irticular trade or industry within the schedule depends 
upon a variety of facts which by no m.eans mniform. and 
2. Balram. Abaji Patil v. M.C. Rajojiwala, 1960 (2) 
LL. J. 491. 
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which can best be ascertained by person who is 
placed in charge of the administration of a particular 
state. The list of trade drawn up in the schedule 
attached to the Act is not exhaustive and the State 
is empowered to add to the test. 
The Act provides for fixing minimum rates of wages 
in certain employments to which provision of this Act 
apply. The justification for statutory fixation of 
m.inim.um. wages is obvious. Such provisions which exist 
in more advanced countries are even more necessary 
in India where worker's organisations are yet pocrly 
developed and the worker's bargaining power is consequently 
poor. The Bill provides for fixation by the State 
Governments of m.inim\im wages for em.ploym.ents covered by 
the schedule to the Bill, The item.s in the schedule 
are those where 'sweated labour' is m.ost prevalent or 
where there is a big chance of exploitation. The Act 
is directed against exploitation of the ignorant, less 
organised and less privileged m.em±»ers of the society 
by the capitalists. This anxiety of the State for 
3. Edward Mills Com.pany^v, State of Ajmer, AIR 1955, 
S.C. 25. 
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improving the general economic condition of some 
of its less favoured m.em.bers appears to be in 
supersession of the old principle of absolute 
freedom, of contract and doctrine of laissez faire 
and in recognition of the new principles of social 
4 
welfare and com.mon good. 
5 
In Edward Hills Company's case the question was 
whether the em.ployment m.ention in the schedule of the 
Act is com.plete, exhaustive or not. To deal this 
case the suprem.e court said that the schedule does not 
contains com.plete exhaustive list of em.ploym.ents to 
which the Act shall apply but is inconclusive, in--
exhaustive and inclusive, "^ he Appropriate Governm.ent 
is em.powered to add any em.ploym.ent in the schedule 
for the purpose of the Act, 
The legislature undoubtedly intended to apply 
the Act to those industries or places in which, by 
reason of causes such as unorganised labour or absence 
of machinery for regulation of wa^es, the wages paid 
4. Y.A. Maruarde v. Authority under 14.W. Act, 
AIR 1972, SC 1721. 
5* Supra note 3. 
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to workers were in the light of the general level 
of wages and subsistence level inadequate. Like 
other branches of labour legislation the security of 
industrial peace and effeciency may be kept in view 
when giving effect to the provisions of this Act, 
In a developing country^like ours which face 
the problem of unem.ploym.ent on a very large scale 
it is not unlikely that labour m.ay offer to work even 
on a starvation wages. The policy of the Act, 
therefore, is to prevent em.ploym.ent of seated labour 
in the general interest and in so prescribing the 
m.iniiRum wages rates, the capacity of em.ployer need not 
be considered as the State assum.es that every em.ployer 
7 
m.ust pay the m.inim.um. wages for the em.ployees labour. 
The m.inim.um v/ages rates m.ust ensure not only the 
mere physical need of the worker which would keep him. 
just above starvation but m.ust ensure for him not only 
his subsistence and that of his fariiily but also 
preserve his effeciency as a workmen. It should. 
6, iVS Bhikus Vam.asa Kshatriya v, Sangamner Akola 
Taluka Bidi Kam.gar Union, AIR 1963, SC 806, 
7. Crown Alurainium. Works v. Their Workm.en, AIR, 1958, SC 182. 
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therefore, provide not merely for the bare subsistence 
of his life but the preservation of the workers 
and so must provide for some measure of educational, 
medical requirem.ents and am.enities. 
Constitutionality of the Act - The provision of this 
Act were challenged on the ground that they are 
violative of Article 19(1) (g) of the constitution of 
India but the Supreme Court of India in Bijoy Cotton 
8 Mills case held that the Act constitutional and 
lays down -
"It can scarcely be disputed that securing of 
living wages to labouers which ensure not only bare 
physical subsistence but also the m.aintenance of health 
and decency, is conducive to the general interest of the 
public. This is one of the Directive principles of 
state policy em.bodied in Article 43 of the Constitution. 
It is well known that in 1928, there was a i4inim.um. Wages. 
Fixing i4achinery convention held at Geneva and the 
resolution passed in that convention were embodied in 
the International Labour Code. The i4inimxim Wages Act 
was passed to give effect to these resolutions. 
8, Bijov Cotton Mills Ltd. v. State of Ajn^ 
AIR i955,SC 33. 
ACC No. \ .^  
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The material provisions of the Minimum Wages Act 
are not, therefore, illegal and ultra-vires as the 
restrictions imposed by them though they interfered 
to som.e extent with the freedom, of trade or business 
guaranteed under Article 19(1)(g) of the constitution 
are reasonable and being im.posed in the interest of the 
general public, are protected by the term.s of the 
clause 6 of Article 19." 
9 
In Edward Hills Case the Suprem.e Court was 
invited to invalidate the delegation of power to vary 
the schedule. The Act authorises the setting up of 
i4inim.um. Wages for certain specified industries by 
notification. It was assum.ed that there was no 
legislative policy to guide the officials changed 
with the duty of adding to the list of industries 
covered. The count held that legislative policy which 
was to guide in the selection of industries was clearly 
indicated in the Act, nam.ely to avoid exploitation 
of labour by setting m.inim.um. wages in industries where 
due to unequal bargaining power or other reasons 
9. Edward Mills Com.panv Ltd. v. State of Ajmer, 
AIR, 1955, SC. 25. 
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wages were inadequate. The court emphasized the 
necess i ty t o allow the f l e x i b i l i t y for adaptat ion 
t o loca l condi t ions . 
The fact t h a t an employer m.ight find i t d i f f i c u l t 
10 t o carry on business on s e t t l e d p r inc ip l e can be 
a su f f i c i en t reason for s t r i k i n g down the law i t s e l f 
as unreasonable. The poverty of labourers i s a lso a 
fac to r t o be taken in to considerat ion while determ.ining 
the question wl^.ether a p a r t i c u l a r provis ion i s in the 
i n t e r e s t of the general p u b l i c . 
The concept of m-inimum wages does not mean a wage 
t h a t enable the worker t o cover h i s bare physical need 
and keep him.self j u s t above s t a r v a t i o n . The capacity 
of the employer to pay i s i r r e l e v a n t in f ix ing m.inim.um. 
wages / t h e r e f o r e , no addi t ion sha l l be m.ade t o the 
com.ponents of the m.inim.um. wage which would take the 
miniraxim. wage near the lower level of f a i r wage. 
In Unichay's case . i t was held t ha t "the Act contem-
p l a t e s t ha t minim.\im. wages r a t e s should be fixed in the 
schedule i n d u s t r i e s with dual object of providing 
10. Hydro(Engineers)Pvt. Ltd. v. Workm.en,AIR 1969, SC 182. 
11. Unichoy v. State of Kerala, AIR 1962, SC 12. 
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subsistence and maintenance of the worker and his family 
and preserving his efficiency as a worker. 
However, sec,5 of Minimum Wages Act lays down 
that in fixing m.inim.um. rates of wa^es in respect of 
any schedule employment for the first time under this 
Act or in revising m.inimum. rates of wages so fixed, 
the appropriate Governm.ent shall either -
(a) appoint as m.any comxaittees and sub-com.rcittees as 
it considers necessary to hold enquiries and advise 
it in respect of such fixation or revision, as the 
case m.ay be; or 
(b) by notification in the official Gazette:, publish 
its proposals for the inform.ation of persons likely to be 
affected thereby and specify a date not less than two 
months from, the date of the notification on which the 
proposals will be taken into consideration. 
After considering the advice of the com.m.ittees 
appointed, and all representations received by it 
before the date specified in the Gazette notification, 
the appropriate Governm.ent m.ay be notification in the 
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official gazette, fix or revise the rninimum rates 
of wages in respect of each scheduled employment, 
which shall come into force after the expiry of 3 m.onths 
unless otherwise provided in the notification. 
Where the appropriate Government proposes to revise 
the minim.iim. rates of wages by the m.ode specified in 
Sec 5 (l)(b), the appropriate Government shall consult 
the Advisory Board also. 
Paym.ent of Wages Act 1936 - t:he question which 
strike our mind is that why there is need for the payment 
of wages Act, 1936 ^  where the Minim.um. Wages Act prescribes 
the m.inim.um. which had to be paid^the answer is 
"In an econom.y where even m.inim.um wages are not paid 
to the workers, the need to protect the wages, earned 
by them, has greatest significance." 
The Act is considered to be an im.portant social 
security step towards the welfare of the working class 
in order to remedy m.ischief played by the em.ployers, 
before the codification of paym.ent of wages Act, there 
were several unfair labour practices prevailing 
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pertaining to the payment of wages. The need to 
protect the wages earned by the worker had been felt 
from the early years of twentieth century, but it 
was as early as 1925 that the Private Bill called the 
"weekly payment Bill" was for the first time introduced 
in the legislative Assembly, At that time different 
period of Payment of Wages prevalent. The employers 
did not m.ake paym.ent of wages in definite form, that 
is some-tim.es they m.ade paym.ent of wages in cash and 
som.etim.es in kind. The wages were paid after m.uch 
delay which resulted idto poverty and growing indebted-
ness. Not only this, the employers m.ade so m.any 
deductions out of wages earned by the workers and 
ultim.ately they paid only a very m.eagre part of it. 
An attem.pt was m.ade to rem.edy som.e of the evils 
viz, delay in paym.ent of wages, non-payment of wages, 
deducti2)ns m.ade from, the wages on account of fines 
im.posed by the employer etc. The Bill was, however, 
withdrawn on an assurance of the Governm.ent that the 
m.atter was under consideration of the Governm.ent, 
In 1926, the Governm.ent of India addressed the local 
Governm.ents with a view to ascertain the position with 
regard to the delays which occured in the payment of 
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wages to persons employed in industry and the 
practice of imposing fines on them. The investiga-
tions and enquiries revealed the existence of abuses 
in both directions and the m.aterial collected was 
placed before the Royal Comjnission on labour which 
was set up in 1929 to look into the m.atter. The Royal 
Comjnission on labour in India m.ade som.e valuable 
recomjTiendations. "^he Present Act is m.ostly based on 
these recommendations. The Comjr.ission was of the 
opinion that legislation regarding deductions from, 
wages and fines are essential. The following 
recomjf:endations are worth citing -
(i) children should be exem.pted from fine; 
(ii) the m.inim.um. am.ount which could be deducted by 
way of fine should not exceed in any month half an 
anna in the rupee of the worker's earning; 
(iii) the sum. realised as fine should be utilised 
for some purpose benefitial to the em.ployees as a class 
and should be approved by som.e recognised authority; 
(iv) A notice specifying the acts and om.ission in 
respect of which fines m.ay be im.posed should be posted 
and any other fine should be deem.ed to be illegal; 
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(v) Deduction ro.ade for goods having been damaged 
should not exceed the whole sale price of the good 
daraaged^  
(vi) Deductions may be made on account of provision for 
housing accoEomodation and of tools and raw materials; 
(vii) Im.posing of any fine and deduction m.ade which 
is not permitted by law should be made penal. 
The Act is intended to regulate the paym.ent of wages 
to certain classes of persons employed in industries and 
object is to provide for a speedy and effective remedy 
to the employees in respect of their claim.s arising 
out of illegal deductions or unjustified delay made in 
12 paying the wages to them.. 
The general purpose of the Act is to provide 
that the em.ployed persons shall be paid their wages 
in a particular form, and at regular intervals and 
13 
without any unauthorised deductions. In this way the 
object of this Act are three fold -
12. Ram.eshwar Lai v. Jogendra Das; AIR 1970,Orissa 70. 
13, A. C. Arum.ugham. v, i4anager Jawahar Mills Ltd; 
AIR, 1956, Madras 79. 
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(1) it provides that the employed persons shall be 
paid their wages in particular forms; 
(2) the paym.ents will be m.ade at regular intervals, 
(3) it prohibits unlawful and unauthorised 
deductions from, the wages. 
To ensure provisions have been m.ade in this Act. 
14 The Bombay High Court in Arvind Mills case observed 
that "the general purpose of the Act is to provide 
that employed persons shall be paid their wages in 
particular form, and at regular intervals without any 
unauthorised deductions" The use of the exp>ression 
•certain classes of persons* in the pream.ble applies to 
persons drawing on an average fixed by the Act. Any 
deduction from, the wages of the workmen, under a 
settlem.ent between representative union and em.ployer 
can, however a perm.it deduction as it is the outcom.e 
of an understanding between the parties even though such 
deductions m.ay not be authorised or legally perm.issible 
under the Act, 
14. Arvind Mills Ltd. v. K.R. Gadgil,AlR 1941,Bom. 26. 
15. Balm.er Lawrie ''iorker's Union Bom.bay and another 
V. Balmer Lawrie & Corapanv Ltd. & Others, 
AIR 1985 SC 314. 
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Sec 2(F) of the Payment of wages Act defines the 
terro. 'Wages" as follows -
'wages' means all remuneration whether by way 
Of salaries/ allowances or otherwise expressed in 
terms of money, if the terms of em.ploym.ent express 
or implied were fulfilled, be payable to a person 
em.ployed in respect of the employm.ent or of work done 
in such em.pl oym.ent, 
•wages' includes -
(a) any rem.uneration payable under any award or 
settlem.ent between the parties or order of a Court; 
(b) any rem.uneration to which the person em.ployed is 
entitled in respect of over-tim.e work or holidays or 
any leave period; 
(c) any additional rem.uneration payable under the 
term.s of em.ployro.ent whether called a bonus or by any 
other najiie. 
The definition of wages is not lim.ited to remunera-
tion payable under an agreem.ent or contract. The ar^ ended 
definition would apply to all kinds of rem.uneration. 
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whether arising from a contract, an award, a 
16 
settlement or under a statute; 
(d) any sum which by reason of the termination of 
employment of the person employed is payable under 
any law, contract or instrum.ent which provides for the 
paym.ent of such sum whether with or without deductions, 
but does not provide for the tim.e within which the paym.ent 
is to be made; 
(e) any sum to which person em.ployed is entitled under 
any scheme fram.ed under any law for the tim.e being 
in force. 
Wages does not include -
(1) any bonus (whether under a schem.e of profit sharing 
or otherwise) which does not form, a part of the remu-
neration payable under the term.s of the em.ployment or 
which is not payable under any award or settlem.ent 
between the parties or order of a Court, The bonus 
payable under the Paym.ent of Bonus Act 1965, am.ounts 
sub ij 
to wages within the definition in thi9^ section. 
(2) the value of any house accomm.odation or of the 
supply of light, water, m.edical attendance or other 
16. D.P. Kelkar v. Anribadas, AIR 1971,Bom.. 124. 
17. Ibid. 
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amenity or of any service excluded from the computation 
of wages by a general or a special order of the state 
Government; 
(3) any contribution paid by the employer to any 
pension or provident fund, and the interest which 
m.ay be accrued thereon; 
(4) any travelling allowance or the value of any 
travelling concession; 
(5) any sum. paid to the employed person to defray 
special expenses entailed on him. by the nature of his 
employm.ent or 
(6) any gratuity payable on the termination of 
employm.ent in cases other than those specified in 
sub-clause (d). 
The definition of the word 'wages' under this Act 
does not appear to have under gone any change subsequent 
to the passing of the Payment of Bonus A^t 1965. Statutory 
bonus of eight and one third percent is payable whether 
there are profits to the accounting year or not. After 
com.ing into force of the Paym.ent of Bonus Act, bonus 
has becom.e an im.plied term, of em.ploym.ent not dependent 
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upon the profits and therefore comes under the 
categories of remuneration. Viewed in this light 
18 
wages as a general term, would include bonus. 
The definition of 'wages* under Sec 2 (vi) is 
exhaustive containing inclusion and exclusion clauses. 
It has been observed that the term, 'wages* as defined 
in the m.ain part of the definition in Sec 2(vi) m.eans 
a paym.ent which m.ust satisfy thBce conditions. 
First , it m.ust be rem.uheration. Secondly/ it m.ust 
be payable, if the term.s of em.ploym.ent are fulfilled. 
Thirdly, it m.ust be payable in respect of em.ploym.ent 
or work doen in such em.ploym.ent. The word 'remuneration' 
ordinarily m.eans any consideration which a person 
receives for giving his services. It is, therefore, a 
paym.ent for services rendered, when no services are 
rendered and in fact there is no obligation to render 
services and when the am.ount becom.es payable owing to 
the failure of the em.ployer to provide work, it 
would be difficult to hold that it is remuneration. 
As the com.pensation payable for lay- off is not 
rem.uneration and is also not payable to a worker in 
18. Gopalan v. Augamiati chit Fund, AIR 1971, Ker 120. 
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respect of his employment or work done in such 
employm.ent it is not "wages" within the meaning of 
this term, as given in the m.ain part of the definition. 
The use of the word 'm-eans' includes and 'but 
does not include' in the definition of 'wages' in 
Section 2(vl) of the Act, clearly shows that the 
definition is an exhaustive one and no other meaning 
can be assigned to the term, 'wages' as put down in the 
19 defintion. 
The expression rem.uneration which would, if the terms 
of the contract of em.ploym.ent, express or im.plied were 
fulfilled be payable in Sec 2 (vi) m.eans no m.ore than 
the rem.uneration payable under a contract between the 
em.ployer and employees. Therefore, under the m.aterial 
portion of the definition of wages in Sec 2 (vi) of the 
Act, wages means only the rem.uneration fixed by a 
contract between the em.ployer and the em.ployees. The 
other additional rensuneration included in the definition 
of wages also refers to contractual additional remuneration, 
19, Paym.ent of wages. Inspector, H.B, Governm.ent 
V. Bramtrodatta Bagrodia, AIR I956,i4addhya Bharat,152. 
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The 'wages' as defined in Sec 2 (vi) of the Act 
mean all remuneration expressed in terras of money 
or capable of being expressed in terms of m.oney if the 
terms of em.ployment were fulfilled. It may be pointed 
out that the contract of service m.ay be expressed 
or implied as the case may be. The rem.uneration falls 
due if the terms and conditions of the contract of 
service are fulfilled by the performing the work stipu-
lated therein. 
The am.ended definition of wages in Sec 2(vi) would 
apply to all kinds of remuneration whether arising from. 
20 
a contract/ an award, settlem.ent or under a statute. 
It m.ay be pointed out that any rem.uneration in respect 
of over-tim.e work or holidays or any leave period is 
also included in the definition of wages. In such cases 
it is not necessary to provide for the tim.e within which 
the paym.ent is to be m.ade. The definition of'wages' 
in this section is so exhaustive that it also includes 
any sum to which the person em.ployed is entitled under 
any schem.e framed under any law for the tim.e being in 
force. 
20. D.p. Kelkar v. ^ibadas, AIR 1971, Bom.. 124. 
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It has been observed that the object of the 
legislature is providing an elaborate definition 
comprising three parts, namely, the meaning part, 
the inclusive part and exhaustive part^ is to make the 
definition exhaustive. 
It m.ay be pointed out that exhaustive part of the 
definition of wages expressly excludes bonus whether 
under scheme of profit sharing or otherwise which 
does not forru the part of rem.uneration payable under 
the terms of the employm.ents or which is not payable 
under any award or settlem.ent between the parties or 
by the order of the court. It excludes, also the 
value of any house accomjTiOdation or of the supply of 
light, water^m.edical attendance or other amenity or of 
any service which excluded from, the computation of 
wages by a general or special order of the State 
Government. 
The term 'wages' is not defined under the Prisons 
Act 1894 neither under the Prisoners Act 1900. Since 
no wages are at all paid to the prisoners for their labour 
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because labour is treated as a part of their punishment. 
They are duty bound to do labour without any remunera-
tion or payraent. The main reason for not defining the 
term 'wages' under these two Act or not given any 
rem.uneration for their labour would be that since these 
two Act were enacted during the period of British rule. 
The Britisher only wants to takes the hard labour from 
the prisoners without paying any paisa. From that period 
these two Act are in the saic.e form and language till 
now. No change or am.endm.ent has been m.ade upto now. 
Though U.P. Jail Manual has not defined the term. 
wages but Sec 914 and Sec 914 A runs- Sec,914 - ForTj.. and 
Registers for account of wages - The Inspector-General 
shall prescribed the form.s and registers for m.aintaining 
the account of wages earned and m.ay fram.e subsidiary rules 
not inconsistent with those instructions, to carry out 
the scheme. The m.inim.um. daily tasks will be exhibited 
on the task boards in factOjpies ^^^ ^opy of the rules 
for the 'wages earning scheme' shall be hung up in the 
factory or workshop and in the " jail office. 
Sec 914 A - 'Ehe Superintendent may award m.onetarv 
remuneration or wages - As the case m.ay be, to convict 
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etiipliiyed on such industries for which a scheme for the 
award of some kind monetary rem.uneration or wages has 
been sanctioned by the Governm.ent, These awards shall 
be made at the rates, if any, fixed by the Governm.ent, 
Where no rates have been fixed by Governm.ent the award 
may be m.ade at the rates approved by the Inspector General. 
From the above sections, it is clear that prison 
labour who are em.ployed in the jail industires entitled 
for the wag^s. Their wages are regulated by the Govern-
m.ent orders or by the order of the Inspector General of 
« . 21 Prison, 
The Prisons ^ t 1894 and the Prisoners Act 1900 have 
become obsolete and outdated, therefore, are required 
to be throughly revised so as to bring them, in tune with 
the legislative enactm.ent as well as current dem.ocratic 
tem.per of the country. If the prisoners are employed by 
the jail authority in suitable em.ployment,therefore, the 
law relating to wages m.ust be allowed to enter the jail 
gates. Neither the iron gate or the walls of the jail 
21. U.P. Jail Manual, 1984, Edition, p 206. 
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can prevent the entry of socio-ecnomic welfare 
legislation, j^ fter all the prisoner do have the 
fundamental rights to enjoy then": within the jail 
premises. 
Though Prisoners do not have free access to 
sell his labour in open market nor they have free 
option in selecting the work but they act within the 
lim.ited choice and within the limited area of operation. 
Despite this prisoner do have right to get the due 
reward of their .labour and that too m.ust be in accor-
dance with the prevailing rates of wages incom.parable 
works outside the jail. 
The days are gone when prisoner were treated as 
sub-hum.an and do not hove right to exist. Now a days 
even if they are convicted and are languishing in jail. 
The rule of law after them even within the jail. It is 
therefore suggested that the wages payable must be 
revised and fixed. Keeping in view the market value 
of work done by them, cost of life and the price index 
applicable to -fchem.. T^e wages should not be left 
at the sole arbitrary discretion of the Inspector 
General of prison. 
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C H A P T E R - I V 
A JUDICIAL ACTIVISi4 AND THE PRISONERS WAGES 
I f t h e o b j e c t of p u n i s h m e n t i s t o make an example 
of t h e o f f e n d e r by s e n t e n c i n g him., w h i c h w i l l p u t 
f e a r i n t o t h e m.ind of o t h e r s who w a t c h i t . Any s o f t n e s s 
i n t h e t r e a t m . e n t of t h e p r i s o n e r i n t h e m.a t t e r of 
s e n t e n c e a s w e l l a s i n t h e m.a t te r of hum.ane a p p r o a c h 
i n t h e j a i l s would d e f e a t t h e o b j e c t of p u n i s h m e n t . 
N e c e s s a r i l y t h a t s h o u l d mean t h a t t h e p r i s o n e r s h o u l d be 
i l l - f e d and i l l - h o u s e d t r e a t e d w i t h b a r b a r i t y , so t h a t 
he f e e l s t h a t t h e p r i s o n i s a h e l l t o wh ich he h a s been 
d e c r e e d f o r a term, of y e a r s by t h e judgem.ent of t h e 
C o u r t . 
A b a r b a r o u s a p p r o a c h u n s u i t e d t o t h e c i v i l i s e d 
n o t i o n s of human d i g n i t y m.ay n o t g e n e r a l l y r e c e i v e 
p u b l i c a p p r o v a l , t o d a y we d o n o t t h i n k t h a t b e t t e r t r e a t -
m.ent i n j a i l s would be i n c e n t i v e t o t h e coosm.ission of 
c r im .e s . Though p e r h a p s f e a r of punishm.ent m.ay d e f e r a few 
c r i m . i n a l s from, o t h e r w i s e t o c o n t i n u i n g t h e i r l i f e of 
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crime, most of the offence are corcriiitted on account 
of soc ia l and econom.ic p r e s su re . Serious offences l i k e 
murder and gr ievious hur t are qui te often committed 
by em.otional im.balance caused by s i t u a t i o n s in which 
decis ion taken by offender m.ay not be r a t i o n a l decision 
which perhaps in a cooler or relaxed atmosphere he may 
not have taken . The comparative com.fort or discomfort 
in the j a i l s , m.ay not have relevance in these Cases. 
I t would be unreasonable t o assTom.e t h a t m.erely 
because a person i s moderately wel l - fed and looked 
a f t e r under hum.an condi t ions in the j a i l he i s uncon-
cerned with the sentence or fee ls happy in the j a i l . 
To a person under r e s t r a i n t the m.ost valuable r i g h t s , 
the absence of which he fee ls deeply, i s h i s personal 
freedom., the freedom, t o m.ove about f ree ly in the soc ie ty , 
the freedom, to associa te with h i s k i t h and kin and the 
freedom, to work as he l i k e s to earn and maintain h i s 
dependants. The absence to access t o the affect ion 
of the m.em.bers of h i s fam.ily makes him. em.otionally 
upset and he wails for the day when he wi l l be able to 
go back to h i s hom.e for a reunion with h i s c lose 
r e l a t i o n s and f r i ends . Evervdev of h i s sentence is of 
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count to him materially* The m.ost deterrent factor 
in imprisonment is really the fact of curtailm.ent of 
personal freedom. It m.ay not be necessary to make it 
harsh and inhum.ane in order to render the sentence of 
im.prisonm.ent a deterrent. The main and dom.inant 
purpose of the punishment, if not the sole purpose, 
is reforming the criminal and redirecting him. into 
society as an honest citizen. Reformative and rehabili-
tative appraches must have predom.inant influence in 
fram.ing any prison policy. 
The U.N, Charter has put hum.an rights on a higher 
footing than ever before and has spawned new penological 
thinking on prisoner's personhood and consequential 
rights. The philosophy which has inform.ed the judiciary 
is this jurisdiction is what the United Nation Agency 
2 in the Standard I'iinim.um. Rules has stated. 
•The purpose and justification of a sentence of 
imprisonm.ent or a similar m.easure is deprivation of 
liberty is ultim.ately to protect society against crim.e. 
1. 1983, Kerala Law Tim.es, p.512. 
2. Iyer,R.K., A Constitutional Miscellany 1.986, p. 128. 
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This end can only be achieved i f the period of 
imprisonment i s used t o ensure, so far as poss ib le 
t h a t upon h is re turn t o soc ie ty the offender i s not 
only wi l l i ng but able t o lead a law-abiding and self-
supporting l i f e . 
To t h i s end, the i n s t i t u t i o n should u t i l i s e a l l 
the rem.edial, educat ional , m.oral, s p i r i t u a l and other 
forces and form.s of ass i s tance which are appropria te 
and ava i l ab le , and should seek t o apply them, according 
to the individual t reatment need of the p r i s o n e r s . 
The Standard Minim.um. Rules for treatm.ent of 
p r i soners approved by the United Nation Congress on 
the treatm.ent of offenders, held a t Geneva in 1955 
l a i d down tha t bas i s of t r a in ing m.ust be to accord 
t o the p r i soners the respec t due to t h e i r d ign i tv as 
hum.an beings and to e s t a b l i s h them a w i l l to lead a 
good and useful l i f e on discharge and to f i t them to 
do so . 
So there can eb no two opinions t h a t our c i v i l i z e d 
thoughts are r e f l ec ted in docum.ents as shown in Universal 
Declaration of lium.an Rights adopted and proclaim.ed 
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by the General Assembly Resolution of 10th December 1948. 
The Preamble of this declaration mentions that the 
foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world 
is the recognition of the inherent dignity and of the 
equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human 
family. Article 4 declares that no one shall be held 
in slavery or servitude while Article 23 (1) of the 
Declaration envisages that everyone has the right to 
work, to the free choice of employment,to just and 
favourable condition of work and to protection against 
unem.ploym.ent., Clause (3) of this Article, which is 
particularly relevant for our purpose, provides that 
everyone who works has the right to just and favourable 
rem.uneration ensuring for him.self and his family an 
existence worthy of human dignity and supplem.ented if 
necessary* by other m.eans of social protection. 
The Assem.bly of the United Nations on the 6th 
DecemJDer, 1966, in the International Convention on Civil 
and Political Rights adopted unanimously the following 
resolution regarding the rights of prisoners -
Article 10 -
(1) All persons deprived of their liberty shall be 
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t r e a t e d with humanity and with respec t for the inherent 
d ign i ty of the human person. 
(2) (a) Accused person s h a l l , save in except ional 
circumstances, be segregated from convicted persons and 
sha l l be subject to separate treatm.ent appropria te t o 
t h e i r s t a tu s as unconvicted persons . 
(b) Accused juveni le persons sha l l be separated from 
adul t s and brought as speedily as poss ib le for 
ad judica t ion . 
(3) The pen i t en t i a ry system, sha l l com.prise treatment 
of p r i sone r s , the e s s e n t i a l aim. of which sha l l be t h e i r 
reform.ation and soc ia l r e h a b i l i t a t i o n . 
The question whether p r i soners recognised as person 
or not was ra i sed by the Suprem.e Court in Sunil B a t r a ' s 
3 case . 
Are prisoners person ? Yes of-course to answer 
in the negative is to convict the nation and consti-
tution of dehum.anisation and to repudiate the world 
3^  Sunil Batra (ii)_ v. Delhi Adm.inistration, AIR, 1980, 
SC 1979. 
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l ega l order, which now recognises r i g h t of p r i soners 
in the In t e rna t iona l Covenant on P r i s o n e r ' s Right to 
which our Country has signed assen t . In B a t r a ' s case, 
t h i s Court has r e j ec ted the hand off doc t r ine and i t 
has been ruled tha t fundamental r i g h t s do not f lee the 
person as he en te r s the prison although they may suffer 
shrinkage necess i t a ted by i nca r ce r a t i on . Our Consti-
t u t i o n a l Culture has now c r y s t a l l i s e d in favour of 
pr ison j u s t i c e and j u d i c i a l j u r i s d i c t i o n . 
'The j u r i s d i c t i o n a l reach and range of t h i s Court ' s 
wr i t to hold prison caprice and c rue l ty in c o n s t i t u t i o n a l 
leash i s incontens tab le , but t eas ing in t rus ion in to 
adrainis trat ive d i sc re t ion i s l ega l anathema absent breaches 
of c o n s t i t u t i o n a l r i g h t s or prescr ibed procedure.' 
In recent t imes, p r i soners have a t t r a c t e d the 
a t t en t ion of the Soc io log i s t s , J u r i s t s , and Protogonis ts 
of hum.an r i g h t s a l l over the world. In the Pre-independent 
India, when the c i t i z e n s did not have any of the fundarriental 
freedom.s, i t was not poss ib le t o thin)< of the p r i s o n e r s ' 
r i g h t s . But in independent India , when the cons t i t u t ion 
was adopted and the people got t h e i r fundam.ental r i g h t s . 
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guaranteed, prisoner's rights also began to draw the 
attention of the legislators and the judiciary. The 
Indian Constitution does not enumerate any sort of 
fundamental rights to the prisoners specifically. The 
Courts,however, through the process of judicial activism 
have expanded the scope of the various freedom enshrined 
in Part III of the Indian Constitution and also extended 
4 
their applicability to the prisoners. The Courts have 
recognised the right to Counsel, right to speedy trial, 
6 7 
right to physical protection, right to expression 
" ^  8 
right to meet with family memJoers and right against 
9 
cruel, unusual or oppressive jail practices. 
This liberality towards the prisoners has been 
possible, it appears, because of the wide interpreta-
tion of Article 21 of the Indian Constitution by the 
4. Nand Lai v. State of Punjab, AIR 1981, SC 2041. 
5. Hussainara Khatoon v. Home Secretarv, Bihar, 
AIR 1979, SC 1360. 
6. Sunil Batra (II) v. Delhi Adm.inistration, AIR 1920, 
SC 1979. 
7. State of Maharashtra v. Prabhakar Pandusang, AIR 1986, 
SC 424. 
8. Francis Coralie v. U.T., Delhi,AIR 1981,SC 746. 
9. Sunil Batra (I) v. Delhi Administration, AIR 1978, 
SC 1675. 
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10 Supreme Court in the 'Maneka Gandhi case where the 
Court laid down that the word 'Law' in Article 21 
denotes a fair and reasonable law hence, the procedure 
which is followed by the State to deprive the life or 
personal liberty of individuals ro.ust be prescribed by 
a just fair and reasonable law. 
India respects. International Law and the various 
article of the Constitution, the most significance of 
which is Article 21, have projected a dynamic perspective 
so far as prison justice is concerned, Howver until 
Sunil Batra's case prison precincts were thought to be 
out of bounds for the Court. Fortunately due to the 
active judicial role the position regarding prison justice 
has gone underchange. Prison remains no longer a place 
where neither the Courts nor the human rights can enters. 
For the first time in the prison history of this 
country, the rights -conscious persons raised the 
question of inadequacy of wages before the Kerala High Court 
in "In the m.atter of prison reform.s -Enhancement of Wages 
12 
of prisoners." In this case the H.C. of Kerala received a 
nurrODer of petitions from prisoners in the various jails of 
the State by way of Public Interest Litigation. The main 
prayer of the prisoners was that the wages of the prisoners 
10. Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, AIR 1978, SC 597, 
11. Sunil Batra (I) v. Delhi Adm.inistration, 
AIR (1978)4 sec 494. 
12. AIR 1983, Ker. 261. 
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may be enhanced. The Governir.ent a t t en t ion was drawn 
to t h i s p rayer . In fact the question of enhancement of 
wages of p r i soners was pending with the Government on 
recorojuendation m.ade by the High Court e a r l i e r . That has 
been so pending for a f a i r l y long t ime. In the mean tim.e 
represen ta t ions in t h a t m.atter are being received from. 
the p r i s o n e r s . Therefore the High Court decided to take 
cognizance of the com.plaint of the n i n e t i e t h p r i soners 
concerning the p rdp r i e t ry of non-paym.ent of adequate wages. 
By then the High Court a lso received a sim.ilar p e t i t i o n 
from, another p r i soner , one P.V. Sandappan who also ra i sed the 
question of inadequacy of wages. 
The question for decision i s by no m.eans easy. I t i s 
com.plicated m.ore so because of a t t i t u d e s , the apprcE ch of a 
crim.inal, the purpose of punishm.ent, the object to be 
achieved by keeping the pr i soner behind b a r s . The need for 
a harsh or soft treatm.ent towards the crim.inal are a l l 
m.atters on which there has been and there continues to be 
keen controversy. Civi l ized opinion recognises the ro le 
played by socie ty in the prepaistion of crim.es. 
"Society prepares the crim.e, the crim.inal comruits i t " 
said Henry Thom.as Buckle, The criminal in according to 
one scholar of thought, t o be dea l t with as a victim., but 
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equally powerful is the other school which considers 
him in a different light and which considers that 
unrelenting misery should be decreed for the criminal, 
deterrence being, according to that shcool, the very 
purpose and object to be achieved by the punishm.ent. 
The m.orality of inadequate wages paid to prisoners 
is a matter essentially for the legislature to consider 
and the xecutive to feel about whatever may be the seti-
ments of the court on this question it is not for this 
court to lay down any policy. All the same the court 
will activise itself in the course if by denying adequate 
wages for the labour extracted from, a prisoner is being 
infringed and the prisoner is exploited. So the issue 
is whether in law the claim of the prisoners in the various 
jails of the State for proper rem.uneration for the work 
they are com.pelled to do, not on their own volition, but 
because of the com.pulsions of the prison rules is enforceable 
by this court's mandate. 
The attention of the State Governm.ent has been drawn 
by the high court to the need for looking into the 
question of revision of wages paid to the prisoners in the 
jails of the State, 
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Under Section 53 of the Indian Penal Code 
imprisonment may be rigorous with hard labour or simple 
imprisonment. Imprisonment m.ay be for life in heinous 
crim.e. The State Governm.ent Under Section 55 is empowered 
to fix the total span of life im.prisonm.ent into fourteen 
years without the consent of convict. 
Now the question arises 'Does a prisoner lose all 
his rights while living within the jail as sentenced 
prisoner ? ' or the right of the convict rem.ain suspended 
while he is in jail. The answer can be in negative, 
of course the rights like the freedom of speech or 
freedom, of free m.ovem.ent may be restricted but all his 
rights rem.ain intact within while entering into the jail. 
The prisoner carries with him. all his rights e.g. right 
to life which includes of course the source of livelihood 
or right to freedom, of religion or right to property 
all one rem.ain with him.. 
The pream.ble to our Constitution outlines the 
objective sought to be achieved by the fram.ers of the 
Constitution, in term.s of justice, equality, liberty 
and fraternitv. 
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"Preamble is the flood light illxur.inating the path 
to be pursued by the State to set up a Soverign, socialist, 
secular. Democratic, Republic. It is such a Socialist 
State which pream.ble the Centre of power, 
13 LegislatureJ Executive and Judiciary to set up? 
The noble basic values outlined in the preamble 
were transformed into the body of the Constitution in the 
name of fundam.ental rights and directive principles of 
State Policy. 
As Granville Austin rightly put. "The Indian 
Constitution is first and fQrem.ost a social document and 
the core of comjmitm.ent to social revolution lies in parts 
III and IV i.e. the fundamental rights and directive 
14 principles, these are the conscience of the nation." 
Chief Justice Chandrachud also clearly pointed out^ 
"The edifice of our constitution is built upon the coiacept 
crystallised in the pream.ble. We resolved to constitute 
ourselves into a socialist state which carried with it the 
obligation to secure to our people justice -Social, 
13. D.S. Nakara, v. Union of India, AIR 1983 SC 130. 
14. Austin Granvill, The Indian Constitution Corner Stone of 
a Nation' 1979, p.50. 
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economical and p o l i t i c a l . We, the re fore , put pa r t IV in to 
our cons t i t u t ion containing d i r ec t ive p r i n c i p l e s of State 
15 Policy which specify the s o c i a l i s t goal to be achieved." 
In humanizing prison adm.inistration the Courts 
have the power to give e f fec t to the fundamental r i g h t s 
and d i r ec t i ve p r inc ip l e s of State po l i cy . As the Suprem.e 
Court luc id ly and forceful ly observed* 
" I t i s necessary for every judge to remember 
constant ly and continualy t ha t our c o n s t i t u t i o n i s not a 
non-aligned nat ional charac te r . I t is document of socia l 
revolut ion which cas t s an obl iga t ion on every ins t ruraenta l i ty 
including the jud ic i a ry which i s a separate but equal 
branch of the s t a t e to transform the Sta tus cruo ante into 
a new hum.an order in which j u s t i c e - s o c i a l / econom.ical 
and p o l i t i c a l w i l l inform, a l l i n s t i t u t i o n of na t iona l l i f e 
and opportunity for a l l . The jud ic i a ry has therefore a 
socio-econom.ic des t ina t ion and a c rea t ive funct ion ." 
15. Minerva H i l l s Ltd. v. Union of India, 1980 
SC 1789. 
16. S.P. Gupta V. Union of India 1981 
Sc 149. 
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A prisoner does not forfeit his citizenship 
nor does he lose his civil rights, except such rights 
as freedom of movement, which are necessarily lost 
because of the very fact of imperisonment. This 
position is now beyond doubt by reason of the authori-
tative pronouncem.ent of the Supreme Court. 
Chandrachud J, sximmed up the scope of curtailment 
17 
of freedom, of the prisoners in D.B,M« PatnaiX's case 
thus I 
"Convicts are not, by mere reason of the conviction, 
denuded of all the fundamental rights which they 
otherwise possess, A com.pulsion under the authority 
of law, following upon a conviction, to live in a 
prison-house entails by its own force the deprivation 
of £undam.ental freedoms like the right to move freely 
throughout the territory of India or the right to 
"practise" a profession. A man of profession would 
thus stand stripped of his right to hold consultations 
while serving out his sentence. But the constitution 
17. D.B.M. Patnaik, v. State of Andhra Pradesh 
AIR 1974, SC 2092. 
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guarantees other freedoms like the right to acquire, 
hold and dispose of^property for the excercise of which 
incarceration can be no impediment. Likewise, even a 
convict is entitled to the precious right guaranteed 
by Article 21 of the Constitution established by law." 
A slHiilar view was expressed by the United States 
Supreme Court in a motion made by an inm.ate of the 
Nebraska State prison, on behalf of himself and other 
inmates. His complaint was that prison disciplinary 
proceedings did not comply with the due process clause 
of the Federal Constitution. Justice White speaking 
18 for the Court said in Charles Wolff's case 
"Petitioners assert that the procedure for disciplining 
prison inmates for serious misconduct is a matter of 
policy raising no constitutional issue. If the position 
ijT:plies that prisoners in State Institutions are wholly 
without the protections of the Constitution and the Due 
Process Clause, it is plainly untenable. Lawful 
imprisonm.ent necessarily m.akes unavailable manjr rights 
and privileges of the ordinary citizen, a "retraction 
justified by the considerations underlying our penal system.! 
18. Charles Wolff v. Mc. Donnel, 41L. Ed2d 935 at 950, 
m 
19 Price v» Johnston. But though his rights may Qe 
diiRinished by the needs and exigencies of the 
institutional environment, a prisoner is not wholly 
stripped of constitutional protections when he is 
imprisoned for crime. There is no iron curtain drawn 
between the constitution and the prisons of this 
country? 
20 
case 
1 1 
in Sunil Batra's case 
Relying on Wolff's Krishna Iyer J. observed 
21 
"So the law is that for a prisoner all fundamental 
rights are an enforceable reality, though restricted by 
the fact of im.prisonment. The om.ens are hopeful for 
imprisonraed humans because they can enchantingly invoke 
22 Maneka Gandhi case and, in its wake Article^ 14, 19 and 
21, to repel the deadening im.pact of unconscionable 
incarceratory based on some lucid legislative text or 
untested tradition. As the twin cases unfold the facts, 
we have to test the contention of law on this broaden 
issue, •* 
19. 334 US 266, 285.92 L.Ed 1356,68 S.Ct 1049(1948^. 
20. Char l e s Wolff v . 14c. Donnel, 41L, Ed 2d 935. 
2 1 . Suni l Ba t r a (1) v , Delhi Adm.inis t ra t ion, AIR 1978, 
SC 1691. 
22. Maneka Gandhi v . Union of Ind i a , AIR 1978, SC 597. 
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Desai, J.speaking for himself and on behalf of Chief 
Justice and two other Judges said in that casei 
"It is no more open to debate that convicts ar«i 
not wholly denuded of their fundamental rights. No 
iron curtain can be drawn between the prisoner and the 
constitution. Prisoners are entitled to all consti-
tutional rights unless their liberty has been consti-
tutionally curtailed. However, a prisoner's liberty 
is in the very nature of things circumscribed by the 
very fact of his continem.ent. His interest in the 
Imited liberty left to him is then all the more subs-
tantial. Conviction for a crim.e does not reduce the 
person into a non person whose rights are subject to the 
whim, of the prison adm.inistration and, therefore, the 
imiposition of any m.ajor punishm.ent within the prison 
system, is conditional upon the observance of procedural 
safeguards. By the very fact of the incarceration 
prisoners are not in a position to enjoy the full 
panoply of fundam.ental rights because these very rights 
are subject to restrictions im.posed oy the nature of the 
regim.e to which they have been lawfully comjriitted. " 
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I t i s , t h e r e f o r e , a well s e t t l e d law in India 
t h a t the fundaraental r i g h t s of p r i soners are r e s t r i c t e d 
only t o the extent ca l l ed to r in the nature of the 
sentence. They are not wholly denuded of fundainental 
r i g h t s . The object of the sentences agains t there cannot 
be to render them nonpersons. They must continue to 
r e t a i n t h e i r d igni ty and s e l f - r e spec t as i n d i v i d u a l s . 
Hence, the pr i soners undergoing sentence of 
iitiprisonriient in the j a i l s of the State are e n t i t l e d 
to the enjoyment of t h e i r fundamental r i g n t s and the 
guarantee of such fundamental r i g h t s i s ava i lab le to 
them except in so far as such r i g h t s may have to be 
c u r t a i l e d or r e s t r i c t e d oy reason of the fact of 
im.prisonm.ent. 
The next question a r i s e s how far t h e i r r i g h t to 
receive remuneration for t h e i r labour w i l l be ava i lab le 
t o them as a c o n s t i t u t i o n a l r i g h t s . Since the funda-
mental r i g h t s guarantees under pa r t I I I of the 
Const i tu t ion i s no a l i en to p r i s o n e r s . Pr i soners are 
also hum.an beings not an animal. Par t I I I of the Consti-
t u t i on which incorporates the bas ic hum.an ethos does not 
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part Company with the prisoners at the gate of 
the prison. Prisoners are also entitled to invoke 
Part III of the Constitution against the action of the 
•State' as widely defined in Article 12 of the 
Constitution. It is no more open to debate that 
convicts are not wholly denuded of their fundamental 
rights. 
Article 23 of the Constitution deals with 
Prohibition of Traffic in human being and forced labour. 
Article 23 and Article 24 have been put together under 
the caption "Right against explihitation" which means 
the utilization of a person's labour for one's own 
ends, opposed to the dignity of the individual, to 
which the preamble to our Constitution refers. It is 
also opposed the directives contained in Article 
39(e) & (f) of the Constitution. 
The question to be examined is that how far labour 
taken from, the prisoners and not property remunerated 
could be said to infringe Article 23 (1) of the 
Constitution. To appreciate the scope of the right 
under Article 23(1) it m.ay be necessary to refer to 
the other provisions of the Constitution. Article 39 
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lays down the rules of policy to be followed by the 
State and clause (a) of this Article particularly 
refers to the principle that the citizens should have 
right to adequate laeans to livelihood. The state has 
an obligation under Article 41 of the Constitution to 
make effective privision for securing the rignt to work 
of course within the limits of state's economic capacity. 
Just and humane conditions of work must be secured by the 
State. Article 42 provides for such an obligation. 
Article 43 envisages the duty of the State to endeavour 
to secure a suitable legislation or econom.ic organisa-
tion or m any other way to all workers a living wages, 
conditions of work ensuring a decent standard of life 
and full enjoyment of leisure and social and cultural 
opportunities. 
23 Article 23(1) of the constitution reads 
"Traffic in human beings and begar are prohibited 
and other sim.ilar forms of forced labour are prohibited 
and any contravention of this provision shall be an 
offence punishable in accordance with law." 
23. Jain, 14.P., Indian Constructional Law, 1987,p.631, 
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Article 23 is clearly designed to protect the 
individual not only against the State action but also 
against t)ther private citizens. Bhagwati J, rightly 
put it I 
•There are new dimensions of Fundamental Rights 
which are being opened by this Court and the entire 
jurisprudence of Fundamental Rights is in a state of 
resurgent evolution. There are three articles naruely. 
Article 15(2)/ Article 17 and Article 23 within the 
category of Fundamental Rights which are designed to 
protect the individual against the action of other 
private citizens and seem to im.pose positive obliga-
tions on the State to ensure his protection to the 
... ., -'^ 24 individual. 
Though a r e s t r i c t e d m.eaning was beiag given by some of 
the High Courts in India to the terni ' forced labour ' 
t h a t scaafething analogous to begar such an approach 
would not be warranted now. The element of ccxnpulsion 
in forced labour need not necessa r i ly be by reason of 
enforcement of cont rac tua l ob l i ga t i ons . Social or 
24. Minerva Mill Ltd. v. Union of India , AIR 1981, 
SC 1789. 
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ecoaoir.ic compulsion may also be the basis of forced 
labour. Merely because remuneration is paid and the 
remuneration is adequate, labour will not cease to be 
forced or compulsory. The labour should be offered 
voluntarily. In the People's Union Case, the Court 
taken the view that even if there be a contractual 
obligation on a workman to serve for a specified term, 
if the workman is not willing to serve for the whole 
term., JDut com.pelled to do so, it would be forced labour. 
Evidently that is because even contracts need nrt always 
reflect the voluntary character of the consent. •'•he 
Indian Penal Code only decrees hard labour and not 
free labour. If there is a fundam.ental right available 
to a person to get remuneration tor the work done by him. 
and non-paym.ent of such remuneration would also am.ount 
to 'forced labour' within the m.eaning O-P that term in 
Article 23 (1) O-F the constitution of India. Should not 
the prisoners be entitled to claim, that by extracting 
not only hard labour, but also free labour from them the 
provision in Article 23 (1) of the constitution has been 
infringed ? Could they not com.plain that section 52 of 
25, People's Union for Democratic Rights & others v. 
Union of India, AIR 1982, SC 1473. 
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t h e I n d i a n P e n a l Code e n a b l e s i m p o s i n g h a r d l a b o u r 
on t h e m , b u t d o e s n o t e n v i s a g e f r e e l a b o u r and t h a t 
i n t h e l i g h t of A r t i c b 23 (1) of the C o n s t i t u t i o n , i f 
such f r e e l a b o u r i s e x t r a c t e d from them t h a t would 
am.ount t o f o r c e d l a b o u r and c o n s e q u e n t l y t h e c o u r t 
s h o u l d com.e t o t h e i r r e s c u e ? 
In A s i a d W o r k e r ' s C a s e , t h e Suprem.e C o u r t 
e x p l a i n e d ' f o r c e d l a b o u r * as u s e d i n A r t i c l e 2 3 . 
27 In A s i a d W o r k e r ' s c a s e one of t h e c o n t e n t i o n of t h e 
p e t i t i o n e r s was t h a t t h e w o r k e r s e n g a g e d i n t h e c o n s t r u c -
t i o n of v a r i o u s p r o j e c t s c o n n e c t e d w i t h t h e A s i a d games 
were b e i n g p a i d wages l e s s t h a n t h e m.inim.um. wages 
p r e s c r i b e d u n d e r t h e Minim.\ira Wages Act 1 9 4 8 , T h i s 
am.ounts t o v i o l a t i o n of t h e p r o v i s i o n of Minim.um Wages 
Act and a l s o a t t r a c t s A r t i c l e 23 of t h e c o n s t i t u t i o n . 
The Suprem.e Cour t w i t h a l l i t s dynam.ism. and c r e a t i v i t y 
o b s e r v e d t h a t non-paym.ent of m.inim.um. wages t o t h e workiren 
i s a v i o l a t i o n of a fundam.ental r i g h t e n s h r i n e d i n 
28 A r t i c l e 23 of t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n , 
2 6 , P e o p l e ' s Union f o r Dem.ocra t ic R i g h t s & O t h e r s v . 
Union of I n d i a , AIR, 1982 SC 1 4 7 4 , 
2 7 , I b i d , , 
2 8 , I b i d . , 1 4 8 5 . 
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According to Supreme Court Article 23 prohibits 
•forced labour' that in labour or service which a person 
is forced to provide. The Court pointed out that forced 
labour may arise in several ways, namely firstly, it 
m.ay be physical force which m.ay compel a prison to 
provide labour or service to another. Secondly, it may 
be force exerted through a legal provision such as a 
provision for im.prisonment or fine in case the employees 
failg to provide labour or service. Thirdly, it m.ay be 
even compulsion arising from, hunger and poverty,want and 
29 
destitute. 
The Court is of the viewi "where a person provides 
labour or service to another for rem.uneration which is 
less than the m.inim.um. wage, the labour or service 
provided by him. clearly falls within the scope and 
am.bit of the words 'Forced Labour' under gArticle 23. 
Such a person would be entitled to come to the Court for 
enforcement of his fundamental rights under Article 23 
by asking the Court to direct the paym.ent of m.inim.um 
wage to him. so that the labour or service provided by 
him. ceases to be term.ed 'forced labour' and the breach 
of Article 23 is rem.edied. Justice Bhagwati, speaking 
29. Ibid. p.1490. 
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for the Bench, observed* 
"Now the next question t h a t a r i s e s for considerat ion 
i s whether any breach of Ar t i c l e 23, when a person 
provides labour or service to the Sta te or to any other 
person and i s paid l e s s than minimtur. wage for i t . I t 
i s obvious t h a t ordinary no one would w i l l i n g l y supply 
labour or service t o another for l e s s than the miniriium 
wage, when he knows t h a t under the law he i s e n t i t l e d 
t o get miniiP.UE wage for the labour or service provided 
by hire. I t rcay therefore be l eg i t ima te ly presumed tha t 
when a person provides labour or service to another 
against r e c e i p t of remuneration which i s l e s s than the 
minirauni wage, he i s ac t ing under the force for some 
compulsion which dr ives him. t o worjc though he is paid 
l e s s than what he i s e n t i t l e d under law t o r e c e i v e . 
Where a person i s suffer ing from, hunger s t a rva t ion , 
when he has no resources at a l l t o f ight d isease or t o 
feed h i s fam.ily or even t o hide t h e i r nakedness, where 
u t t e r gr inding poverty has broken h i s back and reduced 
t o a s t a t e of he lp lessness and despair and where no 
other em.ploym.ent i s ava i l ab l e , he would have no choice 
but t o accept any work t h a t com.es h i s wav, even if the 
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remuneration offered to hirr. is less than the 
minimum wage. He would be in no position to bargain 
with the employer, he would have to accept what it 
offered to him. And in doing so he would be acting 
not as a free agent with a choice between alternatives 
but under the compulsion of econimic circumstances and 
the labour or service provided by him would be clearly 
'forced labourl There is no reason why the word 
'forced* should be read in a narrow and restrictive 
m.anner so as to be confined only to physical or legal 
'force' particularly when the national charter, its 
fundamental document has prom.ised to build a new socialist 
republic where there will be socio-economic justice for 
all and everyone shall have right to work, to education 
and to adequate m.eans of liveliBood Therefore 
every word or phrase in the constitution must be inter-
preted in a m.anner which would advance the socio-economic 
objective of the constitution. 
The word 'Force* m.ust therefore, be constructed to 
include not only physical or le^al force but also force 
arising from, the com.pulsion of econom.ic circumstances 
which leaves no choice of alternatives to a person in 
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want and compel him. t o p rov ide l a b o u r or s e r v i c e 
even though t h e remunera t ion r e c e i v e d for i t i s l e s s 
than t h e m.inim.um. wages. 
We a r e , t h e r e f o r e , of t h e view t h a t where a pe r son 
p r o v i d e s l abou r or s e r v i c e t o ano the r for remunera t ion 
which i s l e s s than m.inircum wages, t h i s w i l l c l e a r l y 
f a l l s w i t h i n t h e scope and ambit of t h e words " forced 
l a b o u r " under A r t i c l e 23 . Such a pe r son would be e n t i t l e d 
t o come t o t h e Court f o r enforcem.ent of t h e fandaraental 
r i g h t under A r t i c l e 23 by a sk ing t h e c o u r t t o d i r e c t 
paym.ent of t h e m.inim.um. wage t o hiro. so t h a t t h e l a b o u r o r 
s e r v i c e prom.ised by him. ceased t o be • forced l a b o u r ! " 
The Suprem.e Court r e i t e r a t e d what i s s a i d in the 
30 p e o p l e ' s union c a s e . In t h e S a n j i t Roy 's case 
t h e r e a l s o the sim.i lar q u e s t i o n a r o s e . In t h i s case 
v a l i d i t y of Rajas than Fam.ine R e l i e f Works Employees 
(Exem.ptlon from. Labour Law) Act, 1964 was c h a l l e n g e d on 
the ground t h a t i t was i n c o n s i s t e n t w i th A r t i c l e 23 
of t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n . The Minim.xim. Wages Act 1948 i s one 
30. S a n j i t Roy v. S t a t e of Ra jas than , AIR 1983,Sc 328 . 
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of the enactments, the applicability and operation 
of which is exempted as the Act is specified the 
schedule to the exemption Act. As a result the 
m.inimxjun wage m.ade a distant dream, to the em.ployees 
engaged in the famine relief works in the State of 
Rajasthan. Suprem.e Court relying on its own decision 
in Asiad Worker's case held that the exemption Act is 
invalid as it contravenes the provision of Article 23. 
In this connection the Court observed: 
"The State cannot be perm.itted to take the advantage 
of the helpless condition of the affected persons and 
exact labour or service from. them, on the paym.ent of less 
than the m.inim.um. wage. No work of utility and value can 
be allowed to be Constructed on the blood and sweat of 
persons who are reduced to a state of helplessness on 
account of drought and scarcity condition. They can not 
under the guise of helping these affected persons exact 
work of utility and value from. them, without paying 
them, m.inim.um. wage. 
Whenever any labour or service is taken by the State 
from, any person, whether he be affected by drought and 
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sca r c i t y condi t ions or not the State must pay at l e a s t , 
rRininium wage to such person? 
31 So in the i n s t an t case the Kerala High Court 
following the decis ions of the Supreir.e Court in Asiad 
Worker's case and Sanj i t Roy case and also a f te r exten-
s ive ly r e f e r r i n g Ar t ic le^ 39(a) , 41 and 43 of the 
Const i tu t ion expressed i t s anguish over the non-payment 
of minimxMii wages to the p r i sone r s for the work ex t rac ted 
from them. The d i r ec t i ve p r i n c i p l e s of s t a t e pol icy, 
as speci f ied above, read as a whole have i n . 
"the running thread which binds var ious elements 
t h a t have often acted as objec t ives of a s o c i a l i s t 
32 
policy." 
As Bhagwati, J, sharply rem.arkedi 
•'It, therefore, appears to be well established that while 
interpreting or exam,ining the constitutional validity of 
legislation/administrative action, the touch stonre of 
Directive Principle of State Policy in the light of the 
31, In the m.atter of prison reforms -Enhancem.ent of 
wages of prisoners -AIR 1983, Ker. 261, 
32. Report of Nation Com.m.ission on Labour, 1969, p. 47, 
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preamble w i l l p rov ide a r e l i a b l e y a r d s t i c k t o hold 
33 one wav or thfe o t h e r ? 
After r e f e r r i n g t o t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n a l mandate 
e n s h r i n e d in p a r t IV of t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n the Court 
Observed* "There i s no j u s t i f i c a t i o n for the S t a t e t o 
Claiir. t h a t i t i s f r ee t o t a k e p r i s o n l a b o u r wi thout 
payment, t h a t whatever i t pays i s e x - g r a t i a i s not as 
of r i g h t and t h e r e f o r e , t h e r e can be no claim for 
p rope r wages. A p r i s o n e r s who undergoes t h e sen tence 
in j a i l must n e c e s s a r i l y have h i s movem.ent r e s t r i c t e d . 
That i s invo lved in the very concept of im.prisonment. 
The comjTiunication wi th r e s t of t h e world a l s o be n e c e -
s s a r i l y r e s t r i c t e d . His r i g h t t o p r a c t i c e h i s p r o f e s s i o n , 
however, fun.dam.ental i t m.ay be , w i l l not be a v a i l a b l e 
t o him. whi le in t h e j a i l . But t h e r e a re o t h e r v a l u a b l e 
r i g h t s , any cur ta i lm.ent of which w i l l have no r e l e v a n c e 
t o t h e n a t u r e of punishm.ent. The r i g h t not be explcbited 
in c o n t r a v e n t i o n bf A r t i c l e 23 ( l ) i s a r i g h t guaran teed 
t o a c i t i z e n and t h e r e i s no reason why a p r i s o n e r should 
lo se h i s r i g h t t o r e c e i v e wages for h i s l a b o u r . In o t h e r 
3 3 . Minerva H i l l L td . v . Union of India ,AIR 1980 
SC p . 1 8 4 8 . 
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words t h e r e i s no r e a s o n why a p r i s o n e r s h o u l d be 
c o m p e l l e d t o do f o r c e d l a b o u r , f o r c e d i n t h e s e n s e 
un 34 
t h a t l a b o u r i s / r e i t i u n e r a t i v e o r n o t p a i d f o r . 
C o u r t f u r t h e r l a m e n t e d : "On a p r o p e r u n d e r s t a n d i n g of 
A r t i c l e 23(1) of t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n t h e r e i s no j u s t i f i c a t i o n 
t o r e a d t h a t A r t i c l e as e x c l u d i n g t h e c a s e of a p r i s o n e r 
who i s a s k e d t o do work on t h e payment of i l l u s o r y w a g e s . 
We s e e no c o m p e l l i n g r e a s o n t o do s o . The c o n s e q u e n c e s 
i s t h a t t o deny a p r i s o n e r r e a s o n a b l e wages i n r e t u r n f o r 
h i s work w i l l be t o v i o l a t e t h e m.andate i n A r t i c l e 23(1) 
of t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n . C o n s e q u e n t l y t h a t s t a t e c o u l d be 
d i r e c t e d n o t t o deny s u c h r e a s o n a b l e wages t o t h e p r i s o n e r s 
35 frora whom, t h e s t a t e t a k e s work i n i t s p r i s o n e r s , * * 
36 R e c e n t l y i n P . B h a s k a r a c a s e , t h e High C o u r t of 
Andnra P r a d e s h d i s s e n t e d * from, t h e K e r a l a High C o u r t and 
h e l d t h a t A r t i c l e 23 of t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n can n o t form, t h e 
b a s i s f o r t h e a s s e r t i o n t h a t a p r i s o n e r h a s a r i g h t t o be 
p a i d w a g e s . I m . p o s i t i o n of r i g o r o u s im.pr isoment w i t h h a r d 
3 4 . In t h e m.a t t e r of p r i s o n reform.s -Enhancem.ent of Wages 
of p r i s o n e r s - AIR 1983 , K e r . 2 7 1 , 
3 5 . I b i d . p . 2 7 2 . 
3 6 . P . B h a s k a r a V i j a v Kum.ar v . S t a t e of Andnra P r a d e s h , 
AIR, 1988 ,AP 2 9 5 , 
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labour attached to it does not amount to extracting 
forced labour from the prisoners and it is not 
contrary to Article 23 of the constitution. Forced 
labour in Article 23 connotes employment of labour 
productively and not as a punishm.ent but without the 
consent of the labour* If extracting prison work is held 
to be contrary to Article 23 on the assum.ption that it 
is forced labour, m.ajor part of our punishiTient should 
immediately collapse. 
However, the court further stated, that the prisoners 
would be entitled under Article 21 of the Constitution 
to be paid for their labour and the state would be 
violating the prisoners right to life and personal 
liberty by extracting labour from them, without paym.ent. 
The right of the prisoner to earn his livelihood snd to 
preserve his life, imposes a corresponding obligation 
on the state to provide work to the prisoner and pay 
for it. 
The High Court directed the State Governm.ent to pay 
the prisoners adequately for the labour extracted from 
them, as it was found that the present payment made by 
the State to the prisoners was lawfully inadequate and 
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directed to set up Comriiittee to consider various 
aspects and fix a scale of wages payable to the 
prisoners which would be fair and considerable to then;. 
The entire panoramic review of the decisional 
work done by the judiciary so far as protection of 
rights of the criminals and their extension within the 
stone wall of the jail is concerned, it can be said 
that the court did not hesitate in extending the 
fundamental rights within the jail. The court has 
further said that the crim.inals are not completely 
denuded of fundam.ental rights while living inside the 
jails. They are entitled to excercised them inside 
the jail within the permissible jail manual. 
The another rem.arkable contribution m.ade by Bhagwati 
J., Iyer J. and Desai J is that the im.prdsonm.ent with 
hard labour is a legally perm.issible but extracting 
labour from the prisoner without adequate and sufficient 
wages undoubtedly am.ounts the violation of Article 23. 
Bhagwati J. is of the view that whenever there is no 
free labour it certainly am.ounts forced labour. 
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Whenever prisoners are compelled to do labour 
without adequate, sufficient and reasonable remunera-
tion of the labour, it is nothing but a kind of 
forced labour which is prohibited under Article 23 
of the Constitution. 
Bhagwati J. has very rightly pointed out that the 
prisoner are not free to claim, free access to the 
labour m.arket outside the jail. Because if they are 
allowed to set their labour outside the jail, it would 
destroy the very basic philosophy of punishm.ent. 
As we know that punishment is the punishm.ent for the 
violation of the further com.m.ission of the offence. 
The state necessary to keep the crim.inals away frorr; the 
society and to prgivide security to the life and property 
of the citizens. What is not to be tolerated is the 
extracting of labour from the prisoners by the jail 
authorities by paying nominal, illusory, inadequate 
and insufficient wages. It is, therefore, necessary to 
brought the prisoners to the level of his counterpart 
doing the sam.e job at the outside jail. So in the 
m.atter of the wage labour done inside and outside the 
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j a i l . Supreme Court in i t s j u d i c i a l wisdom makes 
no d i f fe rences . 
But the rea l issue in the present context i s : 
can the jud ic i a ry take up t h i s task on a m.assive 
scale ? How long the j ud i c i a ry can perforra supervisory 
functions which in turn should have been perforriied 
by j a i l a u t h o r i t i e s ? Vie can not over looked the fac t 
t h a t the jud ic i a ry i s already over loaded with day- to-
day increasing number of cases . Hence there i s a need 
for establishment of a separate agency in a uniform, 
way - a so r t of pr ison om.budsman which may be respons i -
ble for safeguarding the r i g h t s of p r i s o n e r s . This 
agency should be a s t a t u t o r y one and should act as a 
channel with cour t . This measure should be apart from, 
the e x i s t i n g control mechanism under the pr ison Acts and 
prison m.anuals. Such an i n s t i t u t i o n has been success-
ful ly functioning in Canada, Denm.ark, Finland, New Zealand, 
Sweden and U,S,A^ and ttiere appears to be no reason 
as t o whv i t should not be t r i e d in Ind ia . 
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C H A P T E R -V 
CRITICAL STUDY OF PRISON LABOUR -WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO ALIGARH JAIL 
Prisoners are basically hurr.an beings. But they 
are still treated as neglected lot when persons are 
sentenced to prisons, it looks as if they have 
entered into a world which has hitherto not in their 
contemplation. There is no denial of the fact, that 
the prisoners being, human are to be entitled to all 
constitutional and legal rights except those which are to 
be necessarily denied to them because of their condition 
of imprisonment. The State is under a constitutional 
obligation tro honour and protect their rights including 
the right to life and hum.an dignity. However, it has been 
found that prisoners are not given a fair treatm.ent to 
which they are entitled under the law of the land. 
Som.e of the leading judicial pronouncem.ents of our 
highest court of the land are a pointer to the fact 
that prisoners have continued to be treated as non-
hum.an beings. 
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In India there have been a very few researches 
t o find out the s t a t e of p r i s o n e r s , condit ion of the 
work ins ide the j a i l , the wage payro.ent t o the prison 
labour and in the respect of p r i s o n e r ' s welfare . 
What i s happening ins ide the j a i l s ? How pr i sone r s 
are t r e a t e d and looked a f t e r ? Are they provided a 
reasonable wages for t h e i r labour ? 
Indeed the p o t e n t i a l and promises of the work 
prograitiraes in the reformation, reclamation and and 
r e h a b i l i t a t i o n of j a i l inm.ates i s enorm.ous. Much, 
however depends on forward looking i n s t i t u t i o n a l po l icy , 
im.aginative planning of the work programjp.es and t h e i r 
im.pl em.ent a t ion in s p i r i t as well as in l e t t e r . In order 
t o r e a l i s e the enunciated ob jec t ives , the range of 
ava i lab le work programjnes ought to approximate t o the 
psychological needs of the inm.ates and serve t o equip 
them, for a sm.ooth readjustm.ent in the comjp.unity a f t e r 
r e l e a s e . They are no longer a forgotten l o t a f t e r t h e i r 
incarc ina t ion in the j a i l . 
Keeping in view i t s object ives the present chapter 
focuses on the wage level of the p r i soners at the D i s t r i c t 
J a i l , Aligarh in Uttar Pradesh, I t m.av be noted tha t 
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Uttar Pradesh is one of the pioneering state in the 
country as far as the reformation of convicts is 
concerned. The state has initiated many progressive 
schemes in the field of the treatro.ent of offenders and 
the prevention of crim.e. On the other hand, crim.es 
reported to the police in the Country are highest in this 
State, Further, the city of Aligarh has a long history 
of affluence & culture. The District Jail, Aligarh is 
located at the other end of jail Road in between the 
Industrial Estate and Aligarh Court, At a distance of 
about 5 Km from, the Aligarh Railway Station. 
It m.ay be added that this is a big jail and classified 
as class I jail under the Uttar Pradesh Jail Manual,having 
the capacity of 720 prisoners. It is walled institution. 
It has outer wall which is about 8 meter high, but there 
is no electric wiring at the top of the wall. 
The jail official staff consists of one Superintendent 
jailer, Mr, Gautam and one deputy jailer, Mr. S,D. Awasthi. 
As je r information by Mr, Awasthi there is shortage 
of jail staff. There should be at least six jailers but only 
two jailers are presently working there. 
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The inmates population at the time of my first 
survey to District Jail, Aligarh was 463 while at the 
tiriie of second survey it rose to 566, out of which only 
56 were convicts and rest were undertrials. There was 
only two wom.an convicts one of them was charged for the 
murder of her husband and she was also accompanied 
with a baby boy whom, she delivered inside the walled 
institution. She was sent to Nari Bandi Niketan,Lucknow. 
Another woman was m.entally retarded and was charged 
with the offence of m.urder. She was not sent to the 
m.ental hospital even thettgh there is provision that 
m.entally retarded convicts must be sent to the mental 
hospital. They should not be kept with normal convicts. 
In Aligarh Jail owing to lack of juvenile jail, 
the juvenile offenders are also kept along with other 
prisoners instead of keeping him in a separate lockups 
like the one for fem.ale. 
Interestingly in District Jail Aligarh fem.ale prisoner 
is not put to worlc and they are not even asked to cook 
their own food. They sim.ply clean their cell and they 
are not allowed to m.ove outside their cell. If anv 
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visitors come to meet them, they are accompanied by 
fem.ale warden and in presence of the warden they m.eet 
with their fam.ily memiDer. Hence no right to privacy 
is theie. There are som.e prisoners who are under 
going the rigorous im.prisonm.ent are required to work 
while other prisoners of sim.ple im.prisonment are not 
required to do labour. As per Mr, Gautam., Superintendent 
Jailer told us that before putting in to labour consent 
is taken from them, in writing and these labour are call-ed 
"elect to labour" in jail term.inology. 
Generally speaking the District Jail, Aligarh 
has three work units in which jail inm.ates are used to 
work (1) vocational training and productior^ 
(ii) inm.ates services, & (iii) m.aintenance work 
Besides this, som.e select inm.ates are elevated to 
the position of the convict officer (CO.) and Convict 
Warden(C,W.). They are selected on the basis of their 
good behaviour and conduct. They are not kept inside 
the cell and are free to m.ove without any restriction 
within jail premises and hence no restriction is placed 
on their m.ovem.ent. 
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Convict officer and convict warden for their 
good conduct and behaviour are given reraission in their 
respective sentences and also given moiathly pay of 
Rs, 2.0 per month, 
Ambng these convict officer and Convict Warden 
who have enjoyed the confidence of jail authorities 
by showing their highly good conduct and behaviour 
they are put on night duties and they are entitled to 
get tan days remission of their respective sentences 
in a m.onth along with the paym.ent of Rs.2.0 as wages. 
The paym.ent of Rs.2,0 is highly negligible and 
virtually a non-payment am.ount. This is one of the 
most neglected area which has not be«n able to attract 
the attention of our Governm.ent law makers in Uttar 
Pradesh. This is the utter carelessness, callousness 
and slagness of our responsible Government which is not 
paying even scant regard to the living condition of 
jail inm.ates. No m.odification or change has been 
m.ade in their watfes. ^his practice is continued froro. 
the British Period. The amount of Rs.2.0 when fixed were 
treated as sufficient and therefore, it corresponding 
amount in todav circxiro.stances must be fixed. The 
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Government must t a k e a c t i o n in t h i s r e g a r d . Since 
t h i s m.eager payirient i s not s u f f i c i e n t in t h i s h i g h l y 
m a t e r i a l i s t i c wor ld . Th is i s j u s t a mocker.y by the 
S t a t e Governm.ent. Th is seem, i s not s u f f i c i e n t t o meet 
t h e i r n e c e s s i t i e s what t o t a l k about the d e p o s i t i o n 
which they can t ake up a f t e r t h e i r r e l e a s e for t h e pos t 
we l fa re programmes. The re fo re , t h e Governm.ent must 
s t r o n g l y urged upon t o upda te t h e U.P, J a i l Manual 
b r i n g i n g i t wi th i n t u n e with: socio-econom.ic j u s t i c e 
as prom.ised by the pream.ble of t h e Indian C o n s t i t u t i o n . 
This socio-economic j u s t i c e i s t o be impar ted t o the 
people bo th i n s i d e and out s ide t h e j a i l . 
In A l iga rh J a i l , t h e r e were only 86 c o n v i c t s and 
566 u r i d e r t r i a l s . The g r o s s d i s t r i b u t i o n of t h e l abour 
i n s i d e t h e j a i l i s in f a b l e No . l whi le b reak up of 
l abou r infilide t h e j a i l i n d u s t r y i s in Table No. 2. 
The p r i s o n l abour a re put t o l a b o u r fo r 8 hou r s /day 
and they are worked in two s h i f t i . e . from. 8 Ai-I t o 1 PM 
and from. 2 PM t o 5 PM and lunch hours are from. 1PM t o 
2 PM. 
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The working condit ion of var ious labour run as 
follows -
(1) Agr icu l tura l Unit - Notwithstanding the predomi-
nantly charac ter of the inmates populat ion, ag r i cu l tu re 
does not appear t o have received su f f i c i en t p r i o r i t y 
in the j a i l . Behind the j a i l bu i ld ing , there i s soriie 
c u l t i a b l e land which i s used for farro.ing, veg icu l tu re 
and gardening, A dozen of inmates r egu la r ly work on the 
land. There i s no i n s t r u c t o r and inro.ates under the 
supervision of a head warden go about farming, using the 
experience they themselves possess . Since the majority 
of the inmates are from, the ru ra l areas ag r i cu l t u r e as 
a t rade in p a r t i c u l a r l y . However, i t has not received 
the p r i o r i t y as i t deserves conseq[uently, inm.ates have 
only a rem.ote chance of picking-up a s k i l l which they 
already do not have , 
In D i s t r i c t J a i l , Aligarh, the a g r i c u l t u r a l land are 
t i l t e d by the old s ty le ploughers . Mainly depending 
upon the m.ansoons, dug-wells provide m.eagre i r r i g a t i o n 
f a c i l i t y . Seeds and f e r t i l i z e r s are procured from loca l 
a g r i c u l t u r a l department. Em.phasis i s m.ostly on 
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vegetables supplied not only to the jail kitchen/ 
but also to jail staff and gardening keeps the jail 
attractive and beautiful looking. 
In agriculture unit total member of labour force 
was 65/ out of which only 12 were convicted labour and 
rest were i.e. 53 undertrials or those were sentenced 
to sim.ple im.prisonm.ent. 
Carpet-m.akinq Unit - In the right portion of the jail 
enclosure, a relatively large room, with an attached 
house of weaving, niwar and durries making. During the 
working hours, despite the tile-thached roof and the 
pack brick floor, the decibel level remains considerably 
high because all the other types of work such as cloth 
m.aking niw^r m.aking, charkha and durries m.aking also run 
simultaneously in that room.. Total num.ber of labour in 
these work was 49 out of which only 10 were convicted 
labour and rest were undertrials. The unit does not have 
any trained instructor and the work was being looked after 
by experienced convict officers. Using cotton yarn, it 
produces carpet, durri and settee. The yarn and dyes 
are purchased from, local m.arket. Carpets and durries are 
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much in demand particularly from. Governm.ent offices. 
Weaving Unit - In the sam.e room, along with the carpet 
m.aking process there is a weaving unit. This process 
of rolling down yarn from cotton occupies m.ore or less 
sarr-.e space as required by the carpet m.anufacturing 
process with the difference of the number of employees 
in each process. The strength of the employees in 
durries or carpet m.anuf acturing is m.uch larger than 
this process. The rolling system, sm.aller than the 
carpet m.anuf acturing and therefore it is found that only 
28 prisoners were engaged, out of which 8 were convicted 
and rest were under trials or sentenced to sim.ple 
im.prisonment. On the one side of the room, the spindle-
wheel were running and on the other corner a pedestal 
sewing m.achine. The raw m.aterial are usually brought 
from the local m.arket, Niwar, coarse cloth and khadi 
cloth are the main products. The product produces from, 
tbese industries are used by the jail authority and rest 
goes to the open m.arket. It m.ay be noted that the unit 
is scarcely able to cope up with the orders. The dem.and 
of the niwar, coarse cloth and khadi cloths rem.ain 
always high and therefore, the unit of the jail inm.ates 
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engaged in the production of these items remain 
busy in working. The demand is so great that the 
jail some time fails to cope with supply. Econom^ically 
speaking the supply rem.ains lesser than dem.ands. 
On account of this work jail inm.ates som.e time 
take their lunch and forget about their leisure in 
order to continue their work. Hence in order to meet 
the increasing demand of Niwar, Khadi etc. the jail 
inm.ates work mn interrupt ably. 
Kitchen - In the range of inmates-services, the m.ost 
notable and perhaps the m.ost arduous, is the work in the 
jail-kitchen. In a square shaped high roofed and tile 
thatched small room, food is cooked to serve the jail 
inm.ates thrice a day. The kitchen uses firewood in open 
hearths, large alum.inium. pots for preparation of 
gravy and large tawas for baking the chapatties. The 
raw m.aterials needed for kitchen are arranged for by 
the superintendent of the jail, supplied by a local 
contractor. 
Despite ventilators, the kitchen remain alm.ost 
throughout the day filled with smoke, vapour and heat. 
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The total niiKiber of the labour put to kitchen services 
are 40 out o£ which only one was convicted prisoner and 
rest were under trials. No, extra-labour is employed 
from outside to prepare the food. A team of jail inmates 
are deputed to prepare the food for more than 600 jail 
inmates. Mo m.odern food preparation facility is there 
for exam.ple L.P.G. etc, i4ost tiring is the work of 
those who bakes chapattis. Right from, early m.orning 
upto the late hours of night they rem.ain on their toes 
for the preparation of food. Otherwise it would create 
a great problem of indiscipline and the jail inmates 
m.ay becom.e highly sensitive and restive on account of 
non-availability of food in time. Even during the surpj.-.er, 
when the m.ercury touches about 47^0, prisoners have to 
brave the heat often for six hour a day. In food pre-
paration only the high caste prisoners em.ployed and once 
a prisoner is engaged in food preparation wori, they 
rem.ain their unless he goes out of the jail gate. It 
has becom.e alm.ost a well-settled practice that only 
higher caste prisoner are em.ployed and kitchen hands are 
seldom, rotated to other work or trades. 
Quite a large nuraber of inm.ates are assigned work 
in accordance v/ith their castes. To illustrate the point. 
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the dhobi inmates are ready candidates for inmates 
laundry and it also launders the clothing of the jail 
staff. The inmates who are nai (barbar) by caste, 
undertakes the hair cutting of other inmates. Vihile 
inmates belonging to scavenger caste are usually assigned 
the job of jhadu kaman, the cleaning and sweeping the 
unit. 
Hence the caste system is still prevailing in 
the four walled institution. As we know that India 
is a caste ridden country. The Constitution of India 
professes to have an equality araong its citizens and 
leading towards a casteless society. But it rem.ains only 
in the provision of the national parchment and caste 
system, is still persisting and prevailing. The crude 
presence ot caste system, is found in the jail of U.P. 
During the visit in Aligarh jail it is regrettable to 
found that the entire work load assigned to the jail 
inm;ates is based on caste system. The functional 
utility of caste system, was propounded by Aryan and after 
their establishm.ent in their new found land of Indo-
Gangatic plane is very m.uch in working order in ours jail, 
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In ray opinion all these work should be assigned 
according to the inmates skill and their previous 
background also or on the basis of their interest or 
liking for the particular job or on the basis of 
financial standing, educational qualification, technical 
qualification if any. 
Response of Questionnaire^ for the Prisoners as well as 
frop. Jail Authoritv -
— . • • — . 1 1 — — 1 ^ . 
How did you find on the very first day when you 
were brought here ? 
_ To this particular question the interviewed prisoners 
were reluctant to express their feeling that it is pure 
and simple a torture and inhujrian treatm.ent. The female 
prisoner stated that to be in prison was definitely 
a very bad experience. After all jail is jail and not a 
once house in which he feels pleasure and therefore, the 
prisoners both male and fero.ale interviewed are juscified 
in saying that they do not fe^l happiness in tre jail. 
Apart from, physical torturing living in jail am.ounts to 
mental torture. Further they are com.pletely cut off from. 
their fam.ilv lives. 
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How did the jail authorities treat you here ? 
This question was related more to know about the 
treatment of jail authorities towards the inmates of 
prisons at the initial stage. The some sort of 
escapism, to express their free feeling was implicit 
from, the answers given by the interviewed prisoners. 
On the basis of the views expressed by the jail inm.ates 
is that the behaviour of the jail authorities by and 
large remains good. However, some of them, said that 
they were treated very badly, ultim.ately 'jail is jaill 
The jail authorities are generally revengeful to them.. 
On the basis of personal assessment that the response 
given by the jail inm.ates was somie-what different. 
However, even if the jail authorities behave rudely 
and treat them: harshly. They take the plea that they are 
justified on the ground of discipline. 
Dou you find that jail facilities which include good 
food, shelter and clothing etc. are regularly provided 
by the jail staff to you ? 
- This question was related to know the extension of 
facilities mandatory in nature to prisoners. The 
general reaction to this question was that the 
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distribution of these essential items including food 
was not uniform. So the discrim.ination in the distri-
bution of these items cannot be over ruled. There is 
a regular and minimum am.ount of food essential to 
prisoners to keep their body and soul intact is supplied 
by the jail authorities. The m.enu of the food is remains 
the saKe which might have been probably prescribed by 
British raj under the jail m.anual and neither the quality 
nor the quantity has gone under changed under the changed 
condition by Janata raj. Still the prisoners are fore-
gotten lot who have no will to have the m.eal of their 
choice in the jail. They are at the m.ercy of the jail 
authorities, whatever is provided to them, they have to 
eat it. 
What I felt from, the facial expression is that the 
prisoners are not happly with the food supplied to them.. 
But they have no other alternative except to live therein, 
Response of the inm.ates and jail authority to the 
question "what are the m.ain objectives/purpose behind 
doing job assigned trade"? 
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The answer to this question is that because 
of the certain limitations inmates were unaware of 
the pEcrposes underlying work. The simple answer to 
this is that 'to pass timej. a-s per Superintendent 
Jailer, Mr. Gautam, this is done to prevent the 
idleness and since the prisoners do not want to do 
work hence we use force and supervision to compel taer?. 
to do work. He follows the proverb that "Em-pty mind is 
a devils workshop." 
It m.ight have keen one of the purposes which 
m.otivated the jail authority to engage prisoner in work 
of industrial nature to reduce the chances of escaping 
pain and other crim.inal and m.ischivious activities. 
But this object has become dom.inant and side track the 
m.ain purpose of given work to prisoners and the purpose 
is to equip the prisoners with the labour skill so 
as to enable him. to adjust in free world after his 
release from. jail. The prisoners should be able to earn 
his livelihood outside the jail. Unfortunately due to 
the callousness, carelessness and lethargical attitude of 
the jail authorities the main purpose of reform.ing 
the prisoner with the skill to earn livelihood has been 
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defeated. Another reason or factor which faulted the 
reformation and the'work is worship'has got no 
encouragement. In the spirit and attitude of the 
prisoner. 
- Response of the inm.ates to the question -For the 
trade that you are doing, are you provided with the 
necessary m.achinery••? 
Only few prisoners have reservation in this regard 
and rest of them,,whom, I interviewed seem to be 
satisfied. It may, however, be noted that the inmates 
in vocational trades are not m.uch satisfied with the 
equipment they have been provided. As regard to the 
technical assistance and necessary tool to be used in the 
work by the prisoners. Most of them, did not answered 
directly. But what I saw and felt having seen the work 
room, I can say with confidence,^that there is acute 
problem, of non-availability of necessary tools. This in 
effect kills the work attitude and the industrial 
efficiency of the prisoner and consequently reduces 
the quality and quantity of the product. This reduction 
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of quality and quantity of course does not attract 
the profit which could otherwise be utilised in sorae 
other developmental activities. Had the jail authority 
taken some interest in the improvement of the working 
condition as well as in wages of the prison labour 
by providing necessary tools, '^ he jail products would 
probably have m.et if not the entire half of the 
expenditure of the jail m.aintenance. 
It is em.phasised because the m.oney assigned to the 
jail is without any returns. It is difficult for the 
prison to run its institution without any profit. If 
the prison m.ade goods sold in the market the profit 
frora this can be utilised in som.e other state welfare 
schem.e. Hence the prisoner did not treated like a 
parasite on the society. 
Taken together, there appears to be m.uch scope 
for bringing about a qualitative as well as quantitative 
change in the equipm.ent and m.achinery for different 
work-unit in the jail. 
Response of the jail authority to the question 
"If one's perforraance in the trade/job is found bv the 
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official to be unsatisfactory, is he given punishment 
if yes, what is it ? 
- The Superintendent Jailer said, that we put that 
prisoner in the solitary confinement or iron bars are 
put on him. Further if any prisoner does not satisfied 
the jail authorities with his behaviours or work he 
is subjected to physical torturing. This is the only 
m.ethod which can be used by the jail authority to 
control a prisoner or discipline a prisoner. Though 
it is very old as the jail system, is, yet its has not 
out lived its utility. However, jail authorities have 
no other alternative to coerce or force or recalcitrant 
prisoners to work. It is therefore, highly desirable 
and advisable for the authority to give econom.ic incentive 
by given attractive wages to the prisoners. This would 
create economic interest in the workman to devote 
him.self physically and m.entally to the work. This would 
of course further enhance the productivity, Again, 
this would rem.ove idleness, docileness and lethargieness 
and would m.ake the prisoner m.ore active and alert 
even within, otherwise, unsuitable atmosphere of the jail. 
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If Jail authorities do not use the solitary 
confinement or iron bars to fetter the free movement 
of the prisoners, than they can not either remove the 
prisoner or retrenched the prisoner from jail or cut 
the wages or break the service on account of the lost 
of good or low productivity. The reason is that the 
prisoners are after all prisoners not a employed workman 
of the jail. Therefore, no punishment of above stated 
or nor any fine can be im.posed upon the prisoners. 
In all^what can be said is that no punishment of 
misconduct can be im.posed upon the prisoners except 
the coersive one as prescribed and authorised by the 
jail manual, 
Response of the jail authority 'when the inm.ates 
have done hard work or shown above average performance, 
heve you appreciated or praised it? 
VJhat is gathered from the jail Superintendent of 
Aligahh Jail is that the prison labour neither completes 
his work in tim;e nor satisfied the authority with his 
work. The reason given by Superintendent Jailer is that 
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the prisoners are lazy and has no will to work, 
therefore, the question of appreciating or rewarding 
the prisoner does not arise because when no adequate 
and sufficient wages are given to the prison labour 
what can he get more. Under commercial parlance the 
workers are given extra duty allowance as well as 
bonus in order to involve them, in the work. This is 
necessary to create confidence in the m.inds of the 
workm.an to feel that they belong to the work of the 
factory and factory belongs to them.. Tv,ey fe*£_ that 
if factory survive they would also survive. It,therefore, 
m.eans that their fate or survival oi .sustenance depends 
upon the survival of the work. Since bonus no longer 
link with productivity and is given to all those em.ployees 
in Governm.ent Sector who are not even rem.otely connected 
with productivity. This is necessary to generate a 
feeling in the m.inds of the workm.an that he shares the 
profit of his labour. This would inversly increase 
the productivity and profitability, 
- Response of the jail authority to the question 
I 
•Are you give^ wages for the labour you extracted from them.? 
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The answer given to this question regarding payment 
of wages appears to be highly conservative approach. 
The jail authorities believe in punitive theory of 
criminology and not on the reformatory theory. It is 
true that crim.inaJs are m.ade to live in jail on account 
of their criminal activities. It is also true that basic 
theory of crim.inal law is to punish the offender for 
his offence. 
After the incarceration of criminals in jail crim.inal 
law ends and reform.atory stage begins. So long as criminal 
lives in jail under the control and supervision of the 
jail authorities. It is their moral duty to reform th» 
crim.inals to the extent they can. It is also their 
responsibility or duty to make the crim.inals to lead 
a normal life after their release from, jails. Moreover, 
the jail authority should and m.ust adopt a humanistic 
approach towards the criminals. This humanistic approach 
towards the criminals is inconsonance with the Hum.an 
Rights as am.plified by the Suprem.e Court in various cases. 
Therefore, the approached to cheat the crim.inals 
still in the m.anner they were treated prior to the 
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cortTi'iencement of constitution is contrary to the 
Gandhian Philosophy 'Hate the sin not the Sinner' 
as well as the constitution of India, When it has 
been held by Supreme Court that the fundamental rights 
are very m.uch available to crim.inals inside the jail 
than why the crim.inals are not adequately paid. It 
appears as if the jail authorities are not aware of and 
not keeping them.selves with the hum.anistic approach 
adopted by the Suprem.e Court in the light of the 
Constitution of India and also under the U.M. Charter 
of Hum.an Rights. 
It is seems to be horrible that jail authorities 
feel that if adequate v/ages are paid to the prison labour, 
it would comjiiits more offences in order to land inside 
the jail. Tl^ is approach is wholly illogical and 
unreasonable because jail are afterall jail and not 
onjBS hom.e. Mo one would under any circumstances like 
to live in jail only for the sake of wages. 
Even assuming that adequate wages would encourage 
crim.inal activities because of increasing unemploym.ent. 
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criminals would get only wages not the faruily love 
and affection. Further no provident fund, bonus 
and gratuity etc. are provided by jail authorities. 
It would be very difficult for the prison labour to 
run their farr:ily on such a meager wages given by the 
State Government, 
Response of the jail authorities to the question 
•whether you gave wages for the extra work done by the 
prison labour other than the allotted task"? 
There is sharp contradiction in the answer given 
by Deputy Jailer and Superintendent Jailer. The answer 
of the Superintendent Jailer of Aligarh Jail can be said 
to be nothing but his traditional conservative approach. 
He is right in saying"that the work load is so heavy 
which can not be easily finished by the prisoners, 
therefore, it is duty of the prisoner to finish his 
work even bepond the norrcial duty hours. So the tirue 
which he consurr.e after eight hours does not become 
the extra duty hours and therefore, he is not entitled 
to recover any extra payment. It is however noted that 
there should be connection between the tiri;e and the work 
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load as well as his physical capacity of the prisoners 
while assigning him work load. 
But Deputy Jailer has spell out his mind by 
disclosing the fact that the prisoners do get wages 
at the rate of Rs.1-50 paisa for extra work done by him. 
Response of the jail authority to the question 
'why you paid only Rsl-50 pais© not the prevailing 
rates of wages outside the prison premises"? 
However, what is not disclose is that how and what 
way the Rs.1-50 paisa is fixed. We are conviced by 
understanding that irrespective of time that prisoners 
uses on his work after his normal duty hours, he is 
sim.ply paid Rs.1-50 paise. 
Having gone through the answer of these two 
responsible authorities of District Jail, Aligarh 
it can be easily inferred that the prisoners are 
exploited so far as the wages are concerned. 
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The rate of Rs.1-50 paise is arbitrarily fixed by 
Inspector General of Prison without having regard to 
the amount of work, the time and cost of life or price 
index. This is because the Minimum Wages Act 1948, 
has applied to various em.ploym.ent is not applicable to 
the prisoners, hence periodical fixation by State 
Goveunment does not arise. So given Rs.1-50 poise is a 
kind of stim.ulation not as of right to claim fair wages 
for the work done by the prison labour . 
It is, therefore, strongly suggested that prisoner 
m.ust be treated as a hum.an beings and be paid adequate 
wages along with extra-duty paym.ent because consti-
tution also protect them, as it protects other worker. 
Outside the jail for their labour*. 
- Response of the jail authority to the question 
"Is there any welfare scheme'? 
Answer to this question by the jail authority 
was straight forward 'NOv 
Prom the above answers it is clear that prison 
labour work is not recognised as work. They are not treated 
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as human beings. This is a gross violation of the 
constitution of India. This reminds me Krishna Iyer 
J, wording that 'Justice is not halted at the gate of 
the prison! They are also human beings and possess 
all constitutional rights. Taking labour without paying 
any wages to them is not only a violation of Act 23 of 
the constitution but also other articles also. It is 
not enottgh to say that they are convicted person and 
labour is the part of their punishment which they are 
entitled. If we read the I.P.C. carefully we find^that 
Vlhat I.P.C. presrcibed is only hard labour not the free 
labour i.e. extracting labour without any payr^ ent of wages. 
But by the definite and planned prison programmes State 
can get a financial gain from, the sale of prison m.ade 
goods. The product of their work should not be regarded 
as the property by the State, '^ey do, however, receive 
a 'reward or share' for their labour either on flat 
per diem, rate or upon the work quotas. Hence the prisoners 
are also entitled to share the wealth in the fortu of wages. 
This is also a part of recognising their hum.anhood. 
The wages of the prisoners is left to be governed 
bv the Governm.ent order or on the discretion of the 
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Inspector Gteneral of Prison but not governed by 
Minimun-i Wages Act 1948, if they are ruled by G.O. or 
I.G. of prison orders then what is the use of this 
Central Act. The minimum wages prescribed what minimum 
should be paid. Nothing is exist below the m.inim-orp.. 
It was not the intention of the legislative while 
framing the i4inimum. Wages Act to exclude the cases of 
labour done by the prisoner inside the prison. If we 
are paying the wages below the prescribed lim.it fixed 
by M.W. Act, then it is the violation of this 
Act as it is applicable to schedule em.ploym.ent as well as 
non-schedule em.ploym.ent. The inadequate or insufficient 
or low wages or the under paym.ent of wages all violates 
the decision of the Suprem.e Court which are otherwise 
binding upon all the authorities on India. 
At the fag_end of the survey which I conducted by 
m.aking a visit to District Jail, Aligarh, It can be said 
that jail life is entirely different from, what is 
available outside the jail. No individual can even 
im.agine how and what way a prisoner leads his life in the 
jail. They are totally neglected, condemned and 
forgotten people. They are treated by jail authority 
like or even m.ore than anim.als. 
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It is regrettably found that neither the 
constitutional rights tior the statutory rights are 
allowed to be excercised by the prisoners. They are 
entirely placed at the mercy of the jail authorities. 
They are there to depend upon for their lives on the 
personal/ whimsical and arbitrary attitude of jail 
authorities. 
Ours is a society which is firmly wedded to the 
rule of law. The very rule of law is that the society 
is to be governed by this law not by m.an. The rule of 
law in an antithesis of the arbitrariness of the 
authorities. 
The rule of law therefore emasculate the role of 
arbitrariness, personal will and wish and whim.sical 
attitude of an authority. Prisoners are governed 
according to the jail manual and the Inspector General 
of prison and in this way we can say that there is a 
rule of law in jail also. 
But this rule of law does not satisfied the require-
ments of justness, fairness and reasonableness. As 
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Bhagwati J, said in Bachan Singh's case that rule of 
law excludes arbitrariness and unreasonableness. To 
ensure he suggested that it is necessary to have a 
deip.ocratici legislature to make laws but its power 
should not be unfettered, and that there should be an 
independent judiciary to protect the citizens against the 
excesses of executive and legislative power. The Indian 
Gonsitution by and large seeks to promote 'Rule of Law' 
through its many provisions. 
Touching the rule which governers the prisoners in 
U.P. Jails. On the anvil that the rule of law as 
elaborated by Bhagwati J, in Bachan Singla, one can lead 
to the definite conclusion that there are rules of law 
governing the jail but never-the-less they are not 
reasonable, fair and just. 
The judgem.ent of Suprem.e Court and orders are 
nevertheless rule of law, according to which the life of 
the the prisoners should be regulated.. Therefore the 
wages of the prisoners should be adequate, sufficient and 
accordance with law declared by the Supreme Court. The 
1. Bachan Singh v. State of Punjab, AIR 19 SC, 
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Rule of law therefore is minimum price which we have 
to pay if we are governed by it. 
The socio-economic conditions in this country 
dem.and that the person whether he is in jail or outside 
is entitled to be adequately com.pensated. Hence the 
prisoners are entitled to receive full wages on the 
principle of equal pay for equal work which his counter-
part is getting outside the jail in comparable work job. 
This suggestion seem.s to be liberal and m.ight raise 
the eyebrows of the people and therefore, it is the need 
of the hours which m.ust be set aside. 
This point seems to be flim.shy that if adequate 
wages are given to the prisoner, the jail on account of 
unem.ploym.ent will be flooded with the prisoners. This is 
highly imaginary and far fetched idea because no one 
would like to com.e to jail only for wages because he would 
be denuded of his m.ost precious and valuable right to 
freedom of m.overneht and liberty. The people would prefer 
to die without bread but would not like to go jail for 
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it and therefore what is suggested is that whosover 
on account of his socio-economic conditions lands 
in jail should not be further exploited by the jail 
authorities by paying inadequate wages. Further what 
is denuded of a person is of his liberty not wages so 
it is legally incumbent on the part of the jail autho-
rities to pay prisoners adequate wages for their labour. 
The prison labour have right to receive full, adequate 
and sufficient wages as a raatter of right not at the 
nnercy of jail authorities. 
The stage has come when the U.P. Governm.ent must 
take im.mediate effective steps to bring the wages of the 
prisoners to the level of the work being carried in the 
open m.arket. If the inm.ates are paid adequate wages 
as their corresponding workers are getting in the 
sim.iiar work, they would devote m.uch of their energy in 
the work. It would give them. econom.ic encouragem.ent by 
doing m.ore work. Further it would increase productivity 
and profit in the jail industry and the prisoner would be 
able to spare som.e of nis earning to their far^ilies. 
Thus they would be able to discharge their social, moral 
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and legal obligations. The purpose therefore is to 
keep the offenders froni the social milieu by confining 
him within the jail. At the same time it is also a 
prim.e object is to reforra and equip the prisoners with 
job skill and along with saving which he earns during 
his period inaide the jail to readjust himself in the 
new social melieu after his release. 
To achieve this goal the State of U.P, strongly 
urged upon to take imm.ediate and effective legislative 
excercises in order to update the jail m.anual so that the 
prisons-- c^«ia;d n^cst get exploited and get sufficient 
and adequate wages for the work he does in jail. 
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CONCLUSION 
The g r e a t e s t boredom in l i f e i s t o r ema in i d l e , 
t h e boredom i s a g g r a v a t e d when i d l e n e s s i s c o m p u l s o r i l y 
im.posed. Work a s such i s n o t a t a l l a pun i shm.en t . 
I t i s s a f e t y v a l v e of l i f e o t h e r w i s e m o n o t o n o u s . But 
t h e i i i e r i t of l a b o u r w i t h i t s r e f o r m a t i v e and r e h a b i l i -
t a t i v e i m p a c t m.ay be l o s t i f i t i s c o m p u l s o r i l y im.posed 
s o l e l y a s a p u n i t i v e a s p e c t and c o n t i n u e s t o t a k e l a b o u r 
w i t h o u t p a y i n g minim.um. wages t o t h e p r i s o n l a b o u r . 
Supreme Cour t i s t h e g u a r d i a n of t h e fundam.enta l 
r i g h t s of t h e c i t i z e n s i n c l u d i n g t h e p r i s o n e r . The 
Suprem.e C o u r t a s a s e n t i n e l of t h e p e o p l e ' s r i g h t s i s 
a l s o c h a r g e d w i t h t h e c o n s t i t u t i o n a l d u t i e s t o s a f e g u a r d 
t h e i n t e r e s t of t h e r i g h t s of t h e p r i s o n e r . T h e r e f o r e 
t h e p r i s o n e r s a r e n o t l e f t u n p r o t e c t e d w h i l e t h e y a r e i n 
t h e p r i s o n . The j u d i c i a l a c t i v i s m , d e m o n s t r a t e d by t h e 
j u d g e s b e g i n i n g from t h e s e v e n t y d e c a d e s shows, t h a t t h e 
j u d g e s a r e v e r y rrvuch c o n c e r n e d v ; i th t h e c o n d i t i o n of t h e 
p r i s o n e r s . 
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The expansive and a l l embrassive j u d i c i a l approach 
adopted by the S.C, in the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of Art .21 in 
Maneka Gandhi has enabled the court to sneak i n to prison 
to safeguards or p ro t ec t the pr isoner from the old 
archaic and exp lo i t a t ive adminis t ra t ive m.achinery of the 
p r i s o n . Since t he rea f t e r the horrendous v io l a t i on of 
human r i g h t perpe t ra ted ins ide the j a i l are coming up 
in the open. 
The conclusion i s inescapable t h a t the court acts 
as a custodian and p ro tec to r of the p r i s o n e r ' s r i g h t s . 
From. Sunil Batra, the m.arch of jud ic i a ry towards c i v i l i -
zing our pr i sons and p ro t ec t i ng the res iduary r i g h t s of 
the p r i soners cont inues . 
The court unsparingly denounced the i n j u s t i c e in the 
m.atter of paym.ent of wages t o the he lp less p r i s o n e r s . 
The court had no h e s i t a t i o n in holding t h a t non-payment 
of mdnim.um wages i s c l ea r ly v i o l a t i v e of Art . 23 of the 
Cons t i tu t ion . The ' a c t i v i s t * S.C. in Asiad Worker's case 
successful ly transform.ed the c o n s t i t u t i o n a l guarantee of 
equa l i ty and the labour law provis ions by giving mtulti-
diri'.ensional meanings to the expression ' forced labour ' 
as used in Art.23 of the Cons t i tu t ion . 
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The fast changing society is demanding all kinds 
of justice, naro.ely worker's justice, socio-econoro.ic 
justice and mere particularly in the recent years'prison 
justice' to prisoners. The life of a prisoner in prison 
is nothing but a miserable existence. The rainimuro. wages 
for the sweat and toil of the prisoner was only a myth 
to the helpless prison victim of the exploitative society. 
The court m.ust with all its social vision and creative 
faculty expressed its deep sense of commitment to amelio-
rate the plight of the prisoners as the court rightly 
put it: "the punishment m.ust regenerative and reform.ative 
onei» 
It is also pertinent here to note the observation of 
Justice, V,R, Krishna Iyer "that maintenance of the'rule 
of law' in our society necessitates reconsideration of 
all (m.odern correctional devices proceeding) & institutions 
with a view to such reform.ulation of the pertinent rules 
as to m.ake our land consistent with the spirit of our 
constitution" 
In this connection one m.ay recall the observation of 
Chinappa Reddy J., that ''hitherto to the equality clauses 
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of the constitutioa, as other articles of the 
constitution guranteering fundaraental and other rights, 
were most often invoked by the privileged classes for 
their protection and advancement and for a 'fair & 
satisfactory' distribution of the butter of loaves 
am.ongst themselves. Now thanks to the rising social and 
political conciousness, and the forward looking posture 
of the court, the under privileged also one clamouring 
for their rights and one seeking the intervention of the 
court with touching faith and confidence in the court. 
The Judges of the court have a duty to redeem, their 
constitutional oath and do justice no less to the 
pavem.ent dweller than to the guest of the five star hotel, 
It is hoped that social organisation will take 
initiative under 'social interest litigation•' to m.ove 
the Suprem.e Court to get an order frcxr; the highest court 
of the land for the payment of reasonable wages to the 
inmates of the prisons throughout the country. The 
court can be m.oved under Art, 32 of the Constitution on 
the ground that the wages that is being paid to the 
1. Randhir Singh v. Union of India,A.I.R. 1982,SC 879. 
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inmates of the prisons is unreasonable, inadequate and 
illusions and hence elaps Art.23 of the Constitution 
on its face. The court will certainly take up the matter 
to secure justice to the inmates of prisons in the Country, 
Suggestions (1) The first and foremost suggestion is 
about the prison adm^ ini strati on is that till now the 
prison system, is governed by the out-dated legislation 
such as Prison Act, 1894, the Prisones Act, 1900 and the 
old State Prison Manuals. These Acts framed in British 
Period and application hitherto without any aruendro.ent, 
iKmediate steps are necessary to revise the legislation 
governing the prison adm.ini strati on. The criminal law 
be 
should be amended and should/brought in line with the 
accepted principles of penology and criminology. The 
establishm.ent of a Bureau of Prison Research in the 
states is necessary in order to assist the staff agencies 
in the work of guidance and advice. 
(2) There, is absence of rehabilitative prograrpjp.es in the 
states prisoners who have been put to work in the jails 
will benefits by the such work only if on being released 
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they are able to rehabilitate themselves in such work. 
That no doubt requires, a large and comprehensive scheme, 
but the good results that will accrue to the state by 
turning the prisoners into responsible self-respecting 
citizens would necessarily justify the time spent on 
and attention given to devising and im.plem.enting a 
proper rehabilitation progremme. We hope the Governm.ent 
will look into this aspect of the m.atter. 
(3) The prisoners should be given wages as defined under 
the Minim.um Wages Act 1948, The advantage of giving 
wages to a prisoner may be -
(a) The punishment would appear to be just and fair 
and not as an exihibition of vindictiveness, 
(b) There would be a possibility of the prisoner 
being rehabilitated on release, 
(c) The severity of the resultant punishment on the 
dependents of the prisoner m.ay be softened by payment 
of a substantial part of the wages due to the prisoner 
to them. 
(d) Any Provision for payment of wages to a prisoner is a 
recognition of his humanhood, his right as an individual. 
Th^t may preserve his self-respect. 
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(e) Such a measure would take away reasons for nursing 
vengeance against the society. 
(f) A huTP.an approach would make it easier for the prison 
authorities to enforce discipline, 
(g) The prisoner may be induced to dedicate himself 
to the work. 
(h) I-lore than all these, the state can absolve itself 
of the change that exploiting the prisoners by taking 
free labour, a charge which, in the case of a civilized 
Governm.ent, is certainly not comriiendable. 
Having visited the District Jail, Aligarh, it is 
found that still the jail adm.inistrative m.achinery is 
m.oving on the Jail Manual Rules drafted by British raj. 
Neither the social activists nor the state have m.ade 
any worthwhile study about the labour condition specially 
to the wages paid to the prison labours. Since U.P. 
happens to be biggest state of Union of India in term.s 
of population and therefore, the prison population may 
also be the high in : com.parison with other states. 
It is,therefore, highly infcuraan that the prisoners do not 
get proper and appropriate attention frcxr; the welfare 
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State Governiiient of our own. The need of the time 
the re fo re , i s tha t e i t h e r the s t a t e should i t s e l f 
c o n s t i t u t e a study comiTdttee or sorae voluntary and 
soc ia l a c t i v i s t s having i n t e r e s t in prison labour and 
profeciency in labour laws should take-up the job to 
make a thorough study about the prison labour . This 
has t o be done, i f we want t o do away with outdated 
J a i l Manual. 
AS a f ru i t f u l study has been done by teacher -s tudent 
team of Faculty of Law, Himachal Pradesh Univers i ty , 
ahimla, regarding the prison labour of Him.achal Pradesh 
S t a t e , Now on the bas i s of t h i s study. State Government 
of H.P. has s t a r t e d a wage-earning scheme appl icable to 
the prison labour. Insp i t e of the Inspector , Inspec te r -
General or D.I.G. of prison the s t a t e of H.P. has thought 
i t proper t o appoint Chief Welfare Officer to lookaf ter 
the welfare of the prison labour . 
Acting on the study repor t , the Government of H.P. 
has made proper arrangem.ent for t ra in ing-cum- production 
in t rades l ike blanket m.aking, dur r i es m.anufacturing, 
carpentry, handloom., shawl and t a i l o r i n g in Model Central 
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Jail, Nahan. Further a reasonable rates of wtges have 
also been fixed for the prison labour skilled Rs.6.85 
per day. Semi-skilled Rs.5.15 per day and un-skilled 
Rs,3,45 per day. Admittedly the study of Aligarh Jail 
may not be as through as it should have been yet it can 
be said to be as syndrom of the prison disease with which 
the prisoners are suffering. The exploitation of prison 
labour is writ large and using the Aligarh Jail visit 
as sam.ple, it can be said that the prisoners are in 
worst condition in U.P. Jail, A large number of manpower 
is being wasted and depended upon the society without any 
contribution towards it. If the society as a whole is 
m.aintaining the prisoner in jail than it is its duty to 
utilize them both outside and inside the jails. It is 
not only necessary for the state to keep crim.inals away 
from, society, but it is more im.portant for the state to 
equip them, to lead a norm.al life as worthy citizen of the 
country after their release from. Jail, 
If the State of U.P, starts instituting training-
cum.-preduction centre in the jails to im.part training 
to the prisoners in trades like blanket m.aking, durries 
m.aking, handloom. and tailoring etc. It would be m.ore 
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fruitful not only to the state iDut to the individuals 
also. As we know that penal theory of criniinal law 
has been operating fruitlessly without any training to 
the prisoners of their readjustment in society after 
their release. What is, therefore, more im.portant is 
to enable the prisoner to earn their livelihood after 
their release. This is possible only when they are 
properly trained during their incarceration in jail. 
Further they are reasonably and fairly paid for their 
labour, during their prison life. If this is done they 
would be facing no difficulty in readjusting themselves 
in changed socio-economic environm.ent outside the jail. 
Table No.l 
Distribution of work to convicted and under 
trials prisoners in the District Jail/ Aligarh 
Work 
Cooking 
Gardening 
Industry 
Grain godown 
Tailoring 
Cleaning (Office) 
Raj Kaman 
Cleaning (Prison) 
Out going gang No.(1) 
Out going gang No.(2) 
Hospital cleaning 
Cell cleaning 
Girda 
TOTAL 
Convicted 
prisoners 
01 
12 
10 
02 
X 
05 
01 
04 
04 
07 
02 
01 
04 
53 
Under trials 
prisoners 
39 
51 
58 
09 
02 
07 
25 
10 
X 
X 
X 
02 
17 
220 
Table No.2 
Work assigned to the convicted in the District Jail,Aligarh, 
Vocational Trades No,of Convicts 
Spinning (Carpet) 02 
Spinning (Gauge bandaze) 02 
Making Asan/Cushion 04 
Spinning Cushion 01 
Spinning Clothing 02 
Making Dari 02 
Spinning Cotton 02 
Khadi and Soot 05 
Clothing 02 
Nali 02 
Tagai (Dari) 02 
Niwar 08 
Tagai (Niwar) 03 
Charkha 16 
TOTAL 53 
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